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BUSINESS CARDS.

Dress

JOBBERS OF

woojLEjrs,
Tailors’ Trimmings!
7

AND

mill

€offe««

CUEA91

Ne Plus Ultra Collar Oomp’y,
BIDOEFOHD,

SO

Union

NK.

Street,

(First Door trom Middle.)
Francis O. Thornes. je20Tr&str Geo. II. Smardon

WEBB, FOGG & FREEMAN,
(Successors to A. WEBB & Co.,)

168

Commercial St., Portland, Me.,
DEALERS IN

Flour,Meal,Oats,
In

Large

114 Klnte Street, Bouton.

EXCHANGE

on LONDON and PARI*.
TRAVELERS’ CREDIT* issued on London and Paris, available in all parts of Europe.
IiOANN OE STERLING made to merchants upon favorable terms.

allowed.
ADVANCES made
pool and London.

Fine Feed & Or. Corn

WRIGHT & BUCK,
Proprietors of Greenwood

Mill,

hcckm vii.i.e,

s. c.
-n Yellow Pine Timber and
Ship
Orders solicited.
-References—R. P. Buck & Co., New York;
Stock.

Wm.

McGilvery. Esq., Searsport; Ryan

Portland.___
C.

G.

Consignments

MERCHANT

Liverfeb27d6m

&

Davis,

mar26dtf

to

OP

11© lYoutli

TAILOR,

Refined Bar Iron,
Tin Plates,
Hoops, Bands and Scrolls, Terne Plates for Rooting,
Plate, Angle and T Iron, Eng. and American Sheet
Rivet Iron, Swarf Iron,
Iron,
Bolt Iron, Spike Iron,
Russia and R G Sheet Iron
Ship andjKailroad Spikes, Imitation and French PolBc8^

ished Sheet Iron,
Iron,
Shoe Shapes, llorse Nails, Galvanized Sheet Iron,
Norway and Swedes Iron Sheet Copper and Zinc,
anu Shapes,
Banca, Straits & Eng Tin.
Norway Nail Rods,
Copper Bottoms and Brass
Steel ot every description,
Kettles,
Tinmen's turnish’ggoods, Iron Wire, &c., &c.

dBm

OE

—-

MAUT!
GOODS, NAI7T!
For Country Trade and Fishing
WOOLENS,
the
purposes !
day
spacious

DRY

AND

Have thia

removed to

and
for them
new

erected

58 and 60
On the Old Site
great fire.

Portland, March

Middle

St.,

tf

JOHN E. DOW, .Jr.,

Counsellor and Attorney
And Solicitor in

JAUNCEY COURT,
«3 Wall Street, ... New York City.
MW Commissioner for Maine and Massachusetts

Jy>. 29 dtf

W. T. BROWN & CO„
Commission Merchants,

General

No. 90 l"‘l Commercial Street,
(Thomas Block,)
Willard T. Brown, >
Portland.
Walter H. Brown, /
Sole Wholesale Agents lor the Boston Match Co.
tor Maine.
By permission refer to Dana & Co., J.
W. Perkins & Co., Josiah H.
Drummond, Burgess
Fohes a Co.

_June26dtt

DAVIS,

Ifashingion,

JUttbbiia OF

dry

1.000

“

Bonaire.

2.000
3.000

“

Crk’d St. Martins.
Cadiz.

1.000

“

“

D.

store

51 AND 53 MIDDLE STREET.

••

for Butter.

We would especially recommend to the fishermen
I lie Cracked Salt, on account of its
weight and
purity, this being more economical, and improving
the quality ot the fish more than most anv other
kind in

use.

200 Barrels Clam Bait.
100

Salisbury

PHILLIPS,

GILDER,

And Ship Joiner.
Ky*Cireular and Jig Sawing done with despatch.
Mouldings of all kinds, Doors, Sash and Blinds made
or

furnished to order.
338 Commercial 8t

_Portland,
C.

J.

(foot of Park 8t.,)
au29dtt
Maine,

PAUVTEIl.

03ce at the Drug Store of Messrs. A. G. Schlotterheek & Co.,
303

CauRiea. Ml, Portland, lie,

30,1868.

FOR WALE.

Louis,

For the Retail Trade, at No. 2 Galt Block by
GfiO. F. FOSTER.
Portland, April 1st. dlw

FLOCB.
2500 Bbls. Choice Southern White
Wheat Flour.
1200 Bbls. Choice Spring Wheat
Flour.
ALSO

100 Tierces Kettle rendered Lard.
75 Bbls. Clear Fork.
SO 11 lids. Choice Sagua Molasses
Together with

a

good assortment ot

157 Commercial Street.
dtf
Portland, March 2,1868.

I ellow Corn !
116

discharging

Commercial

Long Wharf.

10,000 Bushels

Southern Yellow Corn

SGSSKRAGT,
■ HPOBTEB,
DEALER

Cargo of Schooner Gentile,

IB

Cargo of Scbr. Julia £. Gamage,

136 Middle Street,
Shipping Furs.

JlUnAMU tB

now

sep20dtf

Edw, H,

VJjEA V ES,

& Counsellors at

Attorneys

Law,

Nathan

Merchants !

1531 Broad street,
Samuel Freeman, I
E. D. Appleton.

NEW YORK.
J
HF*Particular attention given to the purchasing
of Flour and Grain.
References—David Keazer, Esq E. MeKenney &
Co., W. & C. R. Milliken, J. B. Carroll, Esq., T. H.
Weston Sl Co.
jnnelldtf

A. N. NOYES & SON,
Manufacturers and dealers iu

Moves, Banges

&

Furtmces,

CaD be found in their
NUW BGILDING ON I, VIK «v„

(Opposite the Market.)
Where they will be pleased to see all
tustomers and receive orders as usual.

their former
aug17dtf u

Dr. W. R. Johnson,

DENTIST,

Office No. 13 1 -1 iree Street,
Second House fromH. H. Hay’s Apothecary Store.
HT“Ktfier administered when desired aud thought

advisable.

Jy22eodtt

WORKMEN, at

11.

aertlSdtl

Counsellor and
No. Ol
July 8-dtt

A,

is.

SHIP

WEBB,

at Law,
Exchane-eSt.

Attorney
*

~

stee1iexsoa\

a

day dissolved by

March 23d, 1868.

mutual consent.
-IAS. P. SPAULDING,
A. R. MITCHELL.

business will bo carried

ihe

A.

if.

on

MITCHELL

hereafter by

£

CO.,

their Mills, Clinton, Maine.
Brushwoods of all description manulhctured.
and turning of all kinds done to order.
AU Orders promptly attended to.
Office at the Mills. Clinton, and 178 Fore
Street,
Portland, Maine.
“ ■»»<«■*«■ * C.
Mar 26-dlm
at

Copartnership.

copartnership heretofore existing under the
THE
llrm ot Pettengill
Brothers, is Ihis day dissolved by mutual
consent, The business ol the firm will
be settled by R. F.
Pettengill.
E. D. PETTENGILL,
..

D
Portland, March 25,
L

It. F. PETTENGILL.
1868. mar26dtt

uopartnership Notice.
undersigned have lormed a copartnership under the firm name of
&
and
nave tiken the store corner of CumberlandLane,
and Wilmot Streets, formerly
Messrs.
Rich &
occupied by
Far well.
JO. D.
A. A. LANE.

THE

Pettengffl

fcETTENGlLL,

Copartnership

Notice l

f I .HE SUBSCRIBERS have this
day entered into
A
copartnership under Arm name of Gallison &
Colby, tor the purpose of carrying on the retail
Pro-dsion and Grocery
business, and have taken the
old stand formerly
occupied by G. & C. L. Gallison,
No. 11 Gray slreot.
C. L. GALLISON,
F. H. COLBY

NOTICE.

by

& Co.,

St., Portland.

DEALER in

a

«4

in

44

I?
!.»

44

44
♦

i4

44

Street,

4i

il
I?

.i

5?
**

<

First Class

us

the

i.

Id

«

on

..

i.

..

t/Oolera-JlorbnaNausea,Vomiting,23
25
ir°,,*bs, Colds, Bronchitis,
"r*l*.**» Toothache, Faceache 25
bes,Sick-Headache,Vertigo,25
BiUioug

Py*PeP*>«t
Jappressed
bile*, too

or

Stomach,

Cordage, Chains, Anchors, Naval
Stores, Oakum, Duck,
Ballmaker's Stores, Boat-Builder's and Block-Mak-

Hardware, Manilla Hawsers, Paints,
Otis, and etc.
Ill Commercial wired, Portland, Hr.
and
Tackles
P. S.
Falls, and Flags ol' every demurder at shortest notice. Orders
eertptioumade attended
by
to.
marlSwtt
gsail promptly

25
25

painful Periods,

profitso Periods,
25
P
i"•«<
rpnp, Cough, difficult Breathing, 25
MheuiiijErvsipelafl.Eruptioug, 25

Kbeuuiatisin. Rheumatic Tains, 23
A«jmc’ 0hiU Fl'Ter- Ague, 58
ffblind or bleeding.
50
©pOtalmy, and sore or weak eves. 50
Tntnerh, acute or cronlc, Influenza,50
V koop.ng Cough,violent Coughs, 50
Anthnia, Oppressed Breathing,
50
Kar Oiwliargea, Impaired
Hearing,50

1868.

OB

HarwbncU”

,u

ijB„,.

The New York correspondent of the
Charleston Courier has made a most astounding discovery, calculated to drive slumber
from the eyelids of timorous old age, blanch
the cheek of woman and excite the heart of
manhood to uuwouted palpitations.
For
many yeai-s there have been persons constantly scanning the horizon for the appearance of au American
Ciesar, whose specific
designation has been fixed by a distinguished
citizen of Massachusetts, as “the Man oil
Ilorsback.” Why he should come on horseback it is hard to imagine.
Why not ride
over

from the

ble into the
on an

our

At the risk of
beiug almost offensive, hut
that if so, it is not
my fault but
that ot the person whose acts I am describing,
let me but faintly picture to you the scene at
Cleveland anil St. Louis. It is eveniug. The
President of the United States ou a journey,
to do homage at the tomb of an illustrious
statesman, accompanied by the heads of the
army and navy and tbe Secretary of State,
has arrived in the great central city of the
continent. He has been welcomed by the
civil
authorities; lie has been escorted by a
procession of the benevolent charitable societies and citizens and sailors to his
hotel;
he has returned
thanks, in answer to the address ot the
mayor, to the citizens who have
received linn. The
hospitality ot the city
has provided a banquet for him and
his suite,
when he is again expected to address
the
chosen guests of the city, where all things
may he conducted in decency and in order
While lie was resting,as one would have
supposed he would have wished to do from the
fatigue of the dav, a noisy crowd of men and
hoys, washed and unwashed, drunk and sober,
black anil white, assemble in the street, who
make night hideous by their bawling. Quitting the drawing room without the advice of
his friends the President of the United States
rushes forth to the balcony of the hotel to address wliat proves to -have been a mob, and
this he calls in liis answer a tit occasion ou
which he is held to the high duty of expressing his opinions upon the motives and acts of
Congress. Observe now upon this tit occasion, like in all respects to that at Cleveland
when the President is called upon by the
constitutional requirements of his office to

Orient,

on an

elephant

or

am-

dictatorship seated, like Hudibras,

ass?

informant,

Super Phosphate.

SwdaMOTtBHmt ofXOTg'and'sbMt*6'‘°

EMBER,

REM OVAL.

SPARROW’S

INSURANCE AGENCY!

Exchange St.,

Where Insurance

Every Kind,

_

entered into copartnerof

G.
fF.
COBB & co.,
And having purchased the Stark Mills, are
prepared
to turnish orders of every
description of Lumber, at
stiirihyant's Wharf, foot of Park St. Portland, Me.
G W. COBB.
Mar 27-dtl

F. STURDIVANT.

I

Dissolution.
copartnersldp heretofore existing und“r the
A name of E. H. CHASE A; CO., is dissolved by
mutual consent. All the aifairs of the late Arm will
be settled by LEWIS, CHASE & WHI ['TEN
who
occupy the old stand of E. H. Chase & Co.
E. H. CHASE.
T. o. LEWIS.

rpHE

The
under I

_

First Class Companies,

Lewis,

Chase &

WOODMAN,

Ship

Stores & Fishermen’s Outfits,
Dealers in and

INSPECTORS of Dry & Pickled Fisli & Bait
14,

16 As 18 Cnfttom

Donne Wharf,

PORTLAND,

_

ME.

Copartnership

marldlm

Notice.

No. 1 Free Street Block.
Wo have this day lormed

stylo

Evans &

a

of

Arm, uAder the

Josselyn,

eontiuue the

and will

Furniture,
AND

House

new

Furnishing

Goods

Also, the manufacturing ol Parlor and
Drawing Room Furniture. Old customers will
please call, aud with our increased facilities we shall
he able to give good bargains. Upholstering done to
order.
ARAD EVANS,
mar9-eodti
WM. H. JOSSELYN.

MH

REDDY,

MERCHANT TAILOR,
AND

DEALER IN

FURNISHING GOODS.
No. 107 FEDERAL STREET.

GENTS’

We have in store

one

DRY

of the liuest assortment of

ENGLISH, GERMAN, FRENCH aud DOMESTIC

CLOTHS, CASS1MERES, &c.,

that can be found in
Portland. These goods have been selected with great
care aud especially adapted to the fashionable
trade,
and at prices that cannot thil to please, and all goods
thoroughly shrunk and satisfaction guaranteed.
A call is respectfully solicited. Thankful to triends
or past patronage, hoping to merit a continuance o
the same.
M. H. REDDY, Proprietor.
Janildf.f

Gents’

COAL.
Fire

Proof

uutm

IN

GOODS!

Gorham, Maine, Dec. 23,

Mess BK Croasdale <8 Co:

—ALSO—

Sewing Machine.

WOOD MAW, VRITB & CO.
Portland, Dec 2d, 1867.
dec3dlm

K

E

M

O

y

H. M.BRE

A

L,

WEB,

(Successor to J. Smith Sc Co.)

Manufacturer of Leather Belting,
Han
removed to

>

NO.

92 MIDDLE STREET,
Marrett & Poor’s New Block, where may be found a
lull assortment of Leather Belting, a9 cheap, and
equal to any in New England. Belting and Loom
Straps made to order. Also for sale, Belt Leather
Backs and Sides, Leather Trimmings, Lace Leather,
Belt Hooks, Copper Itivets and Burs.
jyl9dtf
A.
MB RBIliL,
Counsellor and Attorney at Law,
has removed to 144$ Exchange Street, opposite pres-

julySdtf

ent Post

Office._
REM OV
W.

II.

at

Law,

Congress Streets,

BROWN’S NEW BLOCK.

I used CroaBdaie’s Super-Phosphate the last season in planting my com, potatoes and
garden, and
was satisfied with the result.
I got good crops ot
corn and potatoes on newly broken
up land, which
was run out, and had not been tilled lor
many years.
I regard it as an exceedingly valuable
fertilizer, and
so recommend it to all my fBends.
I also know that
my neighbor, James Moody, Esq., used it on his
farm and nursery with the same results as myseli.
E. W. JACKSON.
Gorham, March 1,1868.
ADDBE8S

SAMUEL

B.

BOBBINS,

GORHAM, MAINE.
WHOLESALE DEPOT

No. 6 1-2 Union Wharf, Portland.
Also for sale by

SAWYER d) WOODFORD,
AT THEIR
Meed

Holicitor of Patents,
Has Removed to

Corner of Brown and
jalS

L!

CLIFFORD,

Counsellor
And

A

1867.

I used in the spring of 1867 a small
quantity of
your Super-Phosphate upon my apple orchard of
young growth—just before a ram.
The effect was
surprising; it changed the toliage at once, became
dark, and the growth of wood during the season
greatly exceeded that of previous years. 1 found also the toliage remained longer on the trees than when
I did not apply the Phosphate.
I used it on my garden tor com,
potatoes, beans,
peas, beets, cucumbers, &c., and the eft'ect was highly satisfactory excepting the potatoes. I had a row
of grape vines, and used the Phosphate on them.
I
was agreeably surprised with the
result, as I did not
expect anything trom It, as the land was so run
down. Jt uid well tor them, and they showed a
very
remarkable growth. I can fully recommend this article as a good fertilizer.
ISAAC McLELLAN.
Yours,

AND SMALL WARDS,
Have this day removed to Woodman’s Block,
Corner of Middle and Pearl Streets,
Nearly opposite their old site.
Agents tor Maine for the World-renowned
Linen
Finish
Collar I
With Cloth at the Button Hole, and
Gray's Patent Molded
Collar

Agents for Singers

autl

fine flavor. I alao naed tt on barley; and had it not
been blown down, 1 should have liad a
good crop.—
As it was, it was much better than
any other in the
neighborhood. I used one barrel to the acre. 1 also
used it on my strawberries, and in setting tire plants
put it in ttie bill. The growth wa- splendid, and 1
shall be able to tell you of a
large crop ot berries
next year I hope.
Yours,
IRA WINN.

Furnishing Goods,

dlw
-and-

GO.,

WOOLENS,

Crockery,

business.

THUE &

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS

Whitten,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

changes the
ing around
tell.

Miore

March 14.

No.

119

Exchange

Portia u«l, maiuc.

Mtreet,
d2m

Daily Press Job Office,

dtf

No. 1 Printers’

Safes !

Exchange,

but Cliia fa not

Jialf; bis methud ofrecouciliii^
the South will be to restore the States to all
their rights and privileges, and to elevate the

Lees, Johnsons and Beauregards as the true
representatives of the South!
Here we must, imagine poor General Banks
coming back, out of breath and in a profuse
perspiration from his tour of observation,
and relieving the diplomatic gentleman, for
hear no more of Mrs. Banks. From this
point he gives his own views of the foreign
policy of the new administration. That polwe

icy

is

heroic—Napoleonic. To quiet disaffechome, like other usurpers, Grant will
engage in foreign wars, with a view to making the United States the greatest and most

tion at

influential power

on

earth.

The very least

of these

aggressive movements will be tbe
annexation of Canada, the seizure of the
Isthmus of Panama and the absorption of

Mexico. Great fleets will be sent to the Chinese and Japanese waters.
What gives great value and weight to
these speculations is the
overwhelming proof
adduced in support of them. The corres-

pondent, it seems, when he got to the great
fleets, began, like a great simpleton, to shake
his head in token of incredulity. But the
rotary motion ceased when he was angrily
asked “Why, then, has Grant’s Man Friday
proposed to abolish the Washington Police
Department and let soldiers attend to duties
now performed by the police ?”
The newspaper man, absurd sceptic as he was, had
sense enough to perceive that considerations
of economy could have nothing to do with
Mr. Washburne’s proposition. He
accepted
it, as every intelligent man must, as the initial movement for the building up of an
American despotism.
Andrew JTohnson at SI. l,oni*.

Gen. Butler’s remarks upon the President’s

ihe

legislation ot your CJougress.
After some further debate with the
mob,
one it seems had called out “Traitor.”
The
President of the United States on this fitting

constitutional

occasion, immediately took
personal, and replies to it; “Now, my
countrymen, it is very easy to indulge in epithis as

thets. It is very easy to call a man a Judas
and call out traitor, but when he is called
upon to gifre arguments and facts he is
very often found
wanting.” What were the facts
that were found wanting which in the mind of
the President prevented him from
being a
Judas? It it were not that the blasphemy
shocks us, we would gather from all this that
it dwelt in the mind of the President of the
United States that the only reason why
he was not a Judas, was that he had
not been able to find a Christ toward
whom to play the Judas!
It will appear that this bit ol opinion, given
in pursuance of his constitutional
obligation,
was received with cheers and hisses.
Whether the cheers were that certain
patriotic persons named by him
might be hanged, or the
hissing was because of tbe inability of the
President to play the part of Judas for the
reason before stated, 1 am
sorry to say the
evidence will not inform us.
His answer
makes the President say that it is his
duty to
express opinions concerning the public character, and the conduct, views, purposes, objects, motives and tendencies of all the men
engaged in public service. Now as the character, motives, tendencies, purposes, objects,
and views of Judas had alone opinions expressed about them on this lit occasion, although he seemed to desire to have some
others whose names he mentioned hanged. I
shall leave bis counsel to inform you what
were the public services of
Judas, to say nothing of Moses,which it was constitutional duty
and right of the President of the United
States to discuss on this particulaily fit occasion.

The

Winter of

Famine.

The New York Tribune has an article under the above caption from which we gathersome facts and suggestions that have a close

bearing
our
uave

upon the

country.
|usi

interests of

agriculture

The winter from which

in
we

emergea nas ueeu enaracterizeu by

earth will yet undergo by “swingthe circle,” no philosopher cau

But one thing is certain. Extensive regions must be fed and supplied with seed by
charity or their next winter will find the people in a more destitute condition than they
are now, and we are
sorry to be compelled to
record the fact that their appeals for relief
have uot met that response to which they are
entitled

from

Christian

governments and

people.

|

In view of the above tacts, we perceive how
important the position the cultivator of the
soil holds in the world. He
occupies a place

in the industries of the world that cannot be
overestimated. Without his cultivation the
earth would become a desert and the
popula-

tion would soon diminish iu numbers and become demoralized and savage.
Two classes,

the roving hunter and the hungry fishermen
only inhabitants of the
and the dark ages would come
again. The
arts and sciences would
go into an eclipse
and civilization and refiuement would be uo

earth,’

would be the

But we will not gaze upon that dark
cloud which would
overhang the earth if

more.

mau should cease to till the soil.
Brighter
visions open before us, and
although famine
has visited some portions of our
globe, yet
mother earth has not grown barren in her
old age, and her children will continue to
draw nourishment from her exkaustless

Seed time has been promised by Him
whose
word
never
Tails and harvest
will follow as surely as the
day follows the
night. The spring time has come and earth
has thrown off her winter
garments aud our
farmers will soon be in the fields.
Agriculture now calls
upon those who have

arras, cfoar heads aud

strong
willing hearts, to seize

the plow handle and the hoe.
Machinery
has lessened the labor of
farming and made it
more productive and
profitable. Who then
will linger in our cities with little or no employment when so much land is waiting to
be tilled and ready to
yield the husbandman
ample rewards for his toil? We hope with
the Tribune that the present famine is but
transient—that there
will soon be more
workers of the fields, fewer idlers in the
cities and that‘ the sun of next September
will

ripen a bountiful, adequate harvest ail
the globe.”
Young men! Now is your time to take a
strong hold upon the plow handle and look

over

not back.

And we say to the young maiden:
find no better or safer husbands
than those who cultivate the soil.
Encourage
the young farmers then, and let them know

you

can

that you esteem their vocation
among th»
most Honorable and useful on earth. We
say
to the young men who ate
their

precious time in cities
enough to keep body

wasting
hardly doing work
and soul together, to
or

llee to the country aDd engage iu the noble
of tilling the soil.

employment

___AOBICOLA.
V urleties.

l7~

utiderBificnefl have formed a copartnership
be tlnn name of LEWIS, CHASE & WHIT-

TEN, and have taken the old sland of E. H. chase
& Co., 14,16 and 18 Custom House Wharf.
T. C. LEWIS, E. H. CHASE, O. B. WHITTEN.

many

outbreak.

HaUhe'0

Genuine

large districts by severe and ^finely
frosts. Our readers have been informed bow
much the people have suffered lor the want of
food In Northern Sweden. The crops have
failed in these districts not only last season
but for several years. It has been suggested
that the accumulations of ice iu the circumpolar regions have been gradually increasing and may yet become so extensive as
to render those regions no longer habitable
except tor a population ol roving hunters and
fishermen.
**
The Tribune says: It would be a striking
commentary on the curreut dramas of human
progress and terrc3tial melioration if It should
soon he found necessary to abandon to roving
savages large districts that have for a thousand years subsisted millions of civilized, industrious, thrifty “ Christian people.” We
hope another glacial period has not yet commenced and that the northern portion of our
globe is not destined to he again covered with
mountains of ice. The letnainsof elephants
found on the banks of the great river, Lena,
furnish evidence that tire circumpolar region
was
once
blessed with a warm climate,
and we know how cold it is there now. What

of an indictment against a termagant as a
common scold, of summoning witnesses to
prove that what she said wa3 not true. It is
the noise and disturbance of the neighborhood that is the offence and not a
question of
the provocation or irritation which causes the

protesting

Furniture I

—The famine in Tunis and Algiers is terriIn tin* latter country human haingB arm
and eaten. An Arab woman
recently
killed her daughter, twelve years of
age, and
gave the flesh to her other children and partook of it herself. The authorities at once
proceeded to the spot, and on
entering the hut
found the mother occupied in salting the flesh,
cut up into pieces, exactly as is done with
bit*.

killed

pork.
—The European papers say that a frightful
misfortune has just befallen Carlotta Patti, in
the course of her tour in the South; her husband, M. Scola, has gone mad! The The T71manu concerts at Marseilles have in consequence been temporarily snspended.
—Some tour hundred of the inhabitants of
the Red River Settlement region, within the
British North Ametican territories, have met
and formed a government of their own, inasmuch as they were too far away to enjoy any
at the hands of the British authorities.
They
have elected a President, adopted laws, defined their boundaries, and put in motion all the

machinery of government. And they have
done all this without leave or license from the
“home” authorities. It becomes a question of
some interest whether they will be “let alone."
—“The Menken” has had another triumph.
She has won Swinburne, the poet of the passions, aud been photographed at London “in
conjunction” with him. It makes even the
big and busy town talk, and helps to let the
outside world know wliat sort of a fellow
Swinburne is.
—Bertie: “Papa, when I grow up, may I be
what I like?" Papa: “Yes, my boy, you may
choose your own profession." “Bertie: “Then
I’ll be a sweep, for I shall never have to wash
my face.”
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R E M O TA
barrel of Phosphate. I harvested fifteen tons ot carbulls and Col faxes giving place to the Sher- duty ot the President to express upon the
rots trom the piece. 1 have used Coe’s and the Cumthe worthiness, objects, purposes, and
justice,
mans, Canbys, Sheridans and Meades. Ah, public and political motives anil tenilenciea of
80 much benefit from
?,e.ver Tbe carrot*
uunomtldH.
wore
Inriro mIz«
Iluilding well known
ARCADE,

Liverpool
CHAlINDLek,
AND

Commission Merchant

er’s

partnership of Jas. P. Spaulding* Co, doing
THEmanufacturing
business at Clinton. Maine, is

tms
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Daily

BLAKE’S,
No. 10 Cross St., Portland, Me.

NATHAN

LITTLEFIELD,

t.

?

Inilamations,^!^

Worms, Worm-Fever, Worm-Colic,

Colic or Teething ot infants,
frying
tfitir*h«rn ol children or adult*,
JfT*®Mt«>ry, Griping, Billions Colic,

Cavalry

Coffins, Caskets, Desks,
Show Cases and Office Furniture,
or Every Description,
Made from the best material and by EXPERIENCED
C.

Burgln

COAL,

Cleaves.

S. FREETflAN & CO.,

Commission

for sale

Wo. 120 Commercial
March 28.

PORTLAND, M NE.
Office Xo. 30 Exchange Street,

Joseph Howard, jy9’67-ly

landing and

MAINE.

...

for

HENRY

d&wistt

Dissolution of Copartnership

*

Furs, Hats and Caps,
JWCash paid

December 14.

New firm at the old stand

jan8d6m

PORTLAND,

RICHARDSON,

11ENJ. F. HARRIS,
.1. W. DYER,

by

GEORGE W, TRUE A CO.
Portland, March 31,18C8. U3t

Including Full Gangs, Fishermen’s Hawsers, BoltRone, Point Rope, Trawl Warp, lath Yarn, <£c.

AND

R. M.

GROCERIES

Street,

Cordage Manufactureiw,

MANUFACTURER

and have taken the store No. 143 Commercial
StrCot,
heretofore occupied by Richardson, Dyer & Co

name

now

BATH, ME.,

G. A.

Grocery,

Elsur Business,

subscribers having
THE
ship under the firm

Choice St*

No. IS Free

j!
1

44

HAVE REMOVED TO

—

d3wis

SCHOONER PILOT,
in prime order for mealing, at
CARGO
head of

One door above Brown.
Jal2dtf_
G. & J. T. DONNELL.

Orders solicited.

the wholesale

on

Portland, March 24, 1808. d2w«

WHEELER, READ & SMALL,

SCHUMACHER,

FRESCO

copart-

HARRIS & 00.,

the purpose ot carrying

Dories.

In store and for sale
,

RICHARDSON,
lor

OAINA & CO.
March

Mar 18-dlm

B

a

name

Copartnership.

WOOIaENS?,

CARPENTER,

undersigned have this day formed
THE
of
nership under the

«

AND

W. 11.

Copartnership Notice.

Portlanu, March 25,18C8. inar2Gdtf

PLOUB,

HASKELL,

new

PARSONS.

—»

Syracuse.

200 Sacks
25 Bbls. Grd.

goods

Have removed to the

St.
MARSTON,

J. .1.
C. A.

California Flour.

C*
(P. o. Box, 1009.)

CHAPMAN &

Hbds. Turks Island.

-and-

& Co.

SOLIOITOES OF PATENTS
4M 1th 8f.,
Send for Circular.
Mar 6. eodlm

1.000

Law,

at

Bankruptcy,

HIcKenney

copart-

store

occupied by thorn previous to the
16.

Middle

Dissolution of

MRRCHAjrDISB

DEERfNG, MlIiUIKEN & CO.,

a

PARSONS,

Mar 28-d3w

Oval and half round

dtl

JOBBERS

&

formed
of

carry on the Clothing and custom trade at the
stand ol C. A. Parsons & Co.,

rs

St., Boston,

OFFER FOR SALE

February 18.

OF CHESTNNT
n

undersigned have this day
nership under the rame and style

METALSZ

Naylor A Co. ’s Cast Steel,
Muntz’s Yellow Metal Slieatlilng,

HAS REMOVED TO

Notice.

West India Goods,

Also agents for the sale ot

No. 233 1-2 Congress Street,

Copartnership

FITZ,

TT2V PLATES,
SHEET IRON,

DOWNES,

CORNER
August 30,1866.

on

AND

KV Choice Family flour by the single barrel or in
bagB.
S. H. WEBB,
J. L. FOGG,
H. C. FREEMAN.
Dee 28, 1867 .-d3m

C. A. PARSONS & CO.

The

CURRENCY
at sight, and interest

iron, steel,

ALSO,

Shorts,

dissolved.

4

,,

44

MANUFACTURERS,

Thursday Morning,

lrom

c“res Pcver**, Congestion,

!«

u

Dealers !

44

.the

To
old

HA\

«

-AND-

PARSONS & Co., is

A.

PROVED,
a m

the most am}»le experientire success; Simple—Prompt- EffiReliable. Tl oy are the only Medicines
periechy adipted to popular use—so simple that
mistakes cannot be made in
using them; so harmless
as to be tree trom
danger, and so efficient ::s to be always reliable.
They have rased the highest commendation lrom all, and will
always render satislac-

4

copartnership of C.

UIARSTON

E
ence,
cient, and

u

WALTER COREY & CO,,

PORTLAND.

OURANTUR.

I on.

Furniture

Dissolution of Copartnership
this dav
THE

eod2w

8IMIL1BUS

Ten,,,

DAILY PRESS.

Humphrey’s Homceopatliic Specifics,

REMOVAL! 1J<°* i

c)3t

under the
firm of THOMAS ASENCIO & CO is this Hay
dissolved by mutual consenl.
aprldlw*

and

FULLEVYaNA l

Small Qnamitlee.

or

THE

WEYMOUTH,
SOULE,

Notice.
copartnership herelofore existing

„„

DEPOSITSjof GOLD
received, subject to draft

J. LARRABEE, A. B.. Principal,
No. 30 Green Street.

REMOVALS.

J. S. BERRY.

Portland, April X, 1868.

PAGE,RICHARDSON* Co’

IMPORTER*

CORN,

W. D.
W. G.

Ac.,

Bankers and Merchants,

P.

March 21, 1868.

on

At (lie old stand No 29 Commercial Street
The other members ol' the firm can be found at
No. SO Commercial at.

TARTAR,

Orders received from all parts of the State will be
promptly executed and satisiaction guaranteed.
March 31,1868. dtf

w

cular.

SIMILIA

YOUNG LADIES AND GENTLEMEN !
Hay and Evening School.
For further particulars please send tor a Cir-

The Flour Business.

Spices,

SALERATVS,

°

AGENTS FOR THE

FOR

]

No. G.

Nos. 14 aud 50 Middle Wired,

CO.,

1868

Ml SCELLANEOUS.

Poiftlaiifl Academy!

uu<ier the

SOULE <k

Will carry

N. B,—Our Coffee is prepared
by the oldest and
m m
experienced Roaster in the city.

CO,

existing

MR. WEYMOUTH,

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

part

SMARD0N &

ore

SIMONTON & MERRILL,

_

Cor, Commercial and Park Streets.

TH0MES,

hereto
THEfirmCopartnership
name of

WEYMOUTH,

Making,

SCHOOLS.

Copartnership

No* 163 Uliddlc Street, Porllaud, me.
March 9,18C8. dtt

*
every
0t
®ta^) f°r $1.00 per square lor first insertion
ftud 50 cents per square for each
subst-qoent inser

BUSINESS CAttOS.

Dissolution of

is this day dissolved
by mutual consent. Either
member ot the firm is authorised to use the firm
name in settling the accounts.

the “Maine State
iD9,me,i
8
circulation in

*a,rgc

BOSWORTH,

-AM>-

Rates of Advert^!* n
One iuch of space, in
length of column, conMituiesa “square.”
$1.60 per square daily first week. 76 cents per
week after; three insertions, or le«s, $1.00; continung every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents: one
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week alter.
Unde- head of “Amusements,” $2.00 per square
per week; three insert l us or less, $1 50
Special Notices, $1.25 per square for the first
insertion, and 25 cents per square lor each subsequenl insertion.
—

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICES.

Fashionable millinery

I nvariably in advance.

"J*8

PORTLAND, THURSDAY MORNING, APRIL 2,

MRS. M. A.

THE MAINE STATE PH ESS, is published at the
tame place every Thursday morning at $2.00 a year,

v

r.

Vo,,

Upholstering, Furniture, Repairing
Marajf

Upholstering, Furniture, Repairing,

TTiE PRESS.
2, 1868.
Thursday Morning, April
STATE

following

were the proceedings:
On motion of Mr. Henderson the

PROCLAMATION.

Devoutly reccgnixltg Hip God of our

fa hers, I do
advice of the Executive Conned appoint THURSDAY, THE NINTH 1>\Y OFAiMiJL
.NEXT, as a day of Public llumili tion, Fastiuj and
Prayer.
Lot us on that day, as a people, meditate upon onr
‘solemn obligations to God, and seek of H,m MJf;,our w»e
way for us, that both our labor# and
j
begun, continued and ended io Him,
jJ'j
with the plenttoui finHs oi_HU
Uumilia.
grace; In the sure lioje,
nllll l8 s0„u ia
/
lion unto Victory tor our
w.eaknesH shall be raised up"
at Augusta, this
Council t'bambe ,n
Qivenat the s'nimcil
tho vearuI oar
March
and “ixtyhundred
ilglit
ilnrll one tlijusaml
United
aiui ot the Independence or the
-second.
the
America
ninety
ot
hereby, with tho

provHreRi

...

—

i-TEJ,

'States

JOSHUA L.
By the Governor:
Franklin M. Di:ew,

CHAMBERLAIN.
Secretary of stnt r.

on HorseJt&~First Page to-day—The Man
back at Last; Andrew Johnson at S1. Louis;

The Winter ot Famine; Varieties.
Some New AnecFourth

Page—Epitaphs;

dotes of

Wordsworth.

The Arkansas Constitution.—A St. Louis
that the President of tbe Arkan-

dispatch says

Reconstruction Convention
that tho official returns give 1,650
the constitution,
sas

telegraphs
majority for

The New England Methodist Conference
Of course, or any
approves impeachment.
other oppressive, unjust, and anti-liberal pomovemeut.—Eastern
litical
Argus.
We commend the above to the consideration
of the Methodists belonging to the Democratic party without comment.
Let it be written down and remembered
that the Democrats in Congress have obstructed tbe passage of the bill relieving manufactures from taxation. Mr. Schunck, the chairman of the Committee on Ways and Means,
made this charge against tbe Democratic
members of the House, and found no one of
them who could answer him. Meanwhile the
Democratic press all over the country is con-

stantly complaining of the heavy burden
which rests on the industry of the country.—
The bill has finally passed both houses of Congress and only awaits the signature of the
President to become a law. Tbe clause exempting unmanufactured lumber is ot great
importance to the people of this Slate.
The

Republicanism of a large number oi

pending

to take Up
on appeal was postponed
the rules, by yeas 32, nays 18.
an
moved
amendment
Mr Hender.-on then
to the 8th rple. which motion was disagreed
to to strike out from ilie same the words which
of eviprovide that tlio lulings on questions
dence and incidental questions shall stand us
of the Senate.
as the judgment
Mr. Sumner offered an amendment to Mr.
Henderson’s proposition, as follows: That the
chief Justice, pro-filing in the Senate in the
trial of the President of the United States, is
not a member ol the Senate, and has no authority, under the Constitution, to vote on any
question during tlio trial. This was rejected
by the following vote:
Ye u—Messrs Cameron, Calt SI, Chandler,' (.n klirg. Com ess, Corbett, CTagin. IllIn.Ward,
Morgan, Morrill of Maine, Mot'o i, Nve, Pomeroi,
Stewart, Banner, Thayer, Tipton, Trumbull, Williams and W i iso:.—gg
Says—M* esiB. Bayard, Bucka’.ew, Cole, Davis.
Dixon, Doolittle, Edmunds, Ferry, FessendcD, Fowler. Frelinghuvsen,
Henderson, Hendricks, Howe,
Johnson, McCrcery, V orrill ol Vermont. Korun,
Patterson oi
New Hampshire, Ho b
31ierman,
Sprague, Van Winkle, Vickers, and Wile —26.
Mr. Drake moved an amendment to Mr.
Henderson’s proposition as follows: “It is
the judgment of tli“ Senate, that under the
Constilutinn the Chief .Justice presiding over
the Senate in the pending trial has no privilege of ruling questions of law rising thereon, lut that all such questions should he submitted to and be decided by the Senate.”
This was disagreed to bv 26 to 30.
Mr. Sherman submitted the
following, which
was rejected
by a vote of 23 against 13:
“That under the rules, in accordance with
the precedents in the United States, in cases
of impeaehrueet, all questions, other than
those of order, should be submitted to the

question

OF MAINE*

by the governor.

A

Impeachment—Tuesday’■ Proceedings
When the Senate retired tor consultation on
the ruling of the Chief Justice, Tuesday, the

the

Irish troubles the Democrats of Connecticut
Richard McCloud, the elovery seriously.
quent young Irishman, whj is doing so much
to stimulate the patriotism of his countrymen,
has at the instigation of Copperhead politicians been expelled fromtbe Wolf Tone Circle
of the Fenian Brotherhood at Norwich This
has called out Mr. D. W. Naglee, father of the
Gen. Naglee who is now imprisoned in Ireland, who administers a withering rebuke to
the Circle and calls its resolutions of expulsion
low and scurrilous. Mr. Naglee had five sous
in the Union army, three of whom, according
to the New Haven Palladium, died in the ser-

Senate finally.”
The Senators agreed

Mr. Henderson’s
amendment to the seventh rule, as follows:
The presiding officer of the Senate shall direct all necessary preparations in the Senate
Chamber. The presiding officer, upon the trial, shall direct al! the forms of proceedings,
while the Senate are sitting for the purpose of
trying an impeachment, and all forms during
the trial not otherwise specially provided for,
and the presiding officer on the trial may rule
on a l questions of evidence and incidental
questions, which ruling shall stand as the
judgment of the Senate, unless some member
of the Senate shall ask that a formal vote be
taken thereon, in which case it shall be submitted to the Senate for decision; or he may
at his option in the first instance submit any
such question to a vote of the members of the
Senate.
Teas—Messrs. Anthony, Bayard, Buckalew, Cannes s, Corbett, Cragin, Davis, Dixon, Doolittle, Edmunds, Fessenden, Fowler. Freliugliuysen, Henderson, Hendricks, Johnson, McCreery, .'Ion ill of Vf.,
Norton, Patterson of N. H., Patterson of Tenu
Ponieiov, Bots, Saulsbury, Sherman, Sprague,
Trumbull, Van rtinckie Vickers, Willey and Wilto

liams—31

Says— Messrs. Catted, Chandler Cole Conkling,
Drake, Ferry, Howard, Howe, Morgan, Morr.il of
Maine, Morton, Nve, itamsay, Stewart, Sumner,
Thayer, Tipton and Wilson (one name net repotted)
—19.
The Senators were absent in their conference about, three hours.
The excitement among Senators, Representatives and spectators seems to have been
greater on Tuesday than on any previous occasion. The more interesting details we give

following paragraphs from special
patches to the Boston papers:

in the

dis-

The scene at the opening ol the session was
much the same as that so otten described on
former occasions, except that the galleries
were not more than half full at the outset., the
holders of tickets comiug late and gradually
filling the benches, during the first hour. As
belorc, the ladies were in a majority, and
among them were Miss Anna Dickinson, Mrs.
Ann S. Stephens, the novelist, and Miss Olive

Debale in Parliament on Ihe Irish
Chcarrh Eiiablitiliiiieui.

In the House ol Commons Tuesday night
the resolutions of Mr. Gladstone in regard to
the Irish Church establishment again came up
for Consideration. The following are 'he more
important parts of the debate by the Atlantic
cable:
Mr. G a thorn e
Hardy regretted that a question so important had been introduced in the
house with so much acrimony. The ministers
had been attacked iu front and flank. The
motion of Lord Stanley lor a postponement
only sought to escape a too hasty consideration of the resolution brought forward by Mr.
Gladstone. A vast amount of property was
involved, and the country should be fust consulted. He dilated on Mr. Gladstone’s change
ot views, which he said were of
very recent
growth. He denied that there had been a large
increase in the Catho'ic
population iu Ireland
since 1834, and asserted that the number ot
the Protestants had increased in a
large ratio.
Before plundering the Protestants a definite
shuuld
be
plan
proposed. The c.‘ergy and laity
were equally concerned.
Disendowmeuts of
the church would not still
agitation in Ireland.
H said that iu a recent meeting in Ireland
t ie Catholic Bishop presiding declared that
the land tenuie was not the church question.
Mr. Hardy thought the House should not
adopt the resolutions without obtaining more
knowledge as to the plan which should be
adopted to remedy the evils si.oken of, and as
to what purposes the secularised revenues of
the church are to be applied. He declared
that the course of action proposed by Mr.
Gladstone was unconstitutional, and approved
Lord Stanley's motion for a postponement.
He would never consent to see the church dissevered in Ireland while that country was
united with England.
Mr. Knox said the resolutions were the mest
cowardly ever submitted to the House. Why
not produce a bill at once? Sueb measuies as
were proposed would not
satisfy the Catholics
woile at the same time they would estrange
the Protestants.
The Attorney General for Ireland sustained
Lord Stanley.
Mr. John Bright said the debate had droduced a series of remarkable changes in the
opinions and expressions of the Tories. Mr.
Hardy not liking Lord Stanley’s speech, had
given a new version ol the policy ol the government, and new ones were to be expected
nightly; while Lord Stanley thought the state
of Ireland debatable. Mr. Hardy dissented from
and refuted that view, and ou Thursday Mr.
Disraeli would probably dissent from and -refute the views of Mr. Jfardy. The result of
this was a political chaos iu which the ministry
was no government and the opposition was no
opposition, ior the ministry offered nothing to
oppose. Mr. Bright contended six hundred
thousand Protestants in Ireland bad tw o arch
bishops and twelve bishops, w'ith an income of
twelve millions sterling, yet the Established
Church was a failure, either as a means of
conversion or otherwise, and the suspension of
the writ of habeas corpus was none the less
necesary. If Irelard was to be reconciled to
England, antiquated predjudice must be dismissed.
The church in England had its own perils
in internal disruption over the ritual. All
men, said Mr. Bright, learn something; even
All began to see the great
a prime minister.
principle'w hich underlies|these great quest ons*
He asked the House to grasp ibe subject
boldly, tear up the foul weeds and leave the
Iiish church an ornament full of grace for all
within her influence. Ireland asks for the atonement England is ready to make.
Why
should the opportunity of reconciliation be
deferred.
At the conclusion of Mr Brigtitsjspeecli the
Rebate was adjourned until the 2nd of April.
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witnesses was interesting to the audience. A
witness having stated that he found General
Thomas at a fancy ball, masked, Gen. Butler,
in asking another witness about the demand
on Mr. Stanton to surrender the War Departthe President, there are ceitain drawbacks ment, asked, “Was General Thomas masked?”
He also was particular in asking whether Gen.
which will make it still very unsatisfactory
Thomas said that he did not want any onto him. The Chief Justice rules on ail quespleasantness or unpleasantness. The witness
was sure that the General said he didn’t want
tions in the first instance and his decisions are
to have any unpleasantness.
final unless exceptions are taken by some SenMr. Burleigh, delegate from Dacotali, a
ator. This will facilitate the dispatch of busifriend of Gen. Thomas, was expected to prove
that the ad interim Secretaiy invited him to
ness, and hasten the inevitable day. The rule
to see him take posoriginally adopted by the Senate, for which come to the Department
session by force. As soon as the conversation
Senator Henderson’s is now substituted, is as
w as touched Mr. Stanbery objected to the tesfollows:
timony. Gen. Butter explained its force and
officer
of
Senate
The presiding
the
shall dipurpose; then Mr. Chase simply and quietly
rect all necessary preparations in the Senate
said, “1 deem the testimony competent.” The
chamber, and the presiding officer upon remark was like a bombshell in a magazine;
Mr. Drake was on his leet in an instant and
the trial shall direct all the forms ol proceeding while tie Si nate are sitting for the pur- took exception to any ruling by the chair. To
understand the scene that followed, it should
-pose of trying an impeachment, and all forms
during the trial net olliii wife specially pro- be remembered that it is the misfortune of
of Mr. Drake to have a peculiarly offensive
v id til for.
The presiding officer may, in the
first instance, sulmit to the t^cxiute, witliout
manner, so that in every remark he seems to
be boiling over with passion, and filled with a
a division, all questions of evidt nee and inciI'mtal questions; lot tie rtme shall, cn the
desire to insult those with whom he disagrees.
demand of one-fifth of the members present, The Chief Justice calmly stated that be considered it his duty to decide in the first inbe decided by yeas and nays.
stance all questions which might come up
concerning Jaw or testimony. Mr. Drake veGov. Fenton and the Fobgeb Ketch cm.
hemently appealed from the decision.
Mr.
—These are Gov. Fenton’s reasons for refusing Chase went on to slate that he believed his powas sustained by the uniform practice
sition
to pardon young Ketchum, the “first family”
of the English House of Lords, and of tlie
Wall street forger, whose friends have been
Senate in impeachment trials.
Mr. Drake
so
an
his
for
release:
again rose to protest; but was called to order
making
strong
appeal
Revere1
and
the
Chair
decided
by
There are many circumstances connected
y Johnson,
that the question was not debatable by the
with the ccse which would make it agreeable
Senators.
to me to grant the application, if I could do so
At 6 o’clock the gas in the Senate Chamber
consistently with a sense of public duty. The
was lighted and the Representatives remainof
ihe
the
he
had
cfl'eniler,
youth
reputation
previously sustained, the deep interest express- ing n the f o n|began to speculate on the cause
ed by many for whose opinions 1 have great of delay in the Senators at arriving at a conregard, and the high character of his family clusion. The Chief Justice was freely criticized by those known as impeacliers, and also
and iriends, all commend the appeal for executive clemency to tavoiable consideration. I by three or four Represen iatives—one of them
from
Massachusetts—to whom he had sent a
am, however, unable to resist the conclusion
written notice that by a rule of llie Senate
that if I were to exact the pardon it would
tend to impair the confidence of the public in conversation is not permitted. This the whisthe adminstration of criminal law. The cer- I perers regarded as an assumption of authority,
tainty ol punishment,iu cases of unquestioned 1 and one expressed fears that if the school systfflb JfWRjBQjffH# was to be rutoptert members I
yu ill, is essential to the common security; and

If the decision of the Senate sustaining
Chief Justice Chase’s assumption of authority
to rule on matters of law and evidence, subject to an appeal to the Senate, is a victory for

the nature of* the offence in this instance was
such as to preclude the remission of the pen-

alty, unless for very clear and satisfactory reaI think it lias happened to every incumsons.
bent of the executive office to err in granting
pardons, which with fuller means of kncswledge
would have been withheld, and yet it is possible that the same experience would disclose
more mistakes in withholding clemency, than
in extending it in unworthy cases. In this instance, however, the recommendations come
from sources which entitle them to full laitb,
hut they rest on grounds which do not seem to
justify a pardon, The fact of guilt is conceded. The crime was of tlio gravest character.
It was one of a 6eries of offenses of a similar
nature. It was committed with deliberation.

Secession Movement in New Brunswick.
—A requisition signed by two thousand electors was presented to J. W. Cudlip of St.
John, Tuesday, requesting him to accept the
nomination for the vacant seat in the New
Brunswick Legislature on the platform of sevof political connection with Canada, to
be followed by a union of the maritime proverance

inces.

Cudley accepted the nomination
He is opposed by Mr. Willis, editor of the
Morning News.
Mr.

Political Notes.

Western Democrats are trying to get Mr.
Belmont off their National Committee, because he is the agent of European bond-holders, and, therefore, the foe of Mr. Pendleton.
The more that is said of Sergeant Bates, the
chap from Wisconsin who is carrying the stars
and stripes through the South, the worse it
looks for him.
He is no sergeant at all, was
only a corporal for a little while, and was reduced to the ranks for his conduct. He was
never in a fight, and spent most of his time in
the guard house.
The legislature of New Jersey has passed
resolutions requesting the President to interpose in the Alta Vela case.
Tuesday the Supreme Cou" t formally announced the postponement of of the MeCardlc
till December.

case
son

are

Judges Grier and Nelhighly indignant and the lormer an-

nounces
ssC

that he intends “to

clear liis

skirts

The President’s counsel have already issued
subpoenas to about half a dozen witnesses,
many of them well known gentlemen, and
one of them whose coming, if the court waits
for it, will delay the closing of the defence for
nearly two months. The full list of witnesses
summoned for the def encc up to Tuesday
is as follows:—J. W. McGinnis of New York;
Lewis D. Campbell, Bartholomew Able of
St. Louis; Lieutenant General Sherman; W.
W. Armstrong, editor of the Cleveland Plaindealer; General James B. Stcedman, andJGeueral L.H. iiousseau.
The last named gentleman is now in Portland, Oregon.
Hon. Walter A. Burleigh, the Delegate in
Congress from the Territory of Dacotah,
whose examination had commenced in the
Senate when the Chief Justice decided that
his testimony was inadmissible, was formerly
a citizen of this State.
Gen. Hancock has not yet selected the
members of his staff hut will do so in a few
days. Yesterday aiternoon he issued an order
Brevet Maj. Gen. S. S. Carroll,
Lieut. Col. 21st infantry, to duty upon his
staff as inspector.
The Democratic canvass shows a loss to
that party in
Conn.

assigning

Bridgeport,

They claim,

gain of 500 in the whole State.
The value of this “canvass” will be
properly
estimated by reference to that of New Hampshire.
Last year the Democrats carried Wiscasset
by 31 majority. This year the ticket
a

ed by the Republicans received
majority of nearly fifty.
Hon. Hannibal Hamlin is in

support-

an

average

Connecticut
speak at Willimantic, Mystic Rjver.
Stamford.
and
Bethel, Danbury
and will

The New York Tribune says that Gen. S F.
Carey ol Cincinnati claims to be an “iudependdent Republican” probably in the same sense
that Judas Iscariot was an‘‘independent Christian.”
The Hartford Times
says Mr. Jewell’s friends

spending an enormous corruption fund to
buy up the election. The Hartford Post begs
the Times not to advertise that
anymore. It
brings so many Democrats around to be
are

“bought up”
annoying.

might

that the pressure is

absolutely

wIi/k/mtcJ, or who
have to go and stand

reml
in a

Devrspapertt,

corner.

At a quarter past six a Senator, who is an
advanced Republican, entered looking red in
the taco and not good natured.
It was evident that tlie result of the consultation bad
not pleased him, and when the entire Senate
soon afterwards came it was noticed that Senators Davis and Johnson were evidently jubilant. The indications that conservatism had
triumphed were soon cod finned by tlie announcement of the Chief Justice that the 7th
rule liad been so amended as to give him power to rule all questions of evidence in the first
instance.
Amusements.—The New York Times says
that tlie Rev. Mr. Vincent, of Troy, has been
advocating all the innocent and rational
amusements that take the tastes of young people; and the Young Meu’s Christian Association, of ibe same place, lias doue a good thing
in permitting games and plays to be carried
their reading-tables.

These games such
as
backgammon, draughts, and cards, are
played harmlessly, and ilto players turn to
books or journals when they are tired of the
on

at

former. Meantime, the young people are kept
Thitf3
away from worse haunts and pastimes.
plan of providing well regulated and agreeable reading rooms for the people is growing
into a custom, and will soon be found to be
the best

means

ot

instruction and social well-

being.
steamship China,
Hong Kong, has
arrived at San Francisco. The Mahoinmedan
rebel? ami the Mienfer common robbers had
The

from

A Queer Lawsuit—The Danville (N. Y.)
Express is responsible for the following

“strange story:”
One day last week a lawsuit took place before Justice McCartney, the case iu point being Charles Ackly against Michael O’Flcara.
The action was brought for use of room, lights,
fuel, meals, &c while defendant was “sparking” his Lucinda at Plaintiff's house. The

prosecution showed that defendant was at his
house from three to five nights in a week and
usually stayed until four o’clock iu the morning, and sometimes till after breakfast—that
he burned his lights and wood and used his
room, and naturally concluded, we take it,
ihat as he had all the fun to he derived from
“sparking” at such late hours lie ought to pay
for the privilege. The case was exceedingly
amusing, and of course attracted a large
crowd of the “sparking” fraternity, who were
interested pecuniarily in the result of the action brought, as it might set a precedent
whereby <hey might be called upon to “fork
over” a liberal allowance for lights and fuel if
for nothing else, and they felt materially relieved, no doubt, when the Justice rendered
his verdict of “no cause for action.”
Chinese Tribute to Gen. Washington.
A Chinese philosopher, Seu-ki-yu by name,
has been presented with a portrait of George
Washington by Mr. Burliugame, because he
father of our country in
once praised the
terms of which the following is a translation:
He was an uncommon mam He conquered
and Kwang, and
more rapidly than Shing
in courage he was superior toTsaon and Lew.
Seizing the two edged sword of three cubits
lie
lung, he opened the country 30,000 le.
then refused to receive a title, or to secure one
for his posterity, preferring to establish an
elective administration. Patriotism to be commended under the whole heaven! Truly like
the three dynasties! In administering the
Government he fostered virtuous customs,
and, avoiding war, made his country superior
to all other nations. I have seen his portrait.
Hi« countenance exhibits great mental power,
who would not call him an uncommon

The journeymen plasterers of Washington
strike.
Among other contributions
promised them is one of ?300 from the mechanics ol this city.
are on a

A’arictics.
Tmimim? of Nm<r»ra bv Ghwreh has just
put on exhibition in bointon, auil tlio
Morning Post, speaking of tho ten years during which the works of Mr. Cbir'ch have beon
known in England, says: “Throughout all
these years, aud with the advent ol each successive picture, Mr. Church’s European fame
—A

boon

has gone on increasing, and this because he
has all the qualities necessary to a great painter.
He is a delicate and accurate draughtsman, a patient student of nature under her
most difficult and perfdexing aspects, a pure
and brilliant colorist, and a master of that supreme art of composition which can never be
taught and never be acquired, but which is to
the painter what melody is to the musician,
aud taste to the critic—a gift, au instinct, an

inspiration.”
—The Journal of

respondent
move

the

Chemistry advises a corfollows: “We advise you to reUngreen room-paper at once.

doubtedly

your family are suffering from the
poisonous arsenic dust which is detached from
the paper. Green window shades, green paper, the green leaves of artificial flowers, green
paint, articles ol confectionary colored green,
We have analyzed wall
are all dangerous.
papers which contained from ten to fifty grains
of arsenic to the square ioot.”
—John Kuskin, in criticising Doto’s illustrations of Balzac, says: “’Slothing more inventively horrible has yet been produced by
the evil art ot man; nor can I conceive it possible to go beyond them in their specialities oi
corruption. There is not one which does not
violate every instinct of decency and law ol
virtue or life written in the human soul.” ’’’3)
—An eccentric English nobleman once liglT^
ed a bonfire in his park, and walked through

at Pekin. There was no hope of foreigners recovering their losses, however’
A great fire had occurred at Too Chow.
The U. S. Consul’s buildings were destroyed
with all the consular archives. Bishop Willmerding of the Episcopal mission at Shanghai

said to be good.

visited Barkow with reference to estaba mission there.

lishing

The Railroad Was.—The select committee
of the New York Senate to investigate the affairs of Erie Railroad Compa jy will report today, Pierce, Bradley and Mattock joining in
the report, condemning Drew and directors,
and Chapman and Humphrey recommending
legislation to encourage a broad guage line
fr im New York to Chicago, legalizing the ten
million of stock recently issued by Erie directors, and prohibiting the directors of the Erie
road from being directors in the Central, Harlem and Hudson, and vice versa.
Foreign Items.—Foreign dispatches of
March 31st say that King Victor Emmanuel
is confined to his bed by serious illness.
A despatch irom Rome says the Pope is sick.
The nature of his attack is uot stated.

Dispatches from the Continent state that
tumults have broken out in Grenoble. It is
supposed they arc occasioned by the enforcement of the new army law. No definite par
ticulars have been received.
New

Music.—Oliver Ditsou & Co., 277
Washington St.. Boston have published, with
other new music, “Fond Memories of the
Past," a ballad written and composed by M.
Keller; “Sleigh Bells Mazurka,” by Charles
Wells; “Mary Mahonc,” a ballad hy J. B. Sal-

isbury, and “Mouse Trap Waltz,” composed
bv H. J. Wliymark. For sale at the Music
store of William Paine on Congress street.
Mr. Dickens Shocked.—The Buffalo Exat his readings
press says that Mr. Dickons,
in Rochester, was much amused, as well as
considerably shocked, at a party of strongminded women from Danville, who entered
the hall, quite late, dressed in bloomer costume. They wont to Rochester on purpose to
hear Mr. Dickens and show their trowsers.
The Catalogue of Bowdoin College for
the second
term, 1857—’58, has come to hand.
There are 113 students in the academic de-

partment; Seniors, 25; Juniors, 33; Sophores,
Freshmen, 25. The catalogue shows
35;
that the Medical School is in a
flourishing
condition.

it to get

a

foretaste of

hell,

aud try what it felt

like.
—Llastic boot heels

are

invention and

a new

—

cold. The Trib
une very severely criticises the performance,
and says that “it belongs to a class which we
cannot but regret to see coming into vogue.
Seduction and illicit passion are not made respectable by the countenance of the Homeric
Greeks, and an adulterer is just as wicked in
tunic and buskins as in dress coat and calfrun

boots. The portion of the legend of Helen
which has been selected for the plot of this
opera is intrinsically unfit lor the stage. The
language does not improve it. The gross
points are made more gross; the text is loaded
with indecent innuendoes; the action in several places is simply vile; and the costumes of
certain eiiaraoters are more lascivious than
anything we have yet seen in a respectable
Theatre.” The Times and Herald call it the
most successful hit of the season, and predict
brilliant future for the new prodution.
—A coupio of New Orleans Creoles recently had a duel, but not unto death, with sharpened French navy broadswords. They desisted after having sliced each other until the
floor became so slippery with blood that foota

ing

was
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Seventh Grand Promenade Concert P. M. B.’s.
It* moval—H. 0 Rea bod vBill laid Rooms-Johns. Heald.
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Additional Notice--Almedia Wedge.
Removal—Strout *fc Gage

Molasses—Lycch, Fling

& Drew.

Stat Pension*—Jacob McLellan.
House and Lot for Sale —F. D. Moore.
Sable Muff Lost.
Lot ot Land for Sale—John C. Procter.
Home tor S le— John C. Procter.
Girl Wants.'*.
House for Salo-G. R. Davis & Co.

Daily and Maine State Press
May be obtained at the Penodlcal Depots of Ft-sBenden Bros., Marquis, Robinson, Coles worth} and
Chisholm Bros., at Boston Depot, ami on the train ol
(1- M. Curtis, and at Portland & Koch easier Depot.
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At Brunswick, of W. R. Fields.
At Waierville, of J. S. Carter.
At Gorham ot News Agent.
At Bath ot J. O Shaw.
Agents Wanted—J. T. Lloyd.
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La Grange-Brignoli Troupe—We
exceedingly {egret that these celebrated artists
did not find it prudent to give their second

heavy strain made upon their
that the people had not time

a

purse-strings,

so

their excitement and to replenish their wallets betore tbese artists arrived. Had they come a few days sooner, or a
few days later, they would have filled our spacious hall. We know that our lovgrs of music

to

recover

lrom

highly appreciate these artists, lor they have
given ample evidence of that in months past.
We trust the peculiar circumstances that kept
many away from the concert room, will not
be construed by them into a lack of musical
taste oil the part of our citizens, lor such is not
the fact, and we hope we have not heard these
accomplished aiti3t* for the last time.
The money paid for tickets to the Wednesso

day evening concert will be paid back by Bailey
&

Noyes

on

demand.

Resolutions on the Death of Db. Shepard.—At the meeting of the Association ot
Evangelical Ministers of this city, held on
Monday morning, March 30lh, the following

unanimously adopted:

resolution was

Intelligence having reached us of the death
of Prof. George Shepard, D. D., of Bangor, to

whose memory other associations will claim
the privilege of paying more appropriate.tributes of tlove, regarding such an event as sufficient occasion tor a sacred pause in our de-

liberations, therefore,
Resolved, That, with deep gratitude, wo do
acknowledge the wisdom and kindness of God,
in raising up a mail of such eminent ability,
sanctified learning, catholic spirit, and true
worth,'or the service of the Church: that we
remember "With admiration the steadfast purpose with which, notwithstanding the most
flattering and pressing invitations from abroad
he gave his entire public life to the spiritual
interests of this State; that while, as a part of
the great family cherishing with affection the
memory of such an honored father, safe teacher, elder brother, and valued friend, we sympathize most tenderly with his own particularly
bereaved household and city; we also feel that
thanks should be offered on his own behalf, for
the immortal victory which we believe he has
gained, after a conflict so nobly completed;
and that such a light instead of going out, will,
we are assured, still shine on, in the memory
of his words and bright example; being perpetuated especially iu the ministry of the many
who have set under his instructions, and who
must have caught something of his heavenly

The interior of the Webster woolen mill at
Sabattus was burned out Monday at midnight.
Loss, many thousand dollars. Insured iu
Hartford and New York offices. The mill was
owned, it is stated, iu Boston and Portland.
The house and barn of Peter Dresser, and
the shoe manufactory of Thorne & Dresser in
Lewiston were burned Tuesday night. The
buildings were partially insured. Loss between $2000 and $3000.
We learn from the Journal that the Jury of
Inquest on the body of Horace E. Kimball,
wbo mysteriously disappeared from Lewiston
the 21st of December last, have closed their
investigations, and the result thereof is little
or no light on
the strange affair. The testimony is not sufficient to settle beyond a rea
sonable doubt whether the death was accidental or caused by foul play, but barely enough
is elicited to excite a suspicion that the latter
is the fact.

by

an

Single

insecure.

—One of the notables among the negio del-

egates in the South Carolina Convention is
Robert

Small, who made himself famous during the war by his daring escape from Charleston harbor with the steamer Planter.
—A patriarchal frog was caught near Flint,

Michigan, lately.

He measured fifteen inches
from the tip of his nose to the end of liis feeteight round tho body, and six round the neck.
He weighed fifteen ounces, and had quite formidable teeth.
—Temple Bar, in London, is to be demolished. It is one of the most aucient of tho city

landmarks.
—A box recently received
tom house was invoiced

at
as

a

frontier

cus-

containing

c-.-rpse of no commercial value."

“a

DISASTERS.
Brig Nazarene, (B< ) Murphy from Cicnfucgos for
in
to
New London 28th, short of proPortland, put
visions and with loss f b0 tilids molasses off deck in
tbe gale of the 21st.
Seh J ichin. Herrimun, irom Wilming on. NC. for
New York, was towed into Little Egg Harbor 30th
ult, short ol provisions.
Brig Altar, la, f oui Cardenas lor Philadelphia,
was spoken 23d uit, lat 3 > 30, lun 73 05, with loss (i
ill''tintopmast, bo »m and gad, boat, bead stays, &e.
Also, lost two men overboard and Capt Reed was
wounded on tin* head.
Sch Maria A Hopkins, recently run a-hore on La
Folle reels, od tlie horbor of Aux Caves, ami became
a total wreck.
The cause ot the disaster was the
nonligh ingof l a Folle light, and two other vessels
have been w recked Irom the same cause. The cur
rent sets in at this point veiy strong and masters
should make due allowance.
DOMESTIC

April

1- SN

W,

ITCH!!!

C. II. HALL &

the

face

and

yesterday

liquors

Hosiery

Workmen are engaged
the granite gate posts.

on

Macnaught, Hndlev and other Spool Cottons,
llanlkerchie:s, Edgings, Kulfiings, &c.,

mar 19

Business

Next to Brown’s Hotel.

a

first floor.

LEWIS RICE & SON, Proprietors.
il>4-cod3m

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

Municipal

HAIR

Rmtewer.

a

0-lor,

Geo. F.

Treatise on the Hair sent lree by mail.
Beware of the numerous preparations which
sold upon our reputation.
Our

Give

them

H. P. HALL &

CO.,

£jr"For sale by all

April

1.

I’ll lake”—Pi antation
fail.

They never

are

H.,Proprietors.

Nashua N.

druggists.

of If.

Great

That has attended

I? I T T E It

S 5 !

Composed ot Peruvian Bark, Pipsisscira, Cham mo
mite Etowers, Thoroughitort, Dandelion. Yellow
Dock, Mandrake and Sarsaparilla, and n auy other
valuable Roo's and Herbs, the who e forming a moat
effectual Tonic, beautiful A ppetizer, and grateful Stimulant, imparting tone to the Stomach and
digestion and Health and Mreugtk to the whole
system. Price $1- Prepared by

TUOS, G. LOUIN'G, Apothecary,
(Opposite
March 7.

Office.)

the Post

S T& 1' tlSN

Fisheries-Twines.
SALE to the trade by the Bale, 100 Bales
Superfine Cotton Twine, for Herring, Pohagen,
and Mackerel—fineries.; these twines grade above
tbe ordinary quality.
AM. &ET <!t TWINE CO.. 43 Commercial Sf.
a20dlaw3m sn
P*,w;'r*iN.

FOR

WINE

ket.

DR.

S.

OF SOKTS,”

O.

RICHARDSON’S

SHERRY

BITTERS,—the most medicinal ia the mar1803.
marl2eod&w6msn

Established in

Dr. A. BAY LEYS

Itch & Salt Rheum Ointment,
A

SURE CURE FOR

ITCH. SALT RHEUM, OLD SORES, CHILD- j
BLANES, ULCERS, ITCH INC PILES,
and Sill Eruptions qf the Skin, of whatnature.

Dr. A. r»‘AYLEY, Proprietor, Philadelphia.
Price 35 cents.
W\ W. WHIPPLE & CO.,
General Agents.
nov28eodtfSN
I

Catarrh

Jackson’s
A

Snuff!

AND TROCHE POWIIERi
DELIGHTFUL and PLEASANT REMEDY

This great Stomachie Healer is .just what
the people need. It is a remedy they can rely on. For Dyspepsia, Heartburn, Headache
Dizziness, Ague, Liver Complaints, Pains in
the Side and Back it has no equal; not the
least among its virtues is its extreme pleasantness to the taste and Immediate beneficial effect. Try it; suffering Dyspeptics, can be cured. Such are'the assertions of those situated
to know. From the vast amount of this article
sold, it must have great credit.

resulting from Colds in

Head, Throat and Vocal Organs.
This Remedy does not Bry Up,” a Catarrh but
LOOSMONS it; trees the head oi all offensive
matter quickly removing Bad Breath and Headache;
atlMys and soothes and buruiug heat in Catarrh; is so mild und agreeable in its effects

positively
CURES WTTUOUT SNEEZESGi

that it

As a Troche Powder, is pleasant to the taste,
never nauseates;
whei swallowed, instantly
gtvfirto tlie Throat and vocal organs a

and

Belacious Sensation of Coolness and
Comfort.
Is tbe Best Voice Tonic

in

tho

worMl

Try it! Safe, Reliable and only 35 cents.
Sold by Druggists, or mailed free, address
COOPER, WILSON & CO.,
Proprietors, Philadelphia.
W. W. Whipple &Co, Portland, Genera1 Agents.
Wholesale Agts, Geo. C. Goodwin & Co; Rust Bros
& Bird, Boston; J. W. Perkins & Co, W. F. Phillips
&ro, H. H. Hay,Portland,
Nov 14-SNeod&w6m

Magnolia Water.—A delightful toilet article-superior to Cologne, ana at half the
mar21eod&w2w
price.

Has induced

unprincipled parties to flood the market
with Wines pretending to be pure California Wines,
Purchasers aie notified that our bouse has been officially indorsed by the California Wine Growers*
Association. By ordering our Wines they may be
certain of getting tlio best.
FKRKIWe, STERN
CO.,
108 Tremout St.
apH-SK SaW lw

M. C. Ji. A.-—Annual Meeting.
The Annual Meeting n( the Maine Charitable Mechanic Association, will t,e held in the l-ibrary Boom,
on Thursday livening April
2d, at 7J o’clock. Officers

for tho

ensuing year
is-requested.

ance

elected. A foil attendSTEPHEN MARSH,

be

to

mar31d3tsn

Hotel Arrivals.

Secretary.

iiu

uewes

DODD'S

NERVINE

AND INVIGORATOR !
This Medicine is

vitality,

waste ot

NERVE TONIC.

a

braces

the

Nerves,

F, F Monson, Brunswick
J G Brown, Augusta
E
Concor'l
S P Itennard, Bridgton
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do
W Wadleigh, Kezar Falls
E S Buckley, Westbrook
E I) Burton, Biddetord
L S Perkins, Monmouth
F G Hanson, Salem
S Flckelt, Watcrvillo

J? —uEfestor,

L N Sargent, Bath
I) Fuller,
do
S H Foriiick, Manchester
It (. Mi rria, Saco
F .1 McDonald, Boston
J N Wortliorp, N H
J T Cloyd, Saco
F G Morton, Portsmouth
T B Bradbury, Boston
T Gordon, Li nn
'•

COMMERCIAL HOUSE.
11 E Filz. Maine
,1 j> Flagg, Boston
W II Eotdc l;a igor
c I> BnParil. VUiseassett
FF Aden, Maine
K D Burbank, Mauhias
H H Curtis, Calais
I> A Brad ev, Fry^burg
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Bartlo't, Livermore
SDeerlng. Augusta
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It M Jordan, Lows ton
H B Looms, W iuthrop
G Kellogg, Gorham

Y Buxton

%
A

Button

rr.
\\ J Hitchens & w, Cas’e
A L Haynes, Bndgport
D F Jones, New York

SaI1?er’

DC Benson Jr, Boston
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T Medshed, Bowdoinham
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cad the attention to the fact that

more

4.0
AMPlid PROTECTION

Jf their Safes gave
late tire. Parlies desiring

FIRST
Al

a

than

In tbr

a

RATE

SAFE,

MODERATE PRICE, will please call on
EMEKV & WATERHOUSE

Middle Street,Portland.
at 110 Mudbury
Siretl, ilactou.
jar-Recoiid-hand Sales taken in exchange for sale.
Parties desiring Sanborn’s Steam improvement attached to Tilton
McFarland’s Sales, can order ol
Fmery, Waterhouso & Co.
Jan 15—SNlstw in each mo&advremainder of time
Or

State

ko
fcxeter

L M Alger ff B
h Duddy Jr, Wilton
A Baker, Gard-i-o"
H Hersoy. Philadelphia
UB Means,
do
N P Appleton, New York I)
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Music Scholars Wanted,
By a Lady Teacher. Best ol referenoes given.
Ap' ,y to \V. H. JER1US.

Auayer’i Office, Hoatou, dins*
A

‘

BOTTLE OF

It stops th(
and quietly

the mental and boddy functions, are the common indication ot Nervous Disease.
Dodd’s Nervine an<;
Invigorator is a complete specific tor all troubles.—
It is also the best, as it is also tbe most agreeable,

Remedy for Female Complaints
ottered to the public.
Prostration ot Strength
Hysteria—retained, excessive, irregu ar and painfti
menses—yield to its magic power.
ever

MOTHERS.

Mothers! we also commend the NERVINE torn si
in the diseases which affiict children while Teething
as certain to attorn quick hml grateful relief.
Tin
stupefying syrups, of wlueb Onium is tbe prineipa
ingredient, are dangerous to life, impair the func
tions of the stomach and bowels, and actualh
impede the healthy growth of your offspring. Tc
cure Wind Colic, regulate the bowels, soiten the
gum«, and relieve pain, the NERVINE will always
be lound safe and efficient.

Don’t Use Anything: Else!
Nervine contains no OPIUM or othei
poisonous ingredient. For sale by all Druggists.
Price One Hollar per bottle.
II. B. STORElt & CO., Proprietors,
No. 75 Fulton Street, New York.
W. F. Phillips <& Co., Wholesale Agents lor Maine.
October 15, 1867. W&Sly
Dodd’s

Spices

J

Their strict

purity, delicious flavors,
UNRIVALED STRENGTH AND GREAT ECONOMY,
arc attracting a trade from lowrs of choice nlavors which is wthout a parallel.
Their ureat success is because they are the true
rich flavors of the fruits add spices if remarkable

strength.

Ex-Gov. James Y. Smith, of
Providence, R. I..
says: “My w fe pronounces them superior to an3
flavoring extracts she has ever used.”
Ex-Joy. Wm. A. Buckingham, of Connecticut
says: “Fora long time we have used them, and
find them very fine,”
Dr. J, G. Holland, (Timothy Titcomb) author0:
“Katrina,” «&• ., the WCil-known author o' Springfield, Mass., says: “They are the standard iu this

vicinity,”

Dealers iieblc their sales with
Sold in Portland, Me., by

iAML.CiUUWlCK

them.

Turner's Tic (ftoulonreiix. or
Neuralgia I*ill, is a safe, certain

Universal
and speeav
for Neuralgia and all Nervous Diseases.
The
severest cases aie completely and
permanently cured
in a very short time.
Neuralgia in the face or bead
is utterly banished in a few hours. No torra of nervous disease withstands its
magic influence. It 1ms
the unqualified approval of many eminent
physicians. It contains nothing injurious to the most delicate system. Sold everywhere
Sent on receipt ot
$1 and two postage stamps.
TURNER & CO., 120
Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.,
proprietors.
For sale l>y W. F Phillips & Co.,
Portland, Me.
July 18. eod&wlysn

York, Idg.
Sid fm Cienluegos 18th, barque

At at Havana 23d, sch Alice C Noyes, Crowell, fm
Pensaeola.
Cui 23d. barque Ellen Dyer, Leland, Sagua, to load
for New York.
SM 22d, sch I ena Hume. Appleby, for New York:
23d, bare uc Addie Me Adam, Partridge, New York;
brig Merriwn, Waterhouse, Sagua.
Ar at Matanzas 20th Inst, sch Irvine, lhgglns, fin
Havana; 22d. barque Woodside, Edmonds. A^drossan; 23d, brig Ellen Maria, Hoxie, Apalachicola.
Sid 20th. brig Gipsey Queen, Princn, lor Philadelphia; Ella Maria. Berry. Holmes’ Hole, tbotb reported sailed 19th for Portland), sch urace Webster,
VMHmI.It'M*? «*♦, Var.|uc Anrtntnntv. OU«,
Baltimore; brig Cascatelle, Carlisle, New York; 23d
sch Thos Kbh, Wiley, do.
Ar at Cardenas 20th, brig Alice Starrett, Iloopcr,
New York.
Sid 20th. barque Sarah B Hale, Hutchinson, lor a
port North lor Hatteras: brig E P Swctt, Lawrence
Baltimore; 2lst. Josephine. Linscott, North of Hatteras; sch Alaska, Strout, Boston.
Cld at St John, NB, 20th ult, sell Hattie, Gilchrist,
Matanzas.

City of Boston, at New York.l
Ar at Liverpool 16111, Heiress, Rea, tm Galveston;
Oliver.
Maulmain.
Sarepta.
SI
16th, Joshua Loring, Loring. New Orleans.

IJl££?Jmwood*

Georgia A. Ward well.

Chos.

Gilchrist,

ol P..

Bombay.

17th, Jonathan Chase,

Off Deal

Newport.

88CvS.OWn>

Ma,Ch 29'

I>. State Assaver.

aged

IIAYES, Chemist

In Durham, March
to, Mrs. Abigail
arrl Macoinber, aged 53
years 6 months

everywhere.

Perry,

Abigail Hagen,
wile ol Lcon-

imports.

.(.^AKDENAS.

i®lcs

cy, to

Brig Iluttio E Wliceler-lit. hhda
molasses, 107 hhds3 boxes sugar, 1 tee

Pliinney

<& Jackson.

n

ill be far

Billiard

sale lo the Senate
.pijllw

Koom

.

CITY MARSHAL’S OFFICE, I
PORTI AND, April 1, 1868. J
The keeprr of any Billiard room or table who admits mino s thereto without th* writtin consent of the r parent or guirdian,
or suffers any persons »o play tin re aAer six o’clock
in the aliernoou ol Saturday, or ten in the afternoon
of other days, shall for Kit ten dollars tor ihe first,
and twenty for each subsequent ofiem e.
All persons violating the above law will be proseChapter 29, Section 7.

cuted.

JOHN S. MEALD,
City MarthJl,

Argus and Star copy.
April 2, dlw

State Pensions.
bolding certificates under the State
Pension Liw of lRb7, and continued in force by
act of 1868, are no longer entitled to Pensions by

PERSONS
an

virtue of such certificates, but new applications must
be muue in all cases by paities desirous ol availing
themselves ot the benefits of the law. Such applications may be made in person, and not otherwise, to
George H. Libby, by disabled Soldiers or Seamen,
residents of thecity, who have served and been credited on the quota of Maine, by the widows ol such
deceased Soldiers or Sailors, by the legal guardian of
orphan children of such deceased pers >ns, and by the
dependent mother wr sister of such deceased persons,
and no others, on Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday,
April 6ib, 7th and 8tb. between the hours of 2 and 5
o’clock P. M., at the old Probate Court Room, in City

Building.
Apnil2,

JACOB McLELLAN.* Mayor.
<J2w

1868.

$3,000.

For

and a half story house aud corner
on Smith Street.
Houso cop tains
Terms easy; $6u0 cash balance time.
will be sold cheap if applied for within

one

ANEW
building lot

eight rooms.
This property
two weeks.

Apply

to
GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
Dealers in Real Estate, No. 1 Morton Block.
apr2dlw
Argus copy.

For Sale.
and Lot No. 16 Hanover Street.
The
one story and a half, with basement, in
thorough repair, and finished
Enquire
on the premises.
E. D. MOOBE.
April a, 1868. dlw*
house is
HOUSE

throughout.

For Sale.

LOT

LAND ON SMITH STREET. Inquire ol
JOHN C. PHOOTER.

April

2.

dlw

For Sale!
two Story House in Westbrook on tb.
line of the Horse Ra 1-Roud. Lot C0xl20 leet.
For particulars inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER.
93 Exchange St.
April 2. d3w

ANEW

Girl Wanted!
do light house
rpo
JL cli Mien.

work and assist In the
333 Congress Street.

ol

care

Apply at

dtf

April2.

Lost!
City Ilall Tuea lay Evening, dark Sable Mull.
INAny
will be rewarded by
finding the
it at the Press
a

one

s^me

leaving

Office.

apr'idtf

NATHAN

(iOOIJ),

Mercli.uit Tailor,
No. 137 Middle Street
(UP STAIRS,I
Having just returned

Market with

irom

a

First Class Stock of Cloths I
-for-

Men’s and
ready

is

Wear 1

Boys’

make them into Garments of all kinds,

to

in the

BEST

STYLEI
AND

At tlie Lowest Prices,
All Garments Warranted.
-—

W" CUTTING for others to make done at short
notice.
ALL. OLD CCSTOmEBS

everybody else

and

themselves.

are

invited to call and
NATHAN

see

for

CSOOLD.

April 1, 1868. dtf

NOTICE.
ALBION F. HARRIS,
/Senior partner ol the late firm ot

HARBIS

BROTHERS,

Will be happy to

see his friends
at the store of

and customers

L. C. Briggs &

Antwerp for

AND

THOMAS
Portland, April lbt, 1808.-dtf

fPor steamer Cimbria, at New York.l
Sid im Liverpool 18th, J H Stetson. Stetson, Bombay; St Louis, Hubbard. Key West: Majestic, Lucas, Sau Francisco.
Ent out 13th. Cynosure, Blowers, New York; Victory. Briggs, do
Sid tin Portland Roads 18th, Sancho Panza. Hea

gun, (from Havre) for Now Orleans; Tejuca, Uerriman. (irom Antwerp) tor Cuba.
Ar at Cardiff 17th. Malleville,
Waite, Havre.
Sid /m Queenstown 17lb, Col Adams,
Morse, (from
Callaol for i^eith.
Ar at Havre 16th, Canova.
Uerriman, fm New Orleans; St Cloud. Anu s, do.
Sid fin Palermo lull, Queen of the
Sea, Ashford,

SPOKEN

barqne Shamrock.
Havre.
Beb 27, lat 12 47 S, Ion 31 40, ship John Bryant, 35

BLOCK.

THE

Is

the best and cheapest in

use

for

Sidewalks,Garden Walks, Carriage
Drives, Cellars, Warehouse
Floors,
And for any

quired.
Order*

placo where

a

solid

foundation 1.

Left al No. O Soaih
promptly attended la.

HATLEY,

Mil RBI DAN &

re-

Street

GKIFFITBI

March 31-«odti

Dr.
i

Herbert

Fllict,

Or iduute of Harva-d Medical School,)

the pleasure of announcing to the citizens
HAS
Portland and vicinity that he baa taken

ol

an

omcc on Ulamp.hire
Street,
(2nd bouse from Congress street,) where be may be

consulted.

IS"Altenti

April

New York.

lat 38 14 S, Ion 35 49 W.
I'©1'-10
days from San Francisco tor

St.,

Concrete Pavement,

Boston.
Ar at

Brouwer shaven

IN

02 Commercial

Mauritius Jan 23. J'hn N Cushing, Swap,
Calcutta, (and sailed Feb 16 tor Akyab
Ar at Genoa 12tu ult, Live Oak, Phinney, from
NewYoik.
Sid rm Leghorn 13th ult, Jossie, Pettigiew, lor

Cld 16th, Won Shepley, Dinsmore, and Norwegian,
Musan*, Cardiff'.
Aral Flushing 17th, Sarah Elizabeth, McLean,
Buenos Ayres.
Sid 13th. dona Chase. Chase. England.
Liverpool, March lb—The Thomas Freeman, from
Savannah, was in col'ision this afternoon.

DEALER

Flour and Provisions,

Ar at

Gibraltar 9ih ult. Mary Campbell. Furkia,
Palermo ror Boston.
Ar at Havre I6t»i Inst, Atlas, C >omhs. Mobile.
Ar at Helvoet 15tb ult, Enoch Talbot,
Merriman,

Co,

WHOLESALE GROCERS,

lett, Shanghae.
Sid Itith, Hcdowa, Blanchard, Havana.

in

1-dlw*

will be given to the poor, gratis

ASSESSORS’ NOTICE

105

days from

Cardiff lor Callao.

March 28, lat 38. Ion 73, brig Pedro, from NVork
for Cuba, wi h loss oi jibboom.

NEW AOVEltTl'tE.n&.iVt'S.

O

V X

E.

PEABODY,

COUNSELLOR

AT

LAW,

HAS REMOVED TO

Office Jio. 1 Sturdivant Block,
100 Exchange Si.#

apr 2 dim

PORTLAND.

r'iTm

o v ^

-STAOUT

A

xT.

GAGE,

and Counsellors at
REMOVED TO

CASCO BANK
8. C.

Ai-sessors ot the City of Portland hereby
to all persons liable to taxation in

THEgive notice

said city, that they will do in session every stcular
day, from the first to the fifteenth day of April next,
inclusive, ai their loom in City Hall, from ten to
twelve o’clock in the forenoon, and from three to five

o’clock in the aitcruoon, f r the purpose of receiving
lists of the pods anil estates taxable In said city.
And all such persons are hereby notified to make
and bring to said assessors, true and perfect lists oi
all their i oils and estates .and all estates real and
held by them as guardian, oncu or adminraior, trustee or otherwise, as on the first day oi
April next, and be prepared to make oath to the
truth of the same.
And when estates ol i ersons deceased have been
divided during the past year, or have
changed hands
trom any cause, the executor, administrator, or other
person interred, is hereby warned to give notice ot
>uch change; and in default of such notice will be
held under the law to pay the tax assessed
although
such es ate h is been wholly distributed and raid

Kisoual

if. C.

Law,

BLOCK,

91 Uliildl** Street.
8TR0UT.
h. w.gage.
(apriidtl)

over.

And
any person wbo neglects to comply with this
notice, will be doomed in a tax according to the laws
of the State, and be .barred of the
rights to make application to the County Commissioners tor any abatement ol his taxes, unit ss ho shows that he wns unable to ofter such lists within the time
hereby appointed.
S. B. BECKETT, )
WM. BOYD,
J Assessors.
WM. H. FOYE,
J
’V^B'ank schedules will be furnished at the room
ot the Assessor*.
mar 21-dtd
Portland, March 23, 1S68.

Porto Rico Molasses.

War

Department,

SURGEON GENERAL’S OFFICE,
Washington, D. C., March 2,1868.

50 HUMls“0ICK NEW P0KT0 HI CO MO- APVERTfSSMENT.
Medica' Board,
consist of Surgeon
now Porto It
ANJ. Army
Molasses.
B. Brown, Brevet Brig. Gen’l USA SurjIibK.'1’!"
50 iiHDS. now
Muscovarto Molasses.
JI. R. Wlrlx, Brevt Lieut. Col. U.
to

c,

2,’

old Uomueyis Mula*
* Moreua M

es.

dl,;YNCU’ r,*I"° *

April2.

'c"

Respectfully,

from

Ar 17tb. S Cnrling, Morse, from Hull for Callao.
Put into Portland IGtb. Sancbo Fanza,
Hcagan,
from Havre for New Orleans.
Sid fm Cardiff 15th. Camilla, Humphrey, Hong
Frank
Marion, Lincoln, for Yokohama; 16tb,
Kong.
Emma C Litchfield, Caockett, do; Arlington, Bart-

For sale by

DIED.

—

ITlolh Patches, Freebies aod Tan.
Tbe only reliable
remedy for Iho.^o baiwn discoloraLions on the lace is
"Perry's Moth and Freckle Loftou.
Prepared only by Dr. B. C.
49 Bond
ot., New York, bold
mar2id<&wGm&N

ch«^oV frei)1Ji:

I! K I'KKS MM ENTS
Chamber.

16tli. Suliote. Soule New York; Bazaar, Jellerson. New Orleans; balmette, Waite. Bombay.
Ent out 17th ult, Alice Vennard, Humphrey, for

HAVE

In this city. March 23. by Rev. E. Marlin. Mark
Ruler ami Minic B. Marsh, both of rortlaml
In Bootbbay, March 2!>, bvl). \Y. Sawver. .lol n
Brewer and Sarah E. Davis; SOth, Wm. K. Tibbetts
and il'ss Euarka JPoor.
In Limington, March
r, by Rev. O. S. Hasty,
Erast us A. Hichar- 'son. ot
L*mingtcn, and Miss -Martha F. B. Uhilpot, ot L;iu crick.
Marc!l 22. Abn°r D. Bryant, ol G„
a d iwma A.
Thorn, of Brunswick.
In Penobscot March
16, Aideu Snowman and Miss
E.

G

Lamar, Clif-

Loch

ford, tor New York.

Attorneys

_MARRIED.

In Plymouth. March 5,
and Ada A. < lark, ot Troy.

ARR ANOF.MKNT8 :

o. W. Parker,
Char J. Pennell,
James T. Brown,
J. J. Boyd.
Ticket. U'lmit'ing a Gentleman anl Lillies.
91,
to be obtained at the .tores ol
J. J. liovil, Ldnard
Ma»>n( Paine . Music btoi. u tlie Committee of
Arraignment., amt at the djir.
t0 C0Ullu,;,Ke at 8 o'clock.
Clothing

Towed through the Straits 11th, brig E H Rich,
Hopkins, from Palermo for Boston.
At Zaza 4th ult, barque James E Brett, for New

REM

Tn this city, Arr’I 1, Anna Foster, wile ol Hon
Ether Sheplc
aged 77 years
It was foun 1 to he an
excellent, mat'ire l ElderIn Freeport, March 6, -Mrs. Meiranda, wife oi
berry Wine, comparing tavorably with the choicest
Tristaui
It.
ol
Griflin,
aged '8 years.
*Sainbuci Wine,** and containing even
samples
Jn Georgetown, March 29, Mrs. Jane J. Emmons
more more of the acid salt*,
asrring^ni ami valuub.e I
2
65
months.
years
aged
ol
qualities the berry, than that win.; does.
March 2'> Dea- j03'^
It has the best properties of Port
Wine, without its
Carrabce,
intox.eating quality, and in sickness, or as a bever- a
age, it snould replace the imported wines.
Mts-Ema,a F- —cf

)

COMMITTEE OF
T. A. Rob rts,
John F. Ran i,
Cl:as W. Roberta,
Chas. 11. Thomas,

PORTS.

99

Has been received here, in the state in which it is
sold in the market, for analysis.

M.
20 State Street,
Boston, {
15th Aug., 18G7.
Icblld twtfsN
S. DANA

h.ii:»ujuii,

aruiur

r>ackot Gibraltar Rock 13th ult. barqne Eva H
Fisk, Emery, Irom Valencia, ar 8th, for Buenos

Market square,
And by all dealers in choke flavors.
6mlawsn

Mr.W S. Main’s Elderberry Wine”

OA„.

The proceeds will be devoted to defraying ti e excuse (if re organ zing and
uiiiioruiiug the “Mechanic Blues” for military duty.

Cld

regulates the system. Sleeplessness, Irritability
Loss of Energy, Loss of Appetite, Dyspepsia, Cou
otipafion, local Weakness, and a general tailing o

TO

tin Full Portland Bind.

by

CHANDLER. Promoter.

WINTKRPuKT—Ar 26th, brig George Harris,
French. Cardenas.
Ar 30th, brig Jas Davis, Staples, Cardenas.

cure

ALBION HOUSE.

-narques

»iu(

lor Matanzas: An es. for Cardenas: brigs Maria
Wheeler, for Barbadoes ; Five Brothers, lor Key
West: ich Chattanooga, for Remcdios.
NEW YORK—Ar 30th, schs Carrie A Clark, Kchoe, Honduras, iwith sails split!; Elizabeth DeHart,
Lowe, Arroyo; G W Hawley, ltawley, Ellzabethport
lor Bos on; Geo W Fierce, Poi tland:
B d Babb.
Bibs Calais; J as Connor, Miller, Eastport; Forest,
•‘liver. Belfast; Aid, Bunker, and A L Fitch, Gates,
Portland; Old Chad. McCflntock, do; Ellen Fonestcr, Allen, ai.d YMcxsburg. Kelley, Rockland; Bengal, Judson. and Z Snow. Smith, do.
Below 30th, ships Resolute, Bieeman. irom L'verpool; B»nj Ay mar. Sawyer Irom Moutcv.deo; Crest
ol the Wave, from St Thomas.
Cld 31st brigs Peri. Cole, lor Trinidad ; Jeremiah,
Ford, Cardenas; Liberty, Devereux, St Jago; Fannie Lincoln, Hopkins. "Matanzas; Stockton. Hicliborn, Cardenas; Raven, Leighton, Tonce. Susie J
Strout, Strout. Barbaboes; sch S P Adams, Tabbut,
Georgetow n. SC.
NEW LONDON—Ar 20th, sch Jas English, Baker,
Tort Johnson lor Portland.
Afs:> ar 2'Jtb, brig Nazarene, Murphy, Cienfuego*
for Portland.
Ar 3©tb. sobs Leader, tm Rockland; Minnie Cobb,
PROVIDENCE—Sla 31st, schs F A Piko. Gove,
and Ruth Thomas, Dodge, Philadelphia; Hudson,
Merrill, New York.
NEWPORT—Ax 30th, schs Emma Bacon. Bearse.
Elizabctliport lor Portland; Nettie Cushing, Presscy, Newcastleior Anni.-quam; Mt Hope, Yainum,
Rockland lor New York; Addle, Drown, Portland
tor do.
EDC.ARTOWN-Ar 30th, Brbrig Fearless, Saunders Caibarien lor Portland
HOLME’S HOLE—Ar30ih, sch Silver Bell, Bailey, New York for Gardiner.
BOSTON—Ar 31st, sch Senator, Fanlkner, from
Nt w York.
Cld 1st hist, brig Elsinore, (Br) Moore, Portland
and Cornwallis, NS; sclis Irene E Mescrvey, Bawle.v, Darien; L F Smith, Crie, Washington; Martha
Nkdiols. Small. Philadelphia; Ralph Carl on, Perry,
Rock; ort; M E Rankin, Crosby, do; Jonalian May,
Neal, Portland, to load tor Sagua.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 31st, schs Belle, Denton, 1m
Westport lor New York; S Sawyer. Smith, Wisc&sset lor Gloucester; Lucy .Jane. >a mders, Rockland
tor Boston: Cabinet. Dunbar, Castinc lor do.

I Per

Choice Fruits and

CALIFORNIA WINES

brigs Mineola. Wright, Sagua; William
We»sl.1, Strobndge, Trinidad; Geoige E Dale, irom

FOREIGN
IN

-OF THE-

Butebs

ton, Zaza.
Ar3st.

o u

eod&weowlmsn

introduction of

Wednesday Evening, Apr. 8,1868.

badoes.

Restorative

Success

our

Portland
Sid 30th, f.ch David Babcock, for Matanzas.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 28th, sch Lewis Chester,
Gookin, Portland.
Cld 30th, sells J J Spencer, Fleming, Cardenas;
Agate, Cook. Boston.
Ar 30th, schs Clara Weils, Sawyer, Port Spain,
(with loss ot loretopmast); Addle ityerson, Hough-

hall:

-ON-

Off Brandywine 29tl), outward bound, barques
Ormus for Boston: Andes, for Cardenas; brigs J H
Dillingham, ior 1 rinidad; Maria Wheeler, lor Bar-

a

The

inrow pnvsicto tnc Hosts; I'll none
To m ike assurance doubly sure

known to

ever

It will prevent the Hair from falling ont.
Makes the Hair smooth andglcsij, and does not
stain the skiu as others!

good arit-

on

be3t article

e

Restore Gray Hair to its Origiral Youthful

Oysters.—H. Freeman & kCo. have a large
lot of deheious oysters, which they are selling
by the quart, gallon and bushel,at their oyster

■■

sn

HAH I’<5

Constitution Water is a certain cure for
Diabetes and all diseases of tho Kidneys. For
sale by all druggists.
marlGeod3m

street.

eodtfsn

The very important and extensive improvments
which Have recently been made in this popular hotel, the largest in New England, enables the proprietors to oiler to Tourists, Families, and the Traveling Public, accommodations and conveniences supe
rior to any other Hotel in the city.
During the past
summer additions have been made of
numerous
suites of apartments, w‘ih bathing r oms, water
closels, &<*., attached; one ot Tutts’ magnificent passenger elevators, * lie best ever constructed, conveys
guests to the upper story of the house in one minute;
the entries have been newly and richly carpeted,
and the entire house thoroughly replenished and
refnrnislif d, making it,in alii ts appointment, equal
to any hotel n t he country.
Telegraph Office, Billiard Halls and Cafe on the

It is t!

Federal

Street,

AMERICAN HOUSE.
Boston, man.

ItiMiiN.

Our readers who are in want of
cle of flour will do well" to look in
Foster, at No. 2 Galt’s block.

of Union

corner

the I ark raising

There was no business before the
Court yesterday.

of

Gloves, Hoop Skirts,

and

130 IVlidd'e,

No.

No. 90 Federal

at

Goods!

Dry

Consisting in part

the

seized

call the attention of Traders to
their stock of

Fancy

Orrs &

on

respectfully

Would

lust, ships Pleiades, and Belle

FORTRESS MONROE—Ar 30th. brig Julia E
from Baltimore ior Portland.
BALTIMORE—Cld 30(1), sch Broadiield, Crowell,

HENDRICK’S

And all disorders

Co.,

ltth

Arcy.

Catarrh, Headache, Bad Breath, Hoarseness, Asthma, Bronchitis, Coughs,
Beafuess, Ac.,

TO Tiff* 13b ffJ IffS.

Sagua. sea

Liverpool.

Most Popular Medicine intlie World
r>lt.

ANOTHER

Grand Promenade Concert I

Matanzas.

the

& S Iw*

T

Irom
Towea to

JACKSONVILLE—Ar 24th sells S H Wrodbury,
Woodbury, Bridgeport; Nellie Doe, Kyd**r. Boston.
Id 24th. sch Laurel. Wooster, Providence.
CHARLES ION—Ar 27tb, brig J W Woodruff,
llaskell, Boston; sch Maria Luut, Tracey, from Baltimore.
Off tbe port 30th, ship R II Tucker, Bundle:, from

Price, 50 cents a box; by mail, 60 cents. Ad Irese
WEEKS & POTTER, No. 170 Washington Street,
Boston, Mass. For sale by all Druggists.
September 26. eod&wlv

vol-

Principal
Transcript Office, 113

the

nt

PORTS.

NEW ORLEANS—Ar 25ih, ship Zouave, Whitmore, Liverpool.
Ar 26th. ship Marcia C Day, Chas.? London.
Below, brig f.isabel, Panno, irom Cienfnegos.
Cld 25tb. ship 1 F Chapman, Norton, Havre; scb
Hattie Baker, Crowell, Boston.
Cld 26th. brig A F Larrabre Carlysle. Sagua.
Ar at SW Pass 26th, brig Rio Grande, Bennett
Morse

n he Itch.
cures
cures
Nnlt Klieum.
Wheaton’* Ointment cures 'fi tter.
Wheaton’* Oiutuicul cures Barber* Itch
VI heatou’*Ointment cures Every bind
of Iluinor like Magic.

TROWBRIDCE,
“COUPON
BONDS,” ETC.

at

Feb. 1,1868.

house,

Bellona, Wal.’ace. Machl spAt—Burnham &
Morrill.
Sell

WbentouN diutmrnt
*• lirntoiPs Oiu men-

STORY,

numbers for sale

street.

No. 101

Company.

in trom 10 to 48 hours.

for 1868.

thirty-second

its

WILL GIVI

Musio

Barq >e Hunter, York, Havana—Fdw G night.
Scb Arrive, Matthews, Baltimore—Emer^ & Fox.
Sch Marie GiJpatr ck. Philadelphia,
eh Harriot Fuller, Willard, New Vork—Portland

8CHATCH !

SCRATCH !

“OUT

advertisement.

Marshals
ol

ITCH!!

SCRATCH !

THE

loop Prune, Preble, Bath.

teous.

d&wtf

ITCH!

Take

ELWELL, PICKAED di CO.

Accident.—Yesterday afternoon a gentleman
into a store on Congress, near Oak St„
leaving his little girl sitting in a wagon. Soon
after, a team driving by collided with thejwagon, upsetting it and throwing the little girl out

small

sn

Car-

B.

Portland Mechanic Blues Associa'n

I.

CLEARED.
Steamer Chase, Colby, St John, NB—John Por-

an

Depot*
Exchanges reel.

went

Deputy
quantity

t

iTIAl^^ELDLKRIiltRY W INE.
27

M.

city

WoduradHV, Aoril
ARRIVED.
Wh<!,!ler’<0' i’ofaanl) Paeon',

denw*!2lliult.B

“To tbe days ot the aged it addetb length,
To the mighty it addetb strength,”
'Xisabalm lor the sick, a joy tor the WellDruggists ami Grocers boy and sell
nov

I*.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

We take pleasure in announcing that
named article may be found tor sale by ail city
Druggists and first class Country Grocers.
As a Medicine Mams’ Wine is invaluable, beiag
among the best, ifnot the best, remedy for colds anu
pulmonary complaints,manufacture?! from the pure
juice of the berry, and unadulterated by any imj ure
ingredient, we can heartily recommended it to ’lie
sick as MEDICINE.

S.

OF

au«l

C. C.
near the Glass Works to collect the rents, he
being agent for the owners. While there he
was set upon by three fellows who beat him
severely. In the struggle he lost or had stolen from his person, a valuable gold watch.
!

The

MARIN K NEWS.

Mains’ Elder Berry Wine.
the above

Now is the time to Subscribe.

Battery,—Yesterday afterHayes went to the barracks

She was badly injured
wagon was broken.
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ever

pense with his services.

Major

jr.

AUTHOR

V* tiAVe rNsilTfpfl In df.-'coverfes nf preat
interest and tho Society cannot afford to dis-

noon

Transcript commences

this weeek with

BY

The Natural History Society has determined
to devote tho income from assessments on its
members this year, to securcing the services of
Mr. C. B. Fuller, as Cabinet keeper. A better
made of the money, and we
use could not be
trust all the members will promptly respond
to the call issued with the annual assessment.
Mr. Fuller is eminently qualified for the position assigned him. His researches in marine

Assault and

Belgian.Portland ...Liverpool_April

Miniature Almanac.April 2.
Sunrises.5.40 1 Moon sets....... 2.50AM
s«» sets.6 27 I High water
7.00 AM

Hatelielor’s Hair Dye.

J«|OTKtt>.

OR8GIML

ters are included. The act will be administered by the Governor and Council. The city
government has taken measures to extend the
benefits of this new act to all parties interestseen

4

..

Tlii9 splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world.
The only true and perfect Dye—Harmless, Reliable,
Instantaneous. No disapp dntment. No ridiculous
tints. Remedies the ill effects or Bad Dves Invigorates and leaves the hair soft and beautiful black or
brown. Sold by all Druggists and Per turners; aud
properly applied at Batchelor’s Wig Factory 16 Bond
janllsNdly
street, New York.

The Brunswick Telegraph says in relation
to the case of the young son of Sampson Colby, of Topsham, who was killed a short time
ago by a log rolling dowu a bank over him,
that, “at the time the log started, he was chewing gum. The log went over him twice, crushing in his skull, mangling him iu a shocking
manner, leaving him, of course, entirely insensible and almost dead; yet when found, lyiug at the toot of the ledge, he was still chewing his gum as though not anything had occurred. It was the only sign of life he exhibited, when picked up, and be continued chewing with perfect naturalness, long after being
carried home, and when the gum was removed
from his mouth, he chewed bis tongue until it
was black.
One could hardly believe him to
be unconscious, so perfect was the action of
the muscles. The only rational supposition
appears to be that the boy was struck so suddenly, there was no effort of the volatile power to control the muscles, and they continued
to act. Also when the large pieces of fractured skull were removed from the brain, the
idea that was probably impressed upou his
mind as, for perhaps the hundredth part of a
second, be realized his danger, shaped itself into words, and he exclaimed,‘Come and save
me!’the only meaning words uttered by him
after the accident.”

The

It may not bo remembered by all interested
that the act under which State pensions were
allowed last year expired by limitatiou Feb.
23d, 1868, and all those who were pensioned
under it last year aie no longer so. But another act was passed "by the last Legislature
under which, in addition to the classes pensioned last year, dependent mothers and sis-

will be

l

Austrian.Portland... Liverpool.May 2

I)R.
“Boy Ifle, and I’ll do you Good
LANGLEY’S BOOT AND HERB BITTERS in evThey do good
ery instance pro re this mot»o true.
to every one who use? them for da .ndice. Headache,
Cosriveues.s, Liver Complaints, Humors, lmpnre or
Bad Blood, General Dtb litv,and all Bilious Dis-ascs.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO.,
marl8d(jy8sii
Boston, and all Druggists.

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.
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SEVENTH

San Fraiicuco.Mow\ork..Nicaragua
\pril 4
Peruvian.Port land.... Liverpool.... April 11
Nestorian.Portland.. .Liverpool
.April 18

great Poem of the v'/‘4rdc31-d&w3m-SN
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Transcript

•Li'.irpr.aL.. April |
Livcruool
a;„,| 4
.aia^na.. ! April 4
Vork.. Vera Cruz... April 4
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S ;,'''...New
S''rll?M'1"
York

riv or
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Tb« Conl'eisloos a*«d Ivxpcrteucc ol
an Itsvatid.
nUBL'SHED ^or the benefit, au.l as aGAUTlON
TO YOUNG MEN and others, who suitor from
I
Nervous debility, Pr nature Decar ot Munbood,
£c., supply in.- The Means r.< Self-Cure. Written by
one wh * cored hi mself, and ^ent tree on receiving a
po-t-paid directed envelope. Addre.-s NATHANAlso irco, by the
IEL *1AY/Alii, Brooklyn, N. Y.
same publish r, a circular of D \1SY SWAIN, ike

W. H. S. Lawrence has received the
appointment of cashier iu the Bangor postoffice.
A portion of jx still which was used in illegally manufacturing spirits was seized in Kenduskeag on Tuesday, as we learu from the
Bangor Whig. Vigorous efforts were made to
destroy it before the Marshal entered the room,
but the traces were too apparent for mistake.
The part seized was not found iu the room
where the manufactory had been carried on,
but in an out-of-the-way place where it was
hidden by a young woman who dodged out of
a back door before the officer entered.

The Portland

KAN 8THAMKRS.

Caledonia.Stork.

Per Order.

spirit.”
Portland, April 1,1868.

ed,

well lor the

subscriber to state the tact that notwithstanding the
well Known), and
great searchy of Coal (already
evidences
Ft* rapid exhaustion—with no immediate
a measure to supply
ot relie'—that he is pieparedin

Mr.

__s£JEUlAt.

OF Ot

■.

s. HOTEL.

PENOBSCOT

PERHAPS IT MAT EE

An Essay for Young Men on tlie crime ot eolltudr,
and ihe Diseases au i'Abuses whi.di create impediSent
ments to marriage, with sure means ot relist.
in se .led envelopes, free ot charge. Address, Dr J.
Ass
How
aid
SKILt.lK
iiOtirjili'Utv,
ia"..n,
sn dAwISm
Philadelphia. Pa.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

the few hundreds who were present were highly gratified with the performance. They came
to our city at an unfortunate time for them,
for the nerves of our citizens had been much
excited by the arrival and readings of Mr.

BKl'AltrDKlC

*HOM
riK8TIN\TIO.V
MuAf2tU
i-nf“ V. ‘ .Vork..Ha.ami.April
Nma SL-otim,.' °fk- Havre.April

Marriage and Celibacy.

State Kew-i.

concert last evening as advertised, and we regret it the more because they sang so well
Tuesday evening. Although the house on that
evening was not a paying one, yet they did not
relax their exertions to please their auditors.
They never sang better on any occasion, and

NOTICES.

,'vltl?

Sfover, Hallowell
McCobb, Boo hbay

The

SPECIAL.
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« •
the maud's, at No- <l»«
the best variety, aud undoubtedly the largest quanin
the
market.
time
at
the
prrssnt
tity
df S. M. POOR.
marUdtten

H S Roberts, Montreal
P E Gallagher, New York
G M Curtis,
do
i Barret/ & l. Mass
D s Booth, Canada
Hiss .Smith, Boston
I Humphrey, Raymond A W Bui beck, do
L D Smith. Connecticut
do
J L Silver,
do
1 R Aldrich & w, Boston J C Hi liard,
•*
L B bollett & w, alem
[j
DowneMachifti
G Coding, Connecticut
Lj Scammou, Scarboro
I H Biiley, Jersey City A H Lewis, Boston
P* W Golden & w, Belgr’e T F Hovey,
do
DE Larkin, Farmington
[)HBeatti-, Vermont
W Porcival, Vassulboro
O Blanchard <£r w. Ruin'd
I W TricKey, Bath
M P Getch 11, \Vaterville
3 F Potter, Augusta
C 1 Pendexter, Mail e
a McManus, Caiu a
L M 1 a per, Buffalo
> Dill, Phillips
C McD wal, Ne* York
u E Stone, Newburypnrl
C L Bingham, Boston
El A Williams, Turner
H H Padnmr,
do
J E Smith, New York
G \V Lord,
do
J L Goodall, Saco
11 A Priest,
do
N F Stay, Canada
W S Grant, Pennsylvania
S

proprietors

Dickens, and

Yolk

*Ut>i

u.

KIolcl Proprietor h.
who are subscribers to the
Daily Press, or who become so by sending their
names and the pay for one year’s subscription
to the office, can have their name, the name
and location ol their hotel published in the
Press under the head of Hotel Directory
once a week, during the continuance ot their
subscription without charge.
Hotel

S C Traflon, Georgetown
JAW iliiams, Medford
Mrs W illiams,
do
Mbs E Jarvis,
do
J Norman, Boston

Spiitli,

call.

—There is another confirmation of the
safety of Dr. Livingstone. Who will confirm the confirmation we shall see, if we live
long enough, and the Dr. is really alive. It
is a little odd that so much should he said
about the Doctor's safety, and yet nothing pos
itively he known of him and his whereabouts.
Specutatively he is alive, and that is all that
can he said of the matter, with truth.
—Offenbach’s new opera
La Belle Helene"
—was produced in New York
Thursday evening to a very large and appreciative audience.
It is, of course, the old story of Helen and
Paris burlesqued in a way that would have
made Hawthorne’s blood

Vicinity.

fc'ew idvertitvncum (hit Par.

as

unitod their torce3.
Heavy failures had occurred among the Chinese. The customs and
banks at How Kow were striking a fatal blow
at Chinese credit w ith all foreigners there.
The consul of the United States and England
had addressed the viceroy of the Province
and will lay the matter before their minister

had

tl. __A*-»»

however,

wJjo

Portland unci

®BEW*

Notice.
Wile, Almedia Wedge, having frfl my bed and
bo:\r<i without Jjusr. cause, I hereby forbid all
persons from harboring or trusting heron my ac-

MY

count.

01 IV Mi

Portland,

March

31, 1808.

WEDgE.

aprldlw*

Additional Notice.
WKOGKo (Vgally my hupthat I have left his bed and
board. He has never provided me with either. As
to harI>oiing or trusting mo on his account, there is
no danger of that, as I know oi no person who
would

ONEand)OlsIVGR
has advertised
1

trust him

or me ou

bis account.

ALMEDIA

Portland, April 1st, ’SCS.

*

S. A
geon
Surgeon John Moore, Brevet Col. U.S. A. aud Assistant Surgeon A. A WondhuU. Brevet Lieut Col..
m New York
U. 8. A win
City on the 1st
May nex lor t he exammatlou of A ntaant Surgeon*
u. S. Army, tor promotion, and of candidate* tor
admission into the Medical Stall oi the U S Armv
Applicants in list he between

oi

*nd

»

B(ale
full name, residence,
inA ;i5?nm,,s!
vl the candidate,
,U ,pUl e 01*° birth
character sod

i? 8!8,*8,

qualifications
must t e turn,shed. If the
applicant has been in the
ileal service of the
the lute *Var,
Army
during
tne fact should be
stated, t< get her wlih his former
rank, and dateaud place of service, and testimonial* trom officers
with whom he lias served should
also be forwarded.
No allowance is made for the expenses of persons
underg ting examination, as it is an indisper.sible
prerequisite to appointment. The number of vacancies now existing in the Medical Corps of the Aiuiy
me

is

thirty-nine.

WEDGE.
apr2d6i*

2land30vearsofJe.

•afoxSege *>Una* gn*dua,es 01 regular medilo
before the
Rl?dl!hnI!nKfoririennl,‘ion
Boiurd
suould be addressed to tie aPP°:ir
sirgeon General,

Mar

6—till June

J. K. BARNES,
Surgeon General, U. S.

A.

the eyes of Delaware are upon you; the peo
8 of the respondent’s counsel show that
pie ask you to stand firm;” he replied that he
felt the question involved might decide
intended
to, and that in a short time he would
the
their case. Tlie managers claimed that
kick that fellow out; he did not say who it
President had long intended to violate a cerwhom
was
he intended t> kick out; witness
tain law. He did violate it, and then he railed
understood him t refer to Mr. Stanton.
to his aid a General of the army. He then
Cross-examined by Mr. Sfcanbery.—Saw Gen.
gave an order to Mr. Thomas to take possesTh >mas the last time in Newcastle, Delaware;
sion of the War office, which the counsel said
di
1 not speak to him then; did not remember
was
in the usual form. This, he (Butler)
when or wh re h
cv.-r spoke to him before;
claimed was not true. It had certain ear
did not come from Delaware to see Gen. Thommarks about it which showed an unusual inwill immedias; w::en in the East room felt a desire to see
terest. Tlie wording was: You
him and the rest of the Cabinet; being from
Mr. Stanton wtien lie
take
ately
possession.”
the same State he wished to pay his respects
first yielded did so, as he said, only to supewas pointed out to him
rior force.” After his reinstatement he was to him; Gen.Thomas
by Mr. Tanner; he iutroJiic-'d himself; the
no
man not bemore strongly fortified, and
idea of kicking out did note >me from witness;
sotted could believe that he would again yield
not know Whether lie approved of the line
except to superior force. The President could dalconduct, which Gen. Thomas
of
spoke of taknot have expected him to yield otherwise
ing; witness communicated this conversation
The President intended to do an unlawful act
that night and several olliets
Tanner
Mr.
to
an 1 Mr. Thomas ccn<on*ed to aid him, an l
< xt
the
day, among them was a Mr. Smith
thus a conspiracy was instituted.
On this
whose name was not John hut
ground the managers claimed their right to from Delaware,
and he came from Brandywine;
William,
introduce ifce te*timoiiy in question. They
witness was summoned before the committee
also claimed it on the ground of ti e relation
about the 13th.
existing between the President and Geneial
lie-direct.—After the examination met Gen.
Thomas of principal a id agcnf. The coromi
Tnomas m the committee room.
sion had to do jus* what the President wanted
Mr. Butler.—Did Geu. Thomas thereupon
him to do. viz: to obtain possession of tlie War
admit
Ottice. The declaration of Gen. Thomas was truth? that what you had sworn to was ihe
about the common objections made to a man
Objected to, and the Court adjourned at 5.10,
whose support he was trying to secure. No
the Senate going into executive session.
objection was made byT the counsel yesterday
HOUSE.
to the introduction of testimonv relating to
what was done by Thomas in the W ar DepartThe House met at 12 o'clock.
ment. The President was not there.
Ihe reading of the journal was dispensed
Mr. Stanbery—General Thomas was there,
With.
within
authority.
acting
The House resolved itself into committee of
whole and proceeded, headed by Chairman
Mr. But’er continued and cited authorities to
support bis views regaiding the admissabilitv Waskburne, of Illinois, th3 Clerk and Assisof declarations in proof of a conspiracy m >de
tant Doorkeeper, to the Senate.
ne House reassembled at a
by one conspirator in the absence of anoth< r.
quarter past 5,
He proceed to state that
they proposed to show and after receiving the report of the chairman
through the evidence under discussion that of the committee of tlie whole, immediately
Thomas intended to use force, but was
adjou.ned.
prevented by the arrest. He referred to the remark of Mr. Stanbery that they ha l now
NEW 1'OIIK.
reached points ot law worthy to be argued by
YONKERS ELECTION.
lawyers to lawyers. They had already had in
New
question mostly of debate by state-men to YonkersYork, April 1.—At the election in
yesterday the Republican Supervisor
statesmen and lie (Butler) protested against
was chosen by 218
majority in a heavy vote.
narrowing the question down to the argument The Democratic
majority last year was 237.
of attorneys.
Mr. Curtis remarked that it was a sufficient
THE ERIE RAILROAD WAR.
objection to the first part of the question to be
Albany, April 1.—James A. Bell was consubmitted that the evidence sought to be infirmed Auditor of the Canal Department.
troduced was immaterial to the charges in isIn the Senate to-day majority and
minority
whether
it
was
made by a competent or
sue,
lie matter of the Erie
reports were ma le in
incompetent witness. It was also an objection Railroad. The majority regarded the dealings
that the declarations bearing on the question
of the Directors of that road as highly repreof wh it was the Presid »nt’s intent had not
hensible and for the purpose of private emolubeen made on oath by a witne83 and could not
ment. The stock,tnev say, fraudulently put
be admitted unless shown to come within the
in circulation, is nevertheless valid and bindrecognized exceptions to the rule.
ing auaiust the Company in the hands of bona
In brief, no declarations of Mr. Thomas
fide holders, who have tjieir remedies in the
could
show the
President’s intent, aud
Courts. Justioe demands that the unfaithful
il any Gould they must have been made as
agents be removed, but as the Courts have
sworn testimony. The managers claimed to
ample power over thorn the committee
•have shown that there was a conspiracy to redeem it unnecessary to report a bill.
The
move Mr. Stanton
by force, whereas the only ! minority commend the action of the Erie
evidence they had presented was in an endeauuu
inimi
an
aeisuonm
DU passed
uiicuiui.',
vor to show
simply that there wa- a cons i a?y legalizing the ten millions of stock and the
to remove Stanton, nothing haviug been adcontracts of the Hartford aud Erie and Michivanced to prove that employment of force was
gan Sort icrn roads, and preventing any direccontemplated. He combatted at length the tor of Erie being a director in Hudson, Harargument of Mr. Butler, maintaining that the lem or Central roads, and vice versa, or any
authorities called by the latter were applicafuture contract tending to consolidate said
ble to the point in dispute. The statement of
road, &c. No action was takeu by the Senate.
Mr. Butler that the President’s answer admits
in the Assembly, Mr. Glenn made charges
this iutention to remove Mr. Stanton from an
that attempts had been made to buy his vote
office he legally held, was not correct.
on the
Erie question, that votes had been
Mr. Bingham followed, denying there was hough
reports made and bills passed in the
ground for the assumption for th3 Semite was Hjuse, mentioning the Harlem milk bid, for
restricted in considering this matter, by a
pecuniary considerations. A committee of inquestion whether it had proven that force \sa< vestigation was appointe d
intended to be used by the President. He read
Albany, April 1.—In the Senate to-night a
the fifth article and the sections of the tenure
of office act, and claimed that the President | bill was introduced providing punishment by
from two to five years for unauimprisonment
and General Thomas could not shelter themthorized issue of stock by corporations ot this
selves by asserting that their action was a matState.
ter of obeying a military order. The managers
rely no- merely upon the declaration of GenINDIAN AFFAIRS
eral Thomas to show the intention of the
MORE DEPREDATIONS.
President. They would show from his own
written confessions that his
St. Louis, April 1.—Reports from Fort Lirmeditated
long
anie state that the Cheyenne and northern
purpose had been to violate the law of Congress. The arguments of his counsel had been
Arapahoe Indians will be fully represented at
more plausible and
ingenious than sound.— the Indian council soon to meet there. T»e
General Thomas did not act that day as AdjuSioux are not yet in, but are expected to artant General, but as Secretary of War ad inrive by the 7tli, by which time the commissionterim, what wcs claimed to be the desire of the ers will probably reach Fort Laramie.
counsel was not simply to have this testimony
Passengers by the Santa Fe coach, which
ruled out, but to obtain some sort of a decision
reached Hays City, Kansas, on the 21th ult.,
by the Senate of the question of the guilt or report that on the Wednesday previous a band
inuoceu.se of the President. Mr. Bingham reof Indians robbed a train camped on the Arviewed the circumstances of the suspension of
kansas river, twenty-five miles below Fort
Stanton aud the subsequent action by the
Dodge, aud captured two mules. Oa the next
President, which he said was In accordance day they robbed another train of six mules
with the terms of the tenure of office law.
and all the provisions.
The Indians commitMr. Johnson theu asked the question, if the
ting these depredations are said to be Cheyeuues.
managers proposed lo prove that the President
authorized General Thomas to use force, if
^
GniOBGlA*
necessary, and whether the President endorsed the declarations of General Thomas after
CIRCULAR FROM A. A. BRADLEY.
they wej*e made.
Savannah, April 1.—A. A. Bradley, the colMr. Bingham said the managers must deored lawyer, is circulating through this city
cline to answer so general a question.
and
adjoining couuiry the following circular,
Mr. Evarts rose to speak, but Mr. Bingham
which causes considerable excitement:
called attention to the rule limiting the debate
“Notice to all bad men in the city of Savanon each side to one bo
ur, which time, he said,
nah who now threaten the lives ot the leaders
had about expired.
#
and
nominees of the Republican party and of
The Chief Justice made an inaudible rethe Presidents and members of the Union
mark, and Mr. Butler wished to know whether
League of America:—If you should strike a
these questions would ever be decided, so that
blow the man or men will be followed, and the
the managers might know what to rely oh.
house
iu which he or they shall take shelter
The Chief Justice stated the effect of the.
will be burned to the ground. Take heed!
rule.
Mark well!
Members of the Union rally,
Mr. Drake submitted the point of order that
rally, rally for God, life and liberty.”
the decision be made by ayes and nays.
Mr. Conkling asked that the counsel for
OHIO.
the President be allowed time for further reworkmen’s strike.
remarks,’ as they hid been under a misapprehension as to the bearing ol the rule.
Cleveland, April 1.—An extensive strike
Mr. Evarts said they had not yet exhausted
has occurred among the workmen in railroad
their hour.
and other shops. The men from McNairv,
Mr, Conkling withdrew the motion.
Clafl n & Co.’s car works, the Pittsburg shop j
The'Chief Justice stated the question to be aud other works turned out to-day,
numbering
whether the question of Mr. Butler should be
about 1,000 The complaint, as stated by the
put to the witness Burleigh.
strikers, is the increase of the time of labor
Mr. Drake again made his point of order
without increase of pay. All is now quiet and
and was not sustained.
orderly.
Mr. Johusou called for the reading of his
question to the managers.
NORTH CAROLINA.
Mr. Boutwell stated they had declined to
POLITICAL EXCITEMENT.
answer it, considering it too much in the naWilmington, April 1.—The political exciteture of an argument.
ment is intense all over the State. Both canThe yeas and nays being demanded were
didates for Governor, also ex-Governors Grataken and resulted 39 to 11.
ham
aud Vance and other leading men are
Mr. Burleigh was then called and said that
canvassing the State. Not less than two hunon the evening of the 21st of February, he went
dred speeches per day are being made.
to see General Thomas at his residence. General Thomas told him he had been appointed
Secretary of war ad interim. Had gone to the
EUROPE.
Department aud demanded possession. Mr.
Stanton asked him if he would give him time
GREAT BRITAIN.
to remove his papers.
Witness understood
Thomas to say he had already issued orders
London, April 1.—In the House of Commons
this evening Ward Kent, Chancellor of the
as Secretary of War.
He also said he intended to take possession at 10 o’clock. In reply to
Exchequer, asked leave to bring the hill for :
inquiry by witness Thomas said he would use the purchase by the government of all lines of
force to obtain possession if it were refused
telegraph in the Kingdom. He explained
that the bill provided for the appointment of
him.
Mr. Butler asked witness if he had had any
arbiters, who shall decide as to wbat prices shall
be paid to the several telegraph companies for
conversation with Thomas while he was acting
their property aud interests in the lines.
as Adjutant General.
The revenue returns of Great Britain for the
Mr. Evarts inquired what date the question
past quarter are published, and show a defiapplied to.
Mr. Butler said his appointment to that ofciency of five millions sterling.
A dispatch from Madrid gives a positive defice was made about a week before he attemptnial to the reported prohibition of American
ed to gain possession of the War Department.
Mr. Evarts asked what was the purpose of newspapers by the Spanish government.
the testimony.
AUSTRIA.
Mr. Butler said it was to show that General
Vienna, April 1.—The Reichsrath after reThomas had attempted to seduce his brother
jecting the amendment opposed by the clerical
officers from their duty, iust as Absalom had
party, has passed a bill providing for general
set at the gates and tried to draw off the peoe ducation by a system ol public schools.
ple lrom their allegiance to King David.
Mr. Evans—Do you intend to put Absalom
into your question?
JAPAN.
Mr. Butler—No. I use him as an illustraTHE TYCOON DEFEATED IN BATTLE.
tion. (Laughter.)
Yokohama, March 8.—Satiuma and Chasim
After a recess of 15 minutes Mr. Butler read
attacked the Tycoon in Ossaea, and after four
the question he proposed to put to the withours fight'iug the Tycoon fled to his ship and
ness as to what he had heard Thomas say to
went to Yeddo.
the clerk of the War Office during the week
THE FOREIGN LEGATIONS GUTTED.
prior to July 21st.
Mr. Evarts objected on the ground of irreleAll the foreign relations were gutted and
vancy.
then burned, the ministers leaving and going
Mr. Butler made a short reply.
to Hiago, the Japanese being no longer able to
Mr. Evarts rejoined, denying that the ruling
protect themselves and allow no troops to go
which permitted the introduction of the dethrough the town. The Prince of Biger’s troop
laration made subsequently to February 21st,
attempted to force their way but were checked
allowed the presentation of the declarations
bv sailors from the men of war and forced to
no
made previous to that time. There had been
fly to the mountains. The leader of the troops
proof adduced in support of the assertions and has since been beheaded.
villijjying remarks made about General ThomFORMATION OF A NEW GOVERNMENT.
as, and they were uucalled for, certainly at the
An envoy from the Mikado has been received
present time.
by the loreign ministers and he announced to
Mr. Bingham argued briefly in reply, aud
them that a new system of government had
oited authorities in support of the position of
been
formed, by which the office of Shagoon
tut*, malingers.
The Chief Justice ruled that the question was abolished.
Satsuma and Chasim have been ordered to
could not be put, no evidence having been oftake charge ot the foreign settlements, with
fered in proof of conspiracy before Feb. 21.
orders
not to come in conflict with foreigners.
The question was submitted, and the yeas
The Mikado takes charge of the government
and nays resulting in the vote of 28 to 22, and
new
custom officers are appointed for the
and
the question was put.
ports
W itness heard Thomas make an address to
The ministers have been invited to return to
a number of clerks in the War Office about a
Osaka, but had not yet done so. Satsuma was
week or ten days prior to Feb. 21st, in which
ordered to take possession of Nagasaki, and
he said he intended to relax the liarSh and arwas expected at Yokohama every day.
bitrary rules made by bis predecessor, ard reThe
legations all left Yeddo, being
garding the clerks as gentlemen they could go notifiedloreign
that a battle would take place in a few
out and come in when
if
nun
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Thursday Morning, April 2, 1868.
[Special Dispatch by International Line.)
PEiinn.vAYiA.
R1VE11S1DE

THU

INSTITUTE CASE.

Philadelphia, April 1.—The Washingtoi

—

Library Company and Riverside Institute hav.
filed a demurer to Cooper’s attorney’s declare
tion, and the day lor argument in the Sup:-' nu
Court will be Saturday. Cooper’s a. tornej
will arrest all the co-operators for consoiracj
C. F.
iu setting up a lottery.
[To Associated I’lc'S.)
THE RECENT COAL MINE ACCIDENT.
Scranton, April 1.—Tlte tuoerai ol seven
victims of Hie Diamond mine, an ac-

miners,

which was given yesterday, took
count
at Hyde Park Cemetery
place this afternoonfour
thousaud people.
in the presence of
<d

RDOttli

ISLAND

THE ELECTION.

Providekce, April 1.—The State election

occurred to-day. We have returns frbrn every
town in the State except Block Island for Governor. Gen. Burnside has a majority of 4309;
with returns from the missing town it will be
slightly increased, a gain of 109 or 200 over
over last year. Burnside, Republican, has
9767; Peirce, Democrat, 5158. Providence
gives Burvside 2679 and Peirce 271186. Abe
RepubliLegislature will stand—Senate,
62
cans, 5 Democrats and 2 no choice; House,
2
no
and
choice.
Republicans, 8 Democrats
in
favor
the
reol
is
The Assembly
largely
election of Senator Sprague.

WASHINGTON.
THE UTAn ELECTION CASE.

Washington, March 31.—Several members
of the Flection Committee say that no action
will be taken on the Utah contested delegates.
THE SUPREME COURT.

The Supreme Court to-day adjourned until
next Monday, when the present term will be
closed.
THE PUBLIC DEBT STATEMENT.

The nsuul monthly statement of tlio public
debt will be made about the 5th proximo. It
is not known what the exhibit will be. The
internal revenue receipts last month were
rather light, but the customs receipts were very
fair.
RESISTANCE TO THE LAW IN KENTUCKY.

The officers of the Internal Revenue for the'
district ol Kentucky report that they experience much difficulty in transacting the business of the Government, owing to the violent
opposition of lawless characters. The military
force stationed near the locality is deemed insufficient, and a force of cavalry lias been asked
lor.
A

HOAX.

Washington, April 1.—The attendance this
morning in the Senate galleries was more numerous than yesterday, although the Republican had announced a
rival attraction at the
White House, where it said that Ambassador
Burlingame, with his attendant manlarins,
were to be officially presented at noon.
Those
who went to witness this show ascertained
that it was an April Fool hoax, and were disgusted.

PHOTOGRAPHY.

The

Associate Justices of the Supreme
Court, accompanied by the Chief Jnstice, were
at Brady’s gallery this moruing aud made several sittings for pictures.
The President’s
counsel will be photographed to-morrow.
seven

THE MILITARY DISTRICT OF THE ATLANTIC.

Gen.

Hancock,

in his published order, announces Brevet Lieut. Col. W. G. Mitchell as
Acting Assistant Adjutant General aud Brevet Major Gen. S. Carroll as Acting Assistant
Inspector General of the military department
of the Atlantic.
NOMINATION REJECTED.

The Senate to-day rejected the nomination
of John Hancock, brother of Gen. Hancock,
for Collector of Internal Revenue for the 1st
District of Louisiana.
COPPER-COLORED SPECIALS.

New York, April
say the bill of Mr.

1.—Washington specials
Churchill, after having

passed two readings, is to be saddled with an
amendment proclaiming Gen. Grant as successor to
Andrew Johnson, which is to be put
through both Houses under the previous question.
It is thought that the monthly debt statement will show an increase instead of a reduction.
The prediction that the impeachment trial
will not last ten days will not be verified, and
there is less confidence felt in conviction, owing to Mr. Chase’s action yesterday.
IMPORTANT EVIDENCE AGAINST JOHNSON.

The House has obtained possession of very
important documents touching Mr. Johnson’s
opposition to the reconstruction measures of
Congress. It is said that members have the
original dispatches which were sent by Mr.
Johnson (o prominent officials in the South,
and to military and provisional Governors and
others, urging them to use all the means in
their power to defeat the legislation of Congress, all of which the managers will adduce
on the trial.
It is alleged that they have, also,
important evidence on other points, more particularly on the manner in which those laws,
which he deemed unconstitutional and therefore vetoed, were executed by his agents under
his instructions.
INTEHESTING RUMOR.

It is stated that one reason why Judge Black
resigned from the President’s counsel is the
fact that Black
ment
same

prepared

articles of

impeach-

against President Lincoln, taking the
grounds as those now taken against Sir.
Johnson. These articles ot impeachment are
said to be in the hands of the managers.

THE DIFFICULTY BETWEEN GENS. BUTLER AND
GRANT.

Washington specials

says the difficulty between Gens. Butler and Grant have been amisettled.
cably
JUDGE GBIER AND THE M’ARDLE CASE.
Another special says the position assumed
by Associate Justice Grier, of the United
States Supreme Court, when the McArdle case
.was called up on Monday gives rise to considerable comment. After Judge Black concluded his remarks, Judge Grier submitted the
following paper, which was read:
Ex parte Wm. H. McArdle.—The case was
fully argued in the beginning of this month.
It is a case which involves not only the liberty
and rights ol' the appellant in this case, but of
ten millions of our tellow citizens. The country had a right to expect it would receive the
immediate aud solemn attention of the Court.
By the postponement of this case this Court
has subjected themselves, whether justly or
unjustly, to the imputation that we had evidently the performance of a duty imposed upon us by the Constitution and awaited lor
legislative interposition to supercede our action
to relieve us from our responsibility. I have
only to say “pudet hae approbrie didst non patuisse repelli," or literally translated, “I am
ashamed such an approbrium should be cast
upon the Court and that it cannot be refuted.”

XLth G05GEESS—Second Session.
The

Impeachment
THIRD

Trial.

DAV.

Debate between Bailer and Stanbcry on
the Admissibility of Evidence.
SENATE.

Washington, April 1.—The Court was called

to order
after 12 o’clock.
The minutes of 'the last day of the trial were
read by Secretary Forney up to the mention ot
the vote cast by the Chief Justice to decide
the tie vote on the question of retiring for deliberation, when Mr. Sumner made a motion
to correct the journal by inserting the expression ot the Senate’s opinion that said vo'e ot
the Chief Justice was unauthorized and of no
effect, On this motion he demanded the yeas
they pleased,
they
and nays, which resulted—yeas 21, nays 27.
days.
were absent only a reasonable time.
The question as to the admissibility of BurMr. Butler asked if Mr. Stanton lia 1 acTHE TOWN OF KAROO AM A DESTROYED BY FIRE
leigh’s testimony, about conversation between knowledged that the testimony given by witThe Japanese town of Karogama had been
himself and Thomas, was submitted to the
nos before the House Committee was true.
burned with a loss of two and a half millions
Senate by the Chief Justice.
The question was objected to and withof dollars, supposed to be the work of an inBefore the vote was taken, Mr. Frelinghuydrawn.
cendiary.
Mr. Butler then asked if Gen. Thomas had
sen inquired whether the managers intended
THE TYCOON DECLARED AN OUTLAW.
since Feb. 21 related any portion of his conto connect the testimony of the witness with
The Tycoon lias been declared an outlaw.
versation with Mr. Burleigh about breaking
the respondent.
The
ministers
recognize the two governments,
down the doors of the War Department.
Mr. Butler said they proposed to do so.
and the customs are paid to the Tycoon at YoMr. Stanbery then rose and said the Court
Objected to by Mr. Evarts, as were also sev- kohama aud
Kodadi, and to the Mikado at Hyeral modifications of the question, which was
had at length reached the dominion of law on
ago and Namskia.
the question, requiring careful consideration
finally put as follows:
of bigb officials bad been
A
number
large
Have you had auy conversation since the
and argument. He stated the question to he
beheaded for treachery; a great many on acfirst one and since his appointuiout of Secrewhether or not the declarations of General
count of the Tycoon’s mislortunes had comThomas were to be used agatnst the President
tary of Whir ad interim wherein he has said
mitted hari kari.
though not proven to be authorized by him. anything about using force in getting into the
Notification has been made by foreign minWar Office, or in any way reasserting bis
It is alleged that the graveness of the offence
isters lorbi'lding the sale ot arms to either parcharged in the first three articles, consists in former conversation, and if so what he said?
ty, and declaring neutrality between the MikaWitness replied that he had asked General
issuing by the President of a letter of authorido and Tycoon.
ty to Gen. Thomas. In the fourth article the Thomas last week whv the performance promThe report of the resignation of the Tycoon
ised had not come off. He answered it was
offence charged is conspiracy with Gen. Thomin favor of one ot his family is current but
because he was arrested by the Marshal early
as to obtain by force
and intimidation the ofdoubted.
in the morning, otherwise he would have brofice ol Secretary of War. Th se were the onThe U. S. steamer Iroquis had arrived. Maly articles whose consideration was now neces- ken in the doois, &c.
of her crew aye sick of small pox.
On the cross-examination by Mr. Stanbery, ny
sary. As yet we have not proof of anything
DAMAGE TO A U. 8. STEAMER.
witness said he went to the Department on
that was said by the President before or after
The American steamer Herman ran into and
giving this letter of authority. The purpose business with ;lic Adjutant General. General
of the present attempt was to show the PresiThomas made the same address to each of four
damaged steamer Ossaea to the extent of
dent’s iute.ut in issuing it by producing irrelor five clerks as they came into the office, that
eighty thousand dollars.
to
strict
accountabilevant testimony about the
remarks| ma ie by he would not hold them
at
9
work
to
o’clock,
Gen.Thomas, without authorization by the
precisely
ity about coming
CKNTB.1L ANDSOUTU AUEHICA.
President, l’he President’s intent could be hut that on resuming his position as Adjutant
PANAMA.
shown only by the orders themselves. The orGeneral he was disposed to relax somewhat
letter
of
he
der and
authority given to General the severe rules made by his predecessor;
New York. April 1.—Advices per steamer
Thomas did not make him a general a »ent of should of course expect a faithful performance
Henry Chauncey from Paiuma state that the
the President. They authorized him to'do onof their duties. He spoke only to employees
Isthmus is entirely free from sickness.
ly certain specific things When a proper of his own Department.
COLOMBIA.
He
foundation .of proof of a conspiracy is laid,
Samuel Wilkinson was than called.
The revolutionists in the interior of Colomthen the declarations of one of the supposed
testified he had known Gen. Thomas six or
bia
bad
been
defeated.
lie deemed to implicate
seven years; had
conversation with him on
conspirators mayinstance
An attempt to bribe the military at Carthano such foundation i the afternoon of Feb. 21st at the War Departanother. In this
gena had been discovered in season to prevent
if
it
were
even
admit
of proof has been laid,
m*nt, in which Thomas said that since the afan outbreak.
fair had become
ted, which he denied; that the letter of au
public he felt free to talk
The merchants are protesting against heavy
about it without reserve. He sa’d he had dethority constituted a relation between the
taxes.
am
manded possession of the War Office, and
President and Gen. Thomas of principal
A jury has been empannePed to try the
Mr. Stanton had asked if time would ba algeneral agent. It could n it be maintained
murderers of the officers of the steamer It. li.
lowcd him to remove his
that tlie letter was iu if self nrool of a conspir
papers, which he
last.
(Thomas) granted. He expressed to witness Cuyler in September at Sauta Martha has unacy The nature of the order was, according
ihe British Consul
his intention to demand possession on the
to the usual formula, to designate an offie-ei
a
betweeuthe
known to the law. It would not be assertei
Monday fo*lowing, and would if neoessary call dertaken to effect reconciliation
of Magdalena aud Bolivia.
General of the
ou the
that all officers appointed by the President be
Army tor assistance States
at Barbacos
other
and
foreigners
Americans
ho
could
come hit special
which
not be refused. At
thought
original agents. The Presi
had demanded redress from the authorities for
dent and his appointees were alike officers am [ Willard’s Hotel that evening he reiterated the
same intentions, except that he would carrj
outrages oil their persons and property by the
responsible to the law. The managers »a;
natives.
them into effect the next Monday. He seemed
they expect hereafter to show a connection be
cniLi.
tween the declaration
to mean wliat he said.
of Gen. ’*'homas and th
It is expected that the half million of dolrespondent.
Cross-examined by Mr. Evarts—Is connect
lars advanced by Chili to Mr. Armand ot
Butler—I ,ua not say hereafter.
cd with the press; Thomas told him on Friday
Mr. Stanbery—Dm yOU
he had issued an order to close the Depart
France, to build ironclads, will be a total loss
you j,aj done i ;
J
to the government.
heretofore?
ment cm Saturday. Witness did not knov
A new silver mine has been discovered at
M". Butler—No.
whether it was issued as Adjutant General o
Huasco.
Mr. Stanbery —Then if you
of
War.
as
Secretary
to
i
t
do
expect
Fears are entertained for the wheatcrops, on
you must do it hereafter, and ei’lier mean ;
On direct cross-examination.—Heard Gen
account of the
what you dal not say or said what you d d uo
heavy rains.
Thomas say he claimed to be Secretary g f
The Chilian navy is
He went on, claiming it to he an un
mean.
nearly a nonentity.
War.
precedented attempt to build the auperstruc
PERU.
Geo. W. Karsenor had known Gen. Tlioma 5
Peru
the foundation.
has
lure before
Preseffected a loan of $12 000,000. Col.
laying
many years; saw him at the levee of the
Balta is likely to be her next President.
Mr. Butler "replied—He said hat the am-u
iden't on the 9th inst.; said to him, “General
soon

Capfc. Montro and othor officers of the Peruvian navy have been fceofc to Cbili to prevent
meddling in politics.
The customs duties have again been fixed at
the same rates as under Prado.

tlie

Music foi*

LIMA.
you wish lor better bargains than you
IF Mu«c
store,

The yellow lever exists in Lima to some exB. F. Bates, an American, hasdiedol it.
The British ship Tudor has been burnt in
the Bay of Callao. Lass $00,000.
A slight earthquake has been felt at Guayatent.

Former

t'auibridge Market.
Cambridge, March 3!.

Receipts—Cattle, 415* Sheep and Lambs, 3,772;
Uorses, —; Swine, 100; Calves,92.
Prices.—Reef Cittle—Extra, $1450 @ *5 09; first
q lality, $!3 50@ 14 Of); second qualify,$1259@ 13 00;
third quality, $11 00 @ 12 O '.
Prices of Store Cattle—Working Oxen, p pair, $150,
$200, $250 @ $300.
Milch Cows aud Calves from $37, $50, $75, $35 @

The

Subscribers

At

Bradley'8,

Portland Feb. 1,1868.

TIBBETTS

the line, are offering it at a gieat reduction
former prices.
Nearly every article is custom made, and warranted to be as good as cm be 'oundin tue market.
Setees furnished for Hall and Vestries at short
trom

Reparing and upholstering in all its branches
faitlilally and promptly done. Call and examine
BEFORE PURCHASING
Mar 2-dtf

FOR
Or

766,979.

Possession given April 1st.

Portland

New Bedford, March 31.—Oil Market.—The Oil
market is more active to-day, with sales of 26 bbls.
Snerm, import of ship Gevlou. at l 95 & g&l, and 100
bbls. on private terms, for manufa ture. In Whale
Oil sales have been made of 1 00 fifils. Norlhern, lor
manufacture, at 70c p gal, and 10) bb's. Whale and
Blaekli-h. for d >, at 68c. In New L ndou sales have
been made of 1503 bbls. Northern Whale selected
troin tlie cargo of barque J D Thompson, to New
York parties, at 70c ^ gal.—[Standard,

active, excited and
tully $c better, closing
quiet; sales 14,000 bales;
Middling uplands 28c. Flour—sales 780) bbls.; State
and Western dull and 10 @ 15clower; superfine State
9 30 @965; extra 10 10 @ 1125; round hoop Ohio
joi ion
rath ;r
—

10 00@ 14 00; extra Western 10 00 @11 25; While
Wheat extra 12 00 @ 14 00; Southern—sales 750 bbls.;
extra9 85@ 1475; California quiet; sales 480 sacks
at 12 50 @ 12 75. Wheat dull and 1 @2c lower; sales
26,100 bus t.; Chicago Spring No. 1 at 2 55 delivered;
No. 2 at 2 42 @ i 43 in store. Corn dull and heavy
and 2c lower; sale 43,000 bush.; new Mixed Western
1 20 @ 124 afloat, closing at 1 22 @ 1 23. Oats dull;
sales 21,000 bush.; Western 86c instore, and 88o
alloat. Beei firm; sales 255 bbls. Pork quiet: sales
2353 bbls.; new mess 2 90 @ 25 10, closing at 25 00
cash. Lard dull and heavy; saics 500 bbls. at 15$ @
IG^c. Butter quiet an 1 heavy; state 40 @ 45c. Whiskey quiet. R:ce qui» t atl0$@ll$e for Carolina.—
Sugar sleady; sales 900 hhds.; Muscovado 10$ @ lt$c.
Coffee firm and quiet. Molasses quiet.
Naval Stores
quiet and stea y; Spirits Turpentine Gfi @ i»6$c; Rosin 3 25 @ 7 00. Oils (lull. Petroleum dull; crude 12c;
refined bonded 251c. Wool quiet and steady; sales
290,000 lb»; domestic fleece 43@57$c. Freights to
Liverpool firm; Cotton per sail 5 16 @ |d; per steamer $ @ 7-l6d.

Buffalo, N. Y., March 30.—Flour quiet; sales of
40L bbls. city ground Spring at to 25.
Wheat inactive and unchanged. Corn dull; sales three car lots

Oats dull and unchanged. Rve wantB irley nominally at 2 30 for Canadian. Mess Pork dull at 24 75. Lard dull at 16$ @
17c. Grain i store and afloat—Wheat 177.000 bush.,
Corn 22,030 bush., Peas 3000 bush., Barley 10,000
hush.
at 1 03 afloat.

ed ; market bare.

Chicago, April 1.—Flour not so firm; Spring extras 9 00 @ 10 75. Wheat quiet at a decline of 1 @1$g;
No. 1 regular at 2 02$ @ 2 05; fresh receip:s ana No.
2 at 1 91 @ 1 92. Corn less active and declined $ @
; No. l at 84 @ 83$c; fresh receipts new at 81 @
82c; Winter receipts 79$ @ 80$c O its quiet; Winter
at 57$ @ 57$c, and 59 @ 59$c tor tresh. R» e quiet at
1 60 tor No. 1 instore. Barley unsettled at 230@
2 48A, according to location. Provisions firm and

Mess Pork at 24 75.
Memphis March 3).—Cotton firmer at 26 @ 2G$c;
receipts lor two days 839 bales; exports 120 hales.
Flour quiet; superfine at 9 00. Me>s Pork at 26 00.
Bacon—shoulders 12@12$c; clear sides 15$ @16c;
bulk shoulders It @ 11 $c: clear sides 15$e. Lard 16
@ 17c. Corn 1 05. Oais 80 @ 82e.
New Orleans, April 1.—Cotton excited an! advanced*; sales S000 bales; Middling. 8$c
Mobile, April 1.—cotton closed firm; sales 3700
hales; Middlings at27'c.
Augusta, April 1.—Cotton active; sales 1180bales;
Middlings at 2 $c.
Savannah, April 1.—Cotton excited; sales 3240

SCIIOONEU

POIXT,”

received by Steamer St. Lawrence from the
JUST
well-known House oi Crosse and Blackwell. 21

Sabo

the fallowing articles:
Pirklr*.
Cauliflower Pickle*.
W'hilc Onion Pickle*
Gcrkin* Pickle*.
Chow Chow Pickle*.
Piccalillie Pickle*.
Walnut Pickles.
Imperial Hot Pickle*.
Cap. White* Oriental Pickle*.
Cashmere Pickle..

O’B^'ion, Pierce

&

Co.,

’*
“

152 Commercial Street,

t(
“

March 30, 1868. def

“

Portland Institute & Public Library

“
**
“

ANNUAL MEETING.

THE

■

fo choose five d’rectors f>r the ensueing three
years,
and to act upon any other business that
may legally
come before them.
EDWARD A. NOYES,
Clerk.
Portland, March 27,1868.
mar 28 dtd

KIMBALL.

Patent

Jump-S

roon

HI.,

at

Carriages.

A LLOW in to call your attention to the Kimball
Jump-seat Carriage—as used for two or
lour persons. We have made a great number ol
these Carriages the past four years, ranging in weight
from 335 to 425 poun is, capable of carrying four
crown person', and we believe they are
universally
liked b-tter than any Carriage ever before offered to
the p iblic.
In addition to those heretofore built, which we
have greatly improved, we have invented and ] atente l and are now making an entirely New Style
Jump Seat, with Buggy Top to fall back or take oft,
making six niftetent ways the same Carriage can be
used, each perfect in itself, and manufactured by no
other concern in the United States.
Finding it impossible to supply the demand for
t lies a desirable and popular Carriages in the old factory, wu have built a large and commodious factory,
corner Preble and Cum be .land
streets, Portland,
lor the manufacture oftbe.se Carriages
exclusively,
and we are now prepared to fill all orders at short
notice and on reasonable terms.
We have letters lrom nearly One Hundred persons
owning and using tnese carriages, all stating that
the}r surpass anything ever belore invented for a
family caringe, and recommending all to purchase
them in preference to any other kind. Cuts of the
carriages, price list &c., sent by mail, on application to ibo subscribers.
All persons arc Ifereby cautioned against making
or selling I he Kimball Patent
Jump Scat, as our inventions and patents cover every possible movement
oi both seats.

Soyers Hclish

■

and

in

OF ALL

SAM’L
22

Market

Decline

No

Fancy

Dry

Goods I

Cash

Cxlovca. Hosiery? Cornel*, Yarn*, Small
IVarc*. Trimming*, Ac.
NO. 146

MIDDLE ST., OVER LANE & LITTLE
JUai6dtt
PORTLAND, ME.
1 Alt DOB

Lonagca,

l»p.-in*

suits,

Beds

and

Bedding,

Manufacture! to order at short notice.
No. 31 Free Street.

I

am

ready

now

no

Cutlery I

cures

STOCK AND FIXTURES

The
CLASS

Are now

TEWVEY,

finishing

up

a

FOli
the Stock

Washington

SALE.

ONE-HALF
Grocery Store, at the
Bridge. A
chance for

and

interest

In

J.

i'ity

March 28.

oi Portland.

Wm. P. Fessenden has pelitioned
WHEREAS,
the City Council to ehang<* the line of Mellen

Can

105J

lmty

1674
100]

I4lj
i38

Il5i

to be laid out.
Given under our hands
March, A. D. 1868.

9974
1174
103

on

this

1004
100

make

no

F.

Enquire,

2G

T.

ONE

Inquire for Ihcm of your wa'cli maker. The trade
supplied by most of the principal wholesale dealers

in New York and Bos ion. or by the manufacturers.
J. A. BROWN & CO., No. 11 Maiden Line.
New York.
mar24dlm

Office

Furniiure
Made to order by

TiBBllS
2-dtf

Cor

A

TENNEY,

TIN

T7K)R Sale
Xstreets.

TYPES,

TWENTY-FIVE CENTS FEf* DOZEN
At A. S. DAVIS' Photograph Galleries, *No. 27
arket Square, opposite Preble St*"bet.
fy#t*

Portland,

on

the

Apply

corner

ol

Portland

PURINTOX Sc BUTLER,
No. 140 Commercial St.
March 30,1868.
ma31-dlw

Portland. FcbgBlh.

rows for Sale.
Young New Milch. Cow?, good ones
must be scld immediately. Applv to
L. A BACHELOER,

TWO

April 1-U3t*

AN

165 Commercial St.
& co’s.)

(Kiug.-Thurlow

t

KINDS OF JOB PRINTING neatly and
I

C!

1st 18.

POOR

„7-d2w_

and

PRICE, il

SOUTHARD.

j

JJOUSE

foot 1

of rich L<

or

am

&

for Sale.

j

VACUO,

work

contain-

the most popular qf living authors, whose
insn e for it a rapid sale. Send tor our descriptive circular and see our EXTRA terms.
A. S.
HALE & CO., Publishers, Hartford, Conn.
Mjr 7 d&w4w
will

■

$20

to

Day Guaranteed.

a

sides. The only
first-class, low priced machine in the market. We
will consign Machines to resi»onsible patties and emenergetic Agents on a salary. Full particulars
aud s imple work furnished on application to W. G.
WILSON & CO., Boston, Mass.
jan 25.-<13m
on

ploy

FEW Gentlemen
ora gentleman and
wife, can be accommodated at No. 20 Myrtle St.
November 6. dtf

boardeis,

LOST AND FOUND.
Found!
ARCH 30th. a Safe Key. The owner can
the same bv calling at No. 3 Tate
Street,
paying tor this advertisement.
April 1. (13c*

have
and

Foundl
Green

Street,

March

t8 STONE ST.
mar 28-dlw*

27,1868.

rewarded

20-dtf

none the better for the serone finding such an artiit at the Press Office.
leaving
by

Corns!

Corns!

CURATIVE for Coma, Bunion*,
Ingrowing IN nil*. Fro<te<l Feet, Ac.,
No more pain from
surpasses all other remedies.
Corn -; no more sleepless nights from Bunions; no
more limp ng from Ingrowing Nails.
Briggs’ Curative docs noteat or burn, but soothes, sottens and
he ils all pedal ailments. Sold by Druggists and sent
DR. J. BRIGGS & CO.,
by mail. 5>c and $1.
No. 208 Broadway, New York.
Jau31dly

BRIGGS'

Tlie

preparations

other

1&54
WM. P.

contain

Injurious drugs,

Six

Appb

W. L. PUTNAM.
Cor. Exchange tSc Federal

Fisheries !

L^OR sale to the t-ade, 10,003 lbs. best quality Cotton Twine, Nos. 12,14 and 16, four to six threads
9,00 ibs. superior Coiton Twine, Nos. 16, 18 and 20.
tour to eight thre id.
10,000 ibs. Herring, Mackerel
and Po agen Netting.
100 Herring. Mackerel and
Pohagen Scins, complete for use. 500 English Herring Nets 300 beams Line Yam, alt grades.
AMERICAN NET AND TWINE CO.,
Ni> 43 Commercial Street, Boston.
January 13. dlwi2aw3m

no

John W,. lloil*don, Secretary of the
Pictoa .Hiuiug Coi«»pnny*
nnders gned representing m>re than one'|'HE
L fifth of he Capital Sock of said Company, hereby request you to call a nv eting of the stockholders
thereof, to be holden at ihe office ot the Treasurer ot
said Com am in Brunswi k, on SATURDAY, the
18th of Apiil next, at one o’clock P M, to act upon
the following articles, viz.
1st—To see if the President shall be authorized
to issue Bon s to the amount o« $100,000, secured
upon the Company projierty, to raise lunus tor necesthose already
s«r* improvements, in addition t>

To

niDREUD, Aldermen,
above Kate, Philadelphia.

ina

Per Bottle,

or

for $(i.30,

te.

2nd.—To cho sc a Trustee; provide a sinking
fund find rule* governing sale ot B.mds.
3d.—To act uron any other business that may come
bet re ?he meeting.
Truuswick, Marc » 23d, 186ft.
S. R. JACKSON.
C
RLES BnUTELLE,
J. P. BOUT*' LLE,
S. A. MOL RuOK,
A VEAZIE.

addvcs*, secure!v packed from observation Address letters to

Lclivorcd to any

H.

T.

mar28d2w»

but

DDDDDD

$1.23

TiOVEJOY",

F

HEL MB OLD’S

Drug and Chemical Warehouse
394 Broadway. N.

Y,

104 South Tenth

Street,

foregoing request, I herein
khob»ers of said * ompany to meet a
f >r th*» purp sea aforesaid.
and
place
JOHN L. HODSD >N. Secretory.
and Mon Apr 6.
Mon
30,
26-Th
26,
Mar

In pnrsua-ce of the

notify the
the time
rue

sto.

and

Notice.

rillLADELL’IIlA.
Beware of Counterfeit*
And nnprindpled Dealers who endeavor to
“of their wn” and •‘other” articles on the
tion obtained by

A true copv, Attest:
JOHN L HODSDON, Recre ary
ot the Pictou Mioing Company.
PicUtu Mining Q>.# I
Office of the Secretary cf the 24th
March, 1868. |
August*,

OK,

dlspes«
reputa-

ilclinbold’s Genuine Preparation?!.

I.'.ent,

and Furr Iture, No. tV2ParkSt.

April 1st. dlw

En

PEARL 8X8.

°

I

Berries,

Helmbold’s Medical Depot,

fe27d.7mls

l-oiim lor Sale.
-OA

Bucbu

DDDDDD
ddpdddpp
DDD
DDD
DlU>
DDD
DDD
DDD
DDD
DDD
DDD
DDD
DDDPDDDD

Price

w. L. SOUTHARD,
79 Commercial 5t.

__

our new

PARTON,
name

Mar 37,186S.

doth hay his

c, no in-rcnrv or

!

WHITNEY.

<fc

For S ale

A Good Saie!
AN RE !IAD FOR A VERY
/
called for immediately.
Match 27-d/w
W. L.

Warehouse

DS
1,000
5
qUC<J’r.
MIDDLE
April l-d3t»

SALISBURY DORfKS, superior art’e'e. rectdvedtbis day per Schooner M. W. Dennis.”
DANA & CO.
mat28dlwis

TWO

ALLpromptly executed this Office.

March

Dorics, Dories, Dories!

milliard Tables for Sale.
Billiard Tables in good condition with new
sets Halls, will be sold cheap for cash.
H. PEYdET,
Apply to
apr Id2w*
1124 Federal st.

1

Notice.

an I Juniper
great care,

purely vegetable

mai28-dlw*

on

AT

Agents,
BIOGRAPHY,”

ing over e ghty sketches ot eminent parsons of all
ages an.l countries; w >men as well as men, a handsome Octavo book of about 600
piges, illustrated
with beautiful steel engravings; written by JAMES

cle
Feb

IIEL Mli OLD,

Nintli Stree

To the landless,

excellent Horse for Ladies and Children, can
ho bought cheap if applied for very «oon.
W. L. SOUTHARD.
March 27-d2w

and

OF

Lost!

Personally appeared before me,an Alderman of the
City of I'ldia 'eipuia, H. T Helmbold. who, beiug

Team,

ISorth Street at 12J cl*, per
AFINF.Lot
called for itniucdi *tely.

Tlie Horse.

Wanted !

pirts of the United States tor

seen

LLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLL

November,

JSEED

KENDALL

_

Portland,

U.T HELMT,OLl>.
Sworn and subscribed before me this 23d day of

Seed Store

to

Wanted.
I*ARTNER wanted with a small capital, to take
an inteiest in an old aud
long established business paying well.
A. J. COX & CO.
No. 351 1-2 Congress St.
Mar 25-d2w
Dealers in Real Estate.
A

ON

LLL

are

sale

Agricultural

Oxford aud Preble

Box 2210, Portland.

Call at

LLL
LLL

naro

UlkiHEI.S THIOTHT,
8.000 Pounds Northern and Western Clover.
tOO Sacks lted Top.
150 B‘ish: s Golden Drep
Spring Wheat.
50 Bu.-bels llillett.
100 B'ishe's Hungarian Seed.
Also a 1 irge and setleei assortment ol
Vegetable
and Flower seeds at Wholesale and
Retail, at

Stock and Store!

Congress and Washington sts.

small *ami!y, no children, cen'ralaui not to exceed 9226 00. Ad*

ILL

AFFIDA VIT.

PUJIER.

Lincoln street.

2200

ly located,

LLL

STRICKLAND,

SEED,

Guardian's Sale.
'VTOTICE is hereby given that bv virtue o a license
from the H -n. John A. Waterman. Judge ot
Probate, within and for tae Countv of Cumberland,
Siateot Maine, ar. a court holdeu on the first Tuesday of February. A. D. 1868, Isaac <>. Pea: son,Guardian ir Emma J. P. Gurney, m nor he r ol Lois
Downer, late oi Portland, in said County, deceased,
will sell at public auction on the 27tb day ni April
next, at ten o’c’ock in t c forenoon on tlie premises,
one six h ot h mse. stable and lot No *0 Braille St,
in the city ot Portland
ISAAC O. PEAR ON,
Guardian.
mar2f-eoU3w

of'ei:her ot the American vvat^h Comand make a most beautiful and durable

a

1IAY,1IAY.
Helmbold’s Genuine Preparation, 5Q TON'3 first qualiiy PRESSED IIAY, for tale
J. G.
33 Commercial st.

<

movemenis

RENT for

near Cumberland a ladies fur
Tippet. The owner can have the same by
proving pioperty and paying for this advertisement.

Extract
IN

Immediately.

GOOD TENEMENT WANTED IN A
good neighborhood.
Call at the Daily Press Office.
A

SQUIRREL Tippet;
vice it has
A will
Anv
be

Please

PREPARED

STAND AND CUSTOMERS.

New

Streets.

Wanted

“secret” ot “ingredients.”

selected with

I duly sworn,

/V Lumber

on
i
J Lay ingOut

|

B.

B THORNDIKE,
Supeatntendent.

To Let.

LLL

glass
«•

for

J.

or

Board, pleasant rooms, at No 30 Dantortk
WITH
»»■oc2Bdtf

LLL

of the latest styles at

AT
to An
Marcii
:8-d2w

BY

Diuretic,

composed of Buchu, Cubebs

BOOTS,

full assortment
01

subscriber
Dee. 6. rltf

A

OOOOOOO
OOO

NTBEfiT,

134 Middle Afreet*

i
| Committee

J

a

evening
from 3 to
to the

or

Kimball

lacturer of

(Short Notice.

at

dim

Sign of the large pane

thirteenth day oi

Jacob Mclellan,
ALBERT MARWICK,
EZRA CARTER,
J. F.'LEAVl IT,
JAMES NOYES,
GEO. H. CHADWICK,
Alar SQ-dlw

10^4

find

Charles P.

to

Boarders Wanted.

OOO
OOOOOOO
OOO
OOO
ooo
OOO
OOO
OOO
O O
OOO
OOO
OOO

PORTLAND.

BURT’S

Urinary Organs

And is certain to have the desired effect in all diseases for which it Is recommended. Evidence orthe most
responsib'e and relitblo character will accompany
the medicine.

OF

Notice is hereby given to all parties interest'd,
that the Joint Standing Committee of he City Council on laying out new streets, will meet to hear the
partie.' and view the proposed way on the slxi h day
April, 1868, at two o’clocK in the afternoon,
at the corner of Mellen and Congress sts, and will then
aud there proceed to determine and adiuage whether
the pub ic convenience requires said sueet or way

Apply

NEW
Agents wanted to introduce
MTAft* NIliTTLE sEWING IWAGOOD
Stitch alike
both

no

Great

Ladies in Want

street as now established t6the line as it was formerly laid out, and whereas said petition was referred
by the Ci y Council, Nov’r 4th, 1807, to the Committee on laying out new streets, for them to consider
and act upon, therefore

42.

our

cause

the

BY 11.

EXCHANGE
xt

by

Practical and Analytical Chemist, and Sole Mauu-

KINSMAN,

in the business.
March oO-dlw*

is 10*‘ teet

To Let,

CfJINKS.

Female,

or

Helmbold’s

®"Gb» ***P>ng done

the

north end of Deerings’
one who wishes to invest

rare

Is

I

Gas Fixtures of all Kinds.

room

Library Room, by day
THE Mechanb'8
reasonnble terms, will scat
400.

$10

Buchu !

Physicians,

-AND-

Said

J. M. COLBY.

Helmbold’s Extract Bucbu

chaideliirs,

sts.

corner

Vine streets.

It has 2d windows in it,
veiy wide handsome entrance on Middle st, and is llie best room for any
Jobbing business, to let In the city. Apply to
W. F. PHILLIPS & Co.
148 Fore Street
January 24. eodtt

“PEOPLE’ i HOOK

matter how
originating,and
long standing. Idseases of the-e orgaus require the
aid ot a diuretic.

Is

Store !

Gi’oeery

From whatever

FIRST-

<GS- A

Large Lot of Chamber Sets,
At C >rner of Congress and
Mar 2-dit

a

To Let.
story of the lower store in Donnells
THE Second
of Midblock, opposite Woodman’s,
dle and

In all

Diseases.

JIELMBOLDfS

Male

One of the best locations in the citv.
Address,
c- s-> Hock Box 1U7I
xr
Portland, P. O.
Mar
27 dlw

45. mr2leodt

45 EXCHANGE ST.

Secret

and Provision Store.

Grocery

At BAILEY’S GUN STORE,
TIBBET4 &

of

Clapp’s

To Let.

__

BBBBBBKB

for

Pickerell and Sea

Bucbu

In all their stages, at HtMc expense, little or no
in diet, no inconvenience and no ex^Hisure
causes a frequent desire, and gives strength to urinate, thereby removing obstructions, preventing and
curing strictures ot the Uretha, allaying pain and inflammation. o trexuent in this class ot diseases, and
expelling all poisonous, diseased and worn out matter.
BBB BBB

March 27-dtf

Fishing Tackle,
Trout,
Fishing.)

12

TENEMENT in Franklin Street, containing?
rooms.
Also one on Lincoln st., containing i
rooms.
Mr. M. LIBBY,
Apply to
Dec 20. eodtf
83 Franklin St.

Improved Bose-Wash,

on

OFFICE, NO I EXCHANGE 8T.
formerly occupied by Merchants Exchange.

(Tailor’s, Barber’s and Trimmer’s.)

Extract

Extract

DOW.

gentlemen

Block-__tebl7dtr

April l-d2w

Unplnaaant

For all affections and diseases of the
whether existing in

Rooms

IliATSCll’S SHEARS

(For

amouuts

THE

dress

BBB BBB

Primed Tarifls.
Abundant proof of the soundness of the offices
wilj
be given Iron, the Commissioners’
Reports of New
York and Massachusetts, on
appl'cation at raj office.
7-tr Call aud see the Reports aud satisfy yourselves.

(Largest assortment in the city.)

106

moderate

STERLING

Fine Pocket

1384

insure

To Let.

or

Wanted.

Balsam, Mercury, or unpleasant
and Dangerous Diseases.

more

§358,000,

Buildings, Stocks, and other good property, at fair
and equitable
rates, not being controlled by any

Mar 21-dtl

1.

to

For *ale

first-c lass, three story brick bouse, with freestone
trimmings, number thirty five High street.
For particulars inquire at the house
lelOdtt

A

BBBBBBBB

PHILADELPHIA,
Capital aud Surplus, 9337,000,

Mar2-dit

_ttAAtliil.

BBB
BBB
BBB
BBB
BBBBBB
HUH
BBB
BIJB
BBB

Comp'y,

OF

Pier,

on
second floor.
at Spanish Consu-

^——

VMM
MMM
MM M
M M M
M MM
M M M
MM MM MM MM
MM MM VIM MM
MM MMM MM
MM
MM MM
AIM
M
MM

USE

Girard Insurance

Jobbers and Wholesale Dealers in

WITH

Family Should be
Without It.

AND THE

MERRIER, RRINCE & CO.,

Change cf Life,

or

It

Cash Capital and Snrplus

TR.4DE

Let,
Portland

two desirable Offices
T ims reasonable.
Keys
late No. 30 Exchange St.

(Sco symptoms above )

INDEPENDENT
Insurance Co., of Boston,

March 31-eod3m

Chiorosts
Suppres-

as in
ness or

change

HAVING BEEN APPOINTED AGENT FOR THE

PORTLAND, IT1K.
!£3F“I stil’ continue the manufacture ot all other
kinds of carriages at my old factory on Preble Street
CHA’S. P. KIMBALL.
Portland, Me.

Buchu

—AND—

UJOI Vt’KIlEVr !

To
Brick Si ore, No. ]

on st.
Mar 5-ciKUf

Paint'u
ot Customary Evacuations, Ulcerated or Schirstate of the Uterus, Sterility, anti for all complaints incident to t'io sex, whether arising trom indiscretion, habits of dissipation, or in the

Helmbold’s

Square.

For particulars, Ac, apply to
W. W. THOMAS, .JR.,
marl2dtfOn the premisea.

No 4 Cot

sion

TEAS,

Mar 27-d7t

ItiuBdin^,

EXOBANGE STREET,
hebchahits’ e.yhiia.xge.

over

rns

Take

CHADWICK,

lu TBsobiujs

~torc to Let.

Retention, Irregularity,

or

Medicine for

GRADES.

FEET,

66

Extract

wl-h the BEST

CONSTANTLY ON HAND

LET !

Uulon, upper store in the Block, and next
NO.to Middle
street,
inquire ol the subscriber at

Is unequaled by any other remedy,

Just Received from Phillipe A Canaud

CHOICE

the

affections peculiar to Females,

Lovers ot Choice Flavors will find that the Great
Strength and Strict Purity of Colton’s Select Flavors

Boxes Sardines

on Pearl Street and
trace.
A fine location, containing oight and leu rooms, each with modern conveniences. Abundance of well and cistern water,—
Apply to
J. L. FARMER,
Marl7-d 1 m
No. 47 Danfortli St., cor. Park St.

on verv

Agent f >r J. W. OOLTON’S Select Flavors ot the
Choice Fruits Spices, Ac. Lemon, Vanilla,
Orange,
Rose Almond, True
Cinnamon,Peach, Jamaica Ginger, Nutmeg, C'ove and Celery.

3300

family.

AND STORES
HOUSES
Cumlierland Ti

new

L'.LLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLL

The

cat* ihi in.”

C. P. KIMBALL CO.,

SPRIJYGr

and Worcestci*
hire Dance*.

recommen 1 them to all those who
and those who wish to economise.

DOES.

LLL

Soyers Suitanna Satires, Durbottlesar.d Jars, White Wine VineCurrie Powder, Cox Gelatine, Cayenne Pepper. Blackwell, White
Bait, Infant’s Food.
Pate do faie Gras, ami Pate de foie
D’oie, Truffes
dn Perigord, China Ginger.
THE ABOVE BEING THE LARGEST
IMPORTATION EVER RECEIVED IN MAINE.
®"I sviah to call particular attention
to IKncKenzic mid Hi .dlrman’
Celebrated AI.BKKT BISCUIT.-“The
Queen
ham Mustard
gar, Sitlid Oil,

BITCH TJ,

LLL
LLL
LLL

In many

part of the

a

small

a

Rooms, with Board, for
PLFAS4NT
and their wives.
Enquire at No.

LLL
LLL

ttoy, Koyal Table, Hobo, John
Hull, Atbennnm, Harvey, Sbrimp,
Heef flleak, Walnut iflnsh-

Free street, to

A

A Trial will Convince
Most Skeptical.

Chiua

No 13
20 codtf

r

To Let.

Weakness,

HE LMBOLB’S

and Ghedder Cheese,

Berkley

the Portland Institute and Public Library are hereby notified that the annual
,r
eeting ot the members will be held at the Library
Room, uader the City Hall, on
Monday the s xth day of April next, at 3$
members of

DR.
house

nml X8 fed Hi ala,

affected with

ISTABIABIiY

House to Let.
JOHNSON, Dentist, will let

A HALL 43 BY 73

of the cause of their
will COUflBS.

EXT.

inor24dtf

of 21 Brown
iuar23dlw*thentf

TO

Requires the aid of MiJicine to strengthen and invigorate the system, w. ich

Square, London,

“

■

5Jr-

Importations.

the pi enlists.

To Let.

Buchu

Fatuity, Fpileptic Fits,

Organic

ALFORD DYER.

To Let,
Lodging Room to let

PLEASANT
street.
M

Ua*k» Mixed

Geo. W. Ladd’s Patent Watch Case.
half and ne third gold, equal for wear and
styles to solid gold cases at a corresponding reduction in cost. adapted to and < asil titled with

Mar

CITY

and for sale by

i4m

I astern Railroad.
Massachusetts State Sixes,, (currency).
New Hampshire State Sixes. 1884.
Maine State sixes. 1889.
Rhode Island State Sixes 1*82.
.....

Direct

discharging from
**

on

one of

once

brick house

a

Tenement to Let.
si, Mlljoy. Euqire of H. ROWE,

Pain in the back,
Fleshing of the body,
Eruptions on the face,
the Pallid countenance,

The constitution

in

stieet.

ONAnLafayette
ld'.ct

•

And the melancholy deaths by consumption bear
ample witness to the truth ot the assertion.

11m

eo

....

xnarkHdlw*

Insanity and Consumption.
! Many
suflering.'none

H

LANCASTER HALL.

March 25.

Southern W hite Corn,

Foreign Marl.ct#.
London, April l—i P. M.—Consols unchanged.
American securities—United States 5-20'squiet at
72*@72|; Illinois Central shares 89$; Eiie48f,
Liverpool, April 1—1 P. M.—Cotton though active is s mievvli it easier m tone now; prices advanced
to ll^d lor Middling uplands on the spot and afloat,
and 12d tor Orleans
Shipments lrorn Bombay lor
the week endi g u arch 21 were 34.000 bales. Corn
has declined to 41s 6i. Provisions inactive; Beefhas
advanced to 122s 6.1; Pork to 80s; Bacon to 41s 6d.
Lard quiet,

Pepperell Manulacturing Company.

S

T> RICK S'l ORE No. 40 Market Street.
Enquire at
BAILEY’S GUN STORK,
uiarJleocMI
46
Street.

on

HENRY R. BURROUGHS, The Records of the Insane Asylums

3,300 BUSHELS

now

r in patency.

LET._

Inquire

For weakness aris'ug from Excesses. Habits of Dissipation, early indiscretions, attended with
the following symptoms:

are aware

EST* A full a‘t-ndance is earnestly requested.
S. H. YVEER.S, Secretary.
Mar 31-dlw*

bales; Middlings27$c.
Charleston, S. C., April 1. Cotton circular excited ; sales 2000 bales; Ml Idling 28$c, holders asking
29 @ 30c.

United States TVn-iorttef..
Rutland 1st Mortgage Limas 7s
Boston ana Maine Railroad..
1 Sales at Auction.)
Bales Mann lacturing Company.

Jk.

1O

Dter
CHAMBERS,
27 Maiket Square.

which tire patient may expire.
Whocau say that they are not frequently followed
by those “direful diseases,’*

At 5 o’clock P. M.

15$

@ 16o. Bulk Meats active and firm; short rib middles 13c; rough sides I2$c: Cumberland ll$c; sun
salted shoulder hams 8$. Live Hogs declined 10 @
15c; prices range from 69 @ 8 5o. Beef Cattle firm
6 00 @ C ^5.
Cincinnati, April 1.—Provisions buoyant and
higher with a speeulaiive feeling. Mess Pork—sales
at 24 25; held at 25 00. Bulk Meats advanced to 13$
@ 14e lor shoulders and sides. Bacon advanced;
shoulders ll$e; sides 14c; clear rib 15c; clear sides
15 @ 15$c. Lard 16c.
St. Louis, Mo., March 30.—Tobacco steady and
unchanged. Cotton advancing; low Middling 24c.
Flour dull; low grades weak; superfine 7 60 @ 8 50;
Wheat
extra 9 00 @ 9 12$; double extra 9 50 @ 10 03.
dull and unchanged. Corn heavy and lower; shelled
at 83 @84 $_•; car 7s$ @ 75c. Oats firmer and higher
at 69 @ 73c. Barley quiet; buyers are backward.
Rye inactive at 1 70. Pork dull; ronnd lots offered
at 24 75. Bacon—the stock is light; clear sides advanced to 15$c for presen delivery, and 15$c for May;
slioul ersll$c; e'ear rib sides 14$. Laid but little
is offering; choiee tierce at 16c and 17c for keg. Cattle—common to choice at 4 00 @ 8 00.
Sheep in tair
demand at 4 00 @ 6 00 per head.
Louisville, March 30.—Tobacco firm; sales 14
hhds.; lugs 5 25 @7 03; medium leaf 15 00; selections
25 00; Hart county bright wrappers 40 50. Cotton 25
@26c. Flour—superfine 8 25 @8 75; fancy 12 50 @
13 00. Oats 73 @ 75c inbuilt. Corn—shelled 80 @
83c. Lard at 16 @ 16$c. Bacon—shoulders 11 $e; clear
Bulk Shoulders 10$c; clear sides 14c.
sdes !4$c.

O

n,J0I.aWe

To Let
containing C rooms

These symptoms, ifa’lowe I to go on, which th
medicine iuvaritbly removes, soon follows

FOB

Otli,

April

Congress (street.

Exchange

il Swell-

Men, Women and Children.

In

Federal street,

122

MONDAY,

holmes,

Store to Let.

I Indisposition to exertion, L ms of Power,
l.oss ot Memory,
Difficulty of Breathing,
Weak nerves.
Trembling,
Wa'vcfullieM
Horro% ot disease,

Out!

Auctioneer.

teri““-_

TIliB me ilcieo Inereaos t'-e power
oMljestion,Brief
excites the absorlients Into healthy
acti-m, bv which
the water or caleerous deiiositions aud all
unnatural
arc
enlargements
reduced, as well as pain and hiflammation, and is taken by

Dimness of vis on,
Hoi hands,
Dryue-m oi the skin,
Universal lassitu le ot
mus.'ular system.

BAILEY,

AUCTIONEER
300

K< inedy

Helmbold’s Extract

Cannot Fail to Give Satisfaction!

Dispensary.

O

Ctrsalcs of any kiud ot property in the Cltv or vl.
ciiii'y, Piomptly attended to on the moat
October tr. <tt

EEKEEEEEE
EEEEEKEEE

WHITTEUIORE

Annual Meeting of the members of the PortTHE
land Dispensary will be held at the Dispensary

Rooms,

Extract

ing*.

CHARLES PERRY.

marCldff

*

<5. w.

EKEEEEEEK
E SEE lit EEE
EEE
EEEEEU

From this date at prices which

Enquire of

street,
rUe“*w,*Ac.

Aplw.’

Specific

Drupsic

OF

Closed

LET,

o’caock P.

Douiewtic Yditrkctft.

1867

and

SALE

Store No. 3 Galt Bloch.

I

The receipts at the Sub-Treasurv to-day amounted to $1,934,631; payments $1,329,518; balance $98,-

July.

C. B.

ELSWHERE.

TO

on

Kidney*, Gravel

Bladder,

BramhTl?'.
J?*.!?
n^ball, ami
will

1'7 Commercial
St.

__

WILL BE

Money inarkel.

5-20s, 1SC2

Compound

a‘|-

n

on

W.H.,JKRRIS

for Diseases oi the

LATELY OWNED BYJ

p.otice

lo

Uirri^c*

Fluid

A Positive «nd

FURNITURE

TUB

Apply

,j

Homeg,carriages, Ac, ut Auction
A. M„
new
EVu.»X SA'n'TtnA Y, at 11 o'clock
X *hail noil Hoiaac

See

TEYJYEY,

loo

ami

desirable lots
favorable teruja.

bo »olil on

ronci>]nrtii«ji,

K

STOCK

Pine
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Playing a large stock of Furniture, embracing every
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Cor. of Coagrc-s & Washington Street*,

York, April 1—6P. M.—The most active
Money market prevailed to day since tlie squeeze
e 'mmenced; as
high as 20 per cent, has been paid tor
carrying gold, and on stocks 7 per cent, in gold has
beea the rate, an 1 in many instances an extra commission of 1-32 @ $ p.*r cent. The printed lists show
a wide difference id stocks sold for cash and buyers*
option of five to thirty days; 1 percent, has been
paid above the regular rates for a buyers’ option of
3) days; the stock market, however,'stood it very
well. The quarterly re]>ort of the National Banks
will bo made Monday n x», and an ease up in the
Money market is expected, and a rise in the stocks
ot Ene and Central are still the cards, little attenti n being paid to the rest of t. e list. Sterling Excnange firm at 109$ @ 109$ for prime bills. Gold lower, opening at 138$ and closing ai 138$ @ 138$. Governments are 1$ @ $ off, but close steady though very
dull.
enry, Clewes & Co. turnish the lollowing 4.30
quotationsCoupon 6’s 1881, 110$ @111; do 5’s 1862.
109§ @ 109$; do 1864 107$ @ 107$; do 1865, 107$ @ 108;
do January and July, lo6$@106$; do 1867, 107 @
107$; lU-lO’s 100$ @ 10'$; 7-30’s, lu5$ @ 103$. The
Assistant Treasurer bought to-day a million and a
quarter of 7-30s and only sold $300,000 in gold.
Stocks closed lower but the decline is only slight.
The following are 5.30 figures:—Pacific Mail 103$ @
103$; New York Central, 122 @ 122$; Erie, 73$ @ 73$;
do preferred, 74 @-75; Hudson, 140 Harlem preferred,
115; Reading, 89$ @89$; Michigan Central, 112$ @
114; .Michigan Southern, 88$ @88$; Cleveland «&
Pittsburg, 90$ @91; T dedo, 103$ @ 103$; Rock Is-
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@ $310 p pair.
Milch Cows—Extra $85 @ 110; ordinary $60 @ 80;
Store Cows $15 @ 55 p he d. Prices of Milch Cows
depend altogether upon the aney of the purchaser.
Sheep and Lambs—Nearly ail the Western Sheep
were taken direct to the si-(lighter establishments upon tliier arrival at a commission.
We quote sales of
Northern Sheep at 51, 6>, 74, 72, 8| @ 9c, and one lot
of 72. average weight 139 tbs, at It'c p lb.; 45 store
Sheep at 1 75 p heat?.
Swine—There were but a few in market, and not
much call for Siore P|gs; prices 8 @ 10c p lb. Fat
Hogs—200 at market; prices 102 @ lie p tb.

American Gold.
United States 7-30s, June.
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Brighton Market.
Brighton, April 1.
Atmarketforthecurrent week: Cattle, 1112; Sheep
and Lambs. 6<)08; Swine, 250; number of Western
Cattle 625; Eastern do 237; WorkingOxen and Noi Ih-

Lard—kettle
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Raw Bone

about the same as last week. The light supply caused a de dre on the part of the butchers to buy early
and the best were closed at aa advance of 50c p cwt
from last week.
Sheep—Not any material change in the Sheep market. There were about 1400 head of Northern more
than last week, some of which were very nice and
fine wool. The supply was sold early at prices un-

Cattle 250.
Trices. Beet Cattle—Extra $1375@ 1500; lirst
quality $13 00 @$13 50; second quality $1175 @
$1275; third quality $900@$1075 p 100 lbs. \the
total weight of hides, tallow and dressed beet.
Prices of Hides, Tallow and Skins—Brighton Hides
94 @ 10c; Country do 9@9£cptb. Brighton Tallow 8 @ 8Jc; Country do 7 @ 7je p lb. Sheep and
Lamb Skins $1 75 @ $2 50 each. Call Skins 16@ ISc
p lb.
Remarks—There has been a good demand tor Beeves
and an advance in prices 01 4c P lb- Most ot the
Western Cattle were brought 111 on Saturday, and a
larger portion of them sold on that day. There were
several very nice lots among them, which sold at 15c
Most of the Cattle from Maine were Working
p lb
Oxen. There are but a very few Cattle in market
selling for less than 12c p lb. There were several
lots ot nice Caltle from the Western part ot the State
in market, which were sold at pnees we did not learn.
Stores—There are no Stores in market except Working Oxen and Milch Cows. Most ot the small Cattle
arc
to slaughter.
Working Oxen—There is a large supply of Working Oxen in market and a good demand. We quote
sales at $215, $225, $235, $245, $260, $265, $273, $280

9ti

CUMBERLAND

Veal Calves $3 09 @ 10 00.
Prices oI Hides, Tallow and Skins—Hides 9 @ 94c
P lb.; Tadow 7 @ 7jc p th.; Pelts $1 00 @ 1 75 each;
Calf Skins 15 @ 16c |> lb.
Prices Poultry—Extra 9@20e;primc 17@lSJc;
good 1G @ 17c; medium none; poor to medium none
Rem irks—Cattle—receipts from the Noi them S ates

Pork firm at 24 00.

Exchange St,
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March 31-eo(l2w

Yearlings $20 @ 39; two years old $39 @ 45; three
years old $45(w GO.
Prices ot Sheep and Lambs—In lots, $4 00, $4 25
@ 4 50 each; extra $4 73 @ 7 00, or from 0 @ 74c p
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before, just look

Flntcs, French and German Accordeoti*, Flnliues, Concii tiuaH,
mouth IIiirnioiiiciiR, Ac., Ac.
Bird Cagr«, Toy « arm aud
Whe*-! Barrow*, Cnttr.*, rnibrcllH-*, Ac., Ac., Ae*,
■j<* H *•' K tlmu have been * »ld wince the lir*t «-uai iu’iil.
iUu^ic Buxcm uixd Toy* al
cost, Mole Agent for Vrutumc^, Violiu uud Guitar String*.
Violin** Uni

1

saw

** OI, &’ s

—,.rrv

5 Octave Meloilcons, Portable case,
-----Former pr.ee

C03I3IEUCIAL.

new York,

ever

UHL,.?*

Million*

7 Octave Piano, Hosewootl, all round corners, cm ved It gs,
----Former price,
----5 Octave Organs, double reed.

quil. No damage.

New xork mock and

1

MISCELLANEOUS.

w*7F, the undersigned have this dav formed a co
>1 partnership under ti e firm name oi SMITI
& BAKER, lor tb» pu.pos» of carrying on the Bak
ing Business at Tufcevh* Bridge, AV. stbr<*'k.
W
J SMI’H,
J. R. BAKER.
n»ar2t«tf
March 24, 18G8

Hoard

Sold bvall Druejzist.s everywhere.
be obtained for 8®"*'®”*
\ ND ijoocl r nms can
Ask ‘or HelinboM’s—Take no other.
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Cutout this advertisement
leb2Ueod<£eowlj I Dani’ortli struct.
avoid Imposition and expo.uro.
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Epitaph*,
The following epitaphs
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BOOK^ARD,

^

property known as the “Ford
Stand,” consisting of a large 2 story
rehouse, recently put in complete
The

tTit..

in front and very line garden.
A. W.
Gray March 28, 1868.

Across the wold
The winds did

\Ye shed a quart
ot I,--,, it s true,
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But life is short—

Aged
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“Oh! mo .. .uldav
That si ole aw,y
Poor Mrs. Bly,
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PROPRIETOR.

Anecdote* of Wordsworth.

First, let me give you some idea of this
venerahle and good man, who in many tilings
resembled Milton.
There was the same austerity of lile; the same rigid morality, hones^ and independence; ami despite his great
geuius, the same narrow-mindedness. In
height iie was tali, being over six feet, and
His
gaunt anl tti-ageiing in his peison.
clothes were always loo large for him, and
seemed as though he had thrown them on
—OF—
loosely. His lorehead was not high, his nose
was large and slightly aquiline, and bis lip
and chin were drooping.
He had straggling
whiskers, which were ali the bair be wore on
bis tace.
His eyes weie deep set, and abstracted, and of brownish gray. Leigh Hunt
said they always reminded him of the prophet Jeremiah's, being f enerally fixed in a
dreamy musing, as though he was looking
—FOR—
within biuisell, rather than out at the world.
His voice was deep, and sounded as though
it came irom bis chest; this was eminently
characteristic ot the man's nature, which was
most emphatic and earnest. Indeed he seemed as ihough he was always
talking under
oath, a id giving evidence in a court of law,
rather than joining in a conversation.
He
was entirely destitute of humor, and could
not understand a joke, unless
was
it,
logically
If any one wished
nut, and then proved.
him to appreciate one, he would have to put
it in a mathematical shape.
In ract, he saw
Thorough and experienced workmen are employno more lun in Joe Miber than he did in
Euclid. In telling the coimnones£*t5ccurrence, ed, and Printing of every description execntcd In
he would be painfully precise as to whether I
it happened ou Monday or Tuesday, and thus the highest style of the art, and
lie olten destroyed the epirit in
preserving
the Letter. Coleridge once told him to his
On the Most Reasonable Terms.
tace that he loved lact belter than
truth; and
Woxdsworth told me, very gravelv, when
speaking ot Coleridge, that he could see no
difference between them.
Let us, while we
are at this point, relate a short
anecdote,
which will give a better idea of Wordsworth's
want ol sympathy with humor than a
labored

Best Styles

and

The Latest

Wood and Metal

Type,

of wood and water.
This is one of the most pleasant pi »ce- in this vicinity. 11 commands a tine view
of Portland on one side, and of Casco Bay upon the
other, and is on the main stage road to Yarmouth.—
Will be sjld low to a cash customer. Applv to
WM. H. JERtUS,
Real Estate Agent.
mar31dtt

Farm for Sale.
A good Farm of 120 acres, situated in Gorham, 1$ miles f om the
village, and nine miles from Portland. Cuts from 35 to 50 tons hay.
_‘A good 1^ story house with ell. Barn
38x5?, wood-house, carriage-house, ou the premises. A choice orchard of young fruit trees, in bearing condition on the tarm. Said farm is well dividPossesion gived tor wood, pasturage and tillage.
en immediately.
Apply to Ridlon & Covl, at
Gorham; the owner K. A. Fo*g. on the premises, or
GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
Dealers Id Real Estate.
mar30*eod&wtf 13

House and Store tor Sale.
The three

was Uinius m 1840 at the
table of that
hne specimen ot a Christian
jurist, Thomas
£soou lailourd, equally
distinguished as a
lawyer aud dramatist, when one o; the company, Robert Browning, the poet, made an
allusion to Mi.ote's wit.
Wordsworth, who
was very chatty when in the
society ot those
he liked, said, “vv ell, I don’t think that I am
a witty man by
any means. Indeed, I do
not think that 1 was ever
witty but once in
the whole ot my liie! > Ot course
there was
a great lesue to hear this
solitary witticism.
Ibus importuned, the old hard
said, “Well—
well, 1II tell you. 1 was standing, one evening, at my gate at Bydal Mount, when a man
came up, aud said. ‘Sir, did
you see my wife
pass by ?’
Whereupon X replied, My good
1
sir, did not know till this minute that'you
had a wile.
Here he paused. We all saw
that he had told all he had to
say, aud the
whole company laughed
heartily at this
ot
specimen
Wordsworth’s wit. The dear
oul gentleman always took the
merriment
tuts story provoked as a
genuine tribute to
bis tacetiousness.
Among his prejudices was a rooted aversion
to actors and actresses. On one
occasion 1
was with him at a
party where Miss Ellen
free, alterwards Mrs. Charles Kean, was
present, the hostess asked me to introduce
her to the poet.
Knowing his peculiarity in
this respect, I went to Wordsworth and
asked
permission to introduce the distinguisned
trayedie .ne to him.
He tried to avoid it,
saying, My dear Iriend, I would rather not.
W by, 1 never spoke to an actress
in the whole
course ot my
tile, and I don’t think Mrs.
Wordsworth would like it.’
Finally, overcoming uis almost religious scruples, 1 made
the two
acquainted; and ho was so much
pleaseu with her that they remained in pleasant conversation the rest of
the evenin". Let
me mention another
proof of his intense simplicity. borne »ears alterwards, Mr. Macready, on his way to Edinburgh, paid Wordsworth a hying visit at Ids
We-tmoieland
homestead. I question if there ever lived a
more arrogant,
overbearing and conceited
man, on or off the stage, than William Charles
Macready. Whet, the old poet visited London, some months after, he told me that he
was vecy much
pleased with Mr. Macready:
T loun. him an able minded
man, with a
very modest op nion ot himselt; he is a bad
actor, and he knows it. Inneed, said Wordswonh, be as good as conf ssed that to me.”
Beat o.d simple-minded
philosopher! To
mistake the supercilious
pretence of selt-newhich
the great actor assumes When
gation,
he receives a
compliment, for humility and

twelve

two story House, containing 13 rooms together with a large lot of land, situated on the
north-west corner of Brown and Cumberland
Street. Price low. Terms easy. Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER.
March 28. d3w

mA

Real Estate for Sale.

THE

Portland, March 25,1869.-dtf

Strawberry bed. A good one
sheds, &c.
Together with 30 acres of Wood land For particulars Inquire ol
JOHN C. PROCTER,
Mar 17-d3w
93 Exchange St.

Bill-Heads,

Hotel

subscriber, contemplating leaving
the State this spring, now otters tbe

aiHiram Bridge, for sale, at one of tbe greatest bargains in the State.
The house is in thorough repair, and is second to
no house in tbe country.
Furniture and fixtures in
first rate order.
Said ho’-se is located on the main route from Portland to North Conway and White Mountains.
It not sold will be to let May 1st, 1868.
For farther particulars enquire of J. W. Mansfield, No. 174
Middle Street, Portland, or of
WILLIAM G. SPRING,

AND

Proprietor,

Work!

all modern conveniences and
improvements. It 18 pronounced the finest building
The Hotel
lor Hotel purposes in New England.
can be ready tor
occupancy by the middle ot June.
Applications may be addressed to the subscribers
at Portland,
J. B. BROWN, or
J. B. BROWN & SONS.

Wedding Cards,
Tickets,

THE

n acre ot strawberries—raised 1,600 quarts
about
this year. Tbe lot embraces nearly lour acres, with
streets 60 feet wide all round it. The buildings—a
fine house with 15 rooms, French root and cupola,
and a piazza round three sides; warmed with furnace, good well and cistern in cellar; gardener’s
house and summer house, and good stable well
finished with cellar, at the low price ol $7,500.
Terms easy. For particulars euquire on the premises, or ot WH1TTEMORE & ST ARBI RD, on
Commerc al street; or FERNALD & SON, corner
ot PreDle and Congress streets.
Sept. 3.

&c.
Cheapest

dtt_

-AT THE-

1 will sell on favorable terms as to
let for a term of yearB, the lots on
payment,
the corner ol Middle and Franklin streets, and on
Fraakiin street, including the corner ol Franklin and
Few streets. Apply to WM. HILLIARD, Bangor
or SMITH & REED Attorneys, Portland. Jv12tf
OTICE.

or

Portland Press Office,
109

Exchange

THE

liy Abel Sawyer

Street.

undersigned, formerly Superintendent of the

AND

COM*!,
Whw’'

nteresfc payable in Boston, Portland, or
For sale at very favorable rates l*y

in

Government

De:itcr,

Bond s,

City Bonds, Ba.nfa Stock,
Specie, Ac., Ac.

,»

Exchange

Mar 23-d2w*

ABEL

Portland,

1

,.„.L

ot Vital
November 1.
or

etionire

SAWYER & VARsEY,
W Commercial St.
tbe kiln on PiM-tland St.

,,

Cassant, at
dtf

Brooms and Brushes.
REDLON A

SAW YE It &

Dealers in

t«u

Mar 28-ii

Hie

Cooking

PORTLAND.

Miracle of the Age

Inquire

na.

tei-

tons ot

»

Steam 0poking Apparatus.
Cheap,

Simple, Economical!

DINNER COOKED for twenty persons over
ONE hole of tbe Steve. Can be put on any
tore or Range ready for instant use.
Water changed to a delicious Soup by distillation,
■eaves tbe entire house tree from offensive odors In
Its results astonish all who try it.
0,°*'nK
fcw Send for a
Circular.
""
aloo Town
and County
Kightft in
the

Huute,

bv

JuilN COUSENS,

__Kcnnebunk. Me.
pAKtx>R SUITS,

m‘b?’,
,S,*riu«-««=**"
Manntsctiued
order at
31 *',e*

and

Bedding,

short notice

the Old Stand
Street, 3«8,

] lOY LE He H It
^
(Late Burnham & Merrill,)

, fill continue the manufacture ot
Parlor Suits
1
< ounges, Mattrusses, Spring Beds, Ottomans, paJ
Particular attention paid to Uphol-

2Ju St<Src-

and Varnishiug, Cane Chairs ReJ "**“• RePal'ing
DOYLE & BRENNAN.
tet,eod3m

Portland

and

hay.

Will be

twelve
mile

so'd cheap,

on

easy

ALLEN PRIDE,
near the premises, or

of

It'
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For further particn.. ^ ^alL
W. T. SL E.T.HA LL, at the tom, or
ieb22dA_
fcsq Gray Corner.
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.<■k^unall Farm tor sale,
-dr and
line between Westbroc
P5 Jniou tb on th* road from b.
w
PPato Cumberland, containing
a<
-i--jres; go o i buildings. Plenty ot
wood and water.
For tur tlier particulars enquire of
the subscriber on 1 the pre; ui*es
aa

a.

1SAACH4WKES,

w3w*. 3

a

^Mar 21^

Wegt

tnn( i tor Sale.
C of the late f JaryS. Lunt’s Estate, near
via
Tt ikey’s Bridge; in parrels to
suit tT/'>.t:bmd,
Enq lire in person or bv letter ot
JAMES JOHNSON,
Stroudw ate r. Westhn ok Adm’r of Eaid Estate with
will annr.xed.
..

^^^^^^oct22-d&wU^

JOB. JOHNSON’S

This
r
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Prenaratioi

1"

none

Dentifrice!
recommended by eminent

Physl clans and Chemists, as being seus« ■, tor cleansing, polishing and

hardening the gums, and Im"
teeth
lor to the breath ; in thct.it canPleasant
not only ns a powder, but »s
acts
*It
be tree a eo
Contains no mjuriFor sale by all druggists.
1
A grit oi acid.
M D joaNSON, Dentist.
a

^iiliicd

"f'

October 30.

d

Co.,

No.

Office

30

Assets

Hotel

HOUSEKEEPERS.
FIJELLIKG^

LIQUID

Dye Colors*

Star

The latest improvement in Family Dye9, arc now
being introduced throughout the country.
These colors are all prepared in Liquid form with
very simple directions tor use, and are made from
the same material used by dying new silk and
woolen goods.
A large variety o different shades
made from one bottle by using more

of color
or

can be
less of the

them in the beat manner, at short notice, and at
prices defying competition. As I have had more
than twenty-five years experience in the dyeing business. I flatter my self that I am thoroughly acquainted with the business. Please call at either office and
examine my li t of prices, and take mv card.

yeit

h: BURKE,
Portland Dye House.

ATWOOD’S

Pain

Dye Stuff.

Appeaser!

The Greatest Discovery of the Age,

Price of large size bottles % cents.

FOR THE RELIEF OF PAIN.

GT* Sold by all Druggists everywhere
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., 46 and 48 Middle street,
mar7eod&w’2m
Portland, Maine, Sole Agents.

is used both externally and internally, for all
the purposes lor whirl! a Liniment, it used, and
Is superur to any preparation that the skill of man
lias yet discovered.

CAN BE FOUND AT

HIS

No. 14 Preble Street,
Near tke Preble Hoisee,
be can he consulted privately, and Jwith
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at
hours daily, and from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Dr. H. addresses those who are suffering under the
affliction of i rivato diseases, whether arising from

WHERE

impure connection or the terrible vice of sell-abuse.
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch o 1
the medical profession, he feels warranted in Guaranteeing a Cure in all Cases, whether of long
standing or recently controcted, entirely removing the
dregs of disease from the system, and making a per-

fect and permanent cure.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
fee t of his long-gtanding and well-earnad reputation
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and success.
_

Caitloa

so ue

IT

As

an

external

remedy

it has

Public.

Every intelligent and thinking person must know
hat remedies banded out for general use should have
fheir efficacy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a regularly educated physician, whose
preparatory studies tit him for all the duties ho must
fulfil; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
which are not only useless, but always injurious.

The unfortunate should be particular in selecting
his physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice; foi
It is a point generally conceded by the best svphilogradliers, that the study and management of these corn*
dlaints should engross the whole time of those whe
would be competent and successful in their treatment and cure. The inexperienced general practitioner, having neither opportunity nor time to makhlmself acquainted with their pathology, commonly
one system of treatment, in most cases mak*
tg an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dan*
gerous weapon, the Mercury.

Sprains, Burns, Bruises, Pains in the Head, Chest,
Side or Back; Pains and Sores in the bones
and Muscles; Pains and Stijfness in the
Joint8; Neuralgia, c olic Cramps
and Pain in the Bowels; Cholera
Morbus; Dysentary; Bites and
Stings; Scald Head; Tooth
Ache; Sore Throat;
Diphtheria; Frostbites;
Chilblains; Cuts
Wounds;
Coughs, Colds, Inflammation, Arc.,

Cement

All who have committed an excess or any kino,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer years,
8KKK FOR A& ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow; do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.
to

This

Hew JKnmy
Testily
byUnltappy Experience!
in sleep,—!
with
emissions
men
troubled
Young
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
a
and
perfect cure waryouth.—treated scientifically
Thtuasuda €oa

charge

or no
made.
one 01
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted
some of
more young men with the above
had
whom are as weak and emaciated as
to
the consumption, and by their friends are
to the proper and only
have it. Ail such cases
correct course of treatment, and in a short time are

by
disease,
though they
supposed

yield

rejoice in perfect health.

iniddlfl-Aged Hen.
There are many men of the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manOn examining
ner the patient cannot account for.
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be
small
of
semen or aland
sometimes
particles
found,
bumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish hue, again changing to a dark and turbid appearance. There are many men who die of this ditHculty
ignorant of the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and s
fall and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so by writing, in a plain manner, a description of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies
will be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will
be returned, if desired.
DR. J. B. HUG HES,
Address:
No. 14 Preble Street,
Next door to the Preble House,
Portland, Me.
HIr- Send a Stamp for Circular.

Electic Medical Infirmary,
TO THE LADLES.

Economical

structions after all other remedies have been tried it
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be takei
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with frill direction#

DR. HUGHES,
No. 14 Preble Street, Portland.

Cleansed and Repaired
WILLIAM BROWN, formerly at 91 Federal

BYstreet,lewis
eral

store No 64 Feddoors below Lime street, will attend
st., a
to his usual business ot Cleansing and Repairing
Clothing of all kinds witli his usual promptness,
gy Second-hand Clothing for sale at thir prices,
-lau 8—eodftt
now

located at his

JOSEPH

BELL

eodlm

%
e

Not ice.

field again, and would announce to hia old
he public generally, that he has bought
out the old
in the

IStrienda and

Saloon Under Lancaster Hall,

new

CURRIER,

HANGER,

Currier’s Patent Bell for Hotels*
Where one Bejt is made to answer for. any number
ot rooms. Also Speaking Tubes, Door Bells, Gong
Bells, Dining R om Bells to ring with the foot, and
Bells tubed back of postering. Agent for
Patent

frank

Door

Bell,

wires fire used.
Where
Houses, Hotels and
Steamboats fitted at short notice. Specimens ot my
be
seen in some of prim ipal Hotels in
can
work
Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont.
Mar 26-dlwtheu eod2in
no

Rogers9 Statuary.
LOWELL

A

unsurpassed by

advantages
OFFERS
pany in existence, giving to the
consistent with perfect safety.

advantage

di iids made
the first.

Restaurant and Ice Cream Saloon!
where he hopes that liis old friends will drop in
help him out.” He is also prepared to serve
Wedding Parties and Families with every variely in

and

the way ot'

Cake, Confectionery, Fruit,
above rdace will be open on MONDAY next,
March 23d, 1868.
The subscriber is happy to announce that he
secured ihe services of Mr. BENJAMIN BAKi,a*
NET1, the well known FttKNcn COeK, who has fox
so many years officiated at most of the Public ParThe

—March

in this

Patents

city

and

vicinity.

ISAAC

dtl

for

Agents

for the

principal towns

will act

HARNUM.

February

SENTER

Dividends Annually in Cash,
tion Plan.

HAVE BEEN APPOINTED SOLE AGENTS FOR

Rogers9 Celebrated FFar Groups*

Cost refunded if it fail* to relieve every
Bilious or Dyspeptic Symptom.

Cumberland ss, March 12th, A. D. 1868.
on execution and unless previously redeemed will be sold at Public Auction on Saturday the 18th. day ot April A. D. 1868, at ton
o’clock A. M., at the office of Samuel Clark Esq., in
Freeport, in said County: ail the right in equity
which Robert D. And. ison of Cumberland in said
County, has or had on the 12th day of Sept. A. I).
1865. to redeem the following described real estate
situated in said Cumberland, and described and
bounded as follows, viz, on the Southwest by laud of
Charles B. Sands, on Northwest by land lately owned
by Daniel Merrill; on the northeast by land occupied
bv Jonathan Bradford, and on the Southeast byroad,
containing ten acres more or less, being known as
the SylvanuaB. Anderson place.
Said real esiate is subject to a mortgage running
to secure the payment of $500.
*o
10 Silas Skillin, given
D, L. MITCHELL.
Sheriff.
Mar 19

TAKEN

l

w3ml3

&

of the Portland anu Forest City
Congress Street, have
experienced workmen to
arrangements
repair gentlemen’s garments in the neatest and best
manner. Also cleansing and dyeing to order as usual.
M avail 18. eod3m*

PROPRIETORS
Dye House, Office No. 315
with

Organs and Melodious
Of the latest improved Style and Tone, Manufactured by

P,

HASTINGS,

No, 15 Chestnut Street,
MAINE.

Portland,

said County; seventeen
the City of Portland, in
Peat Company,
together
shares in the Buttonwood
that have accrued thereif
anv,
with tlie dividends,
of August A. D. 1867, the time
on since the 13th day
attachment ot said shares on the original writ

The whole profits of the Company revert to the
Assured, and are divided annually, upon the Premiums terminated during the year; and tor which Certificates are issued, bearing interest until redeemed.

The

company

has

A use to,
viz:

Million Dollari*,
United States and State of New-York Stocks, City,
Bank and other Stocks,
6,864,485
Loans secured by StockB and otherwise, 2,175,450
Premium Notes and Bills Receivable,
.leal Estate, Bonds and Mortgages,
ami other securities,
3,694,868
Cash iu Bank
373,374

*13,108.177
Wm.

Cornelius GrinnellJ
C. A. Hand,
B. J. Howland,
Benj. Babcock,

Chas.H. Russell,
Lowell Holbrook,
R. Warren

Sturgis,

Henry K. Bogert,
Joshua J. Henry,
Dennis Perkins,
Jos. Gaillard, Jr.,
J. Henry Burgy,

Moore,

Wm. C. Pickersgill,
Lewis Curtis,

Weston,

Royal Phelps,

Taylor,

Sheppard Ganby.

Rob*t C. Fexgusaon.
John D. Jones, President.
Charles Dennis, Vice-President.
W. H. H. Moore, 2d Vice-Prest.
J. D. Hewlett, 3d Vice-Prest.

J. H. Chapman,Secretary.

Applications lor

Insurance made to

John W. Hunger,

Office 166 Fore St., Portland.
Feb C—dlm&eodtojanl’69&w6w
JSE W ENGLAND

Company'!

Insurance

BOSTON.
Capital, 85 901,736.16, Dec. 1867.

in cash.

*i

go

*
25
30
35
40

H

1
1
2
2

293
329
3
49

1
1

see mi
Street, w here

(Continue the purchase of Mutilated Currency,
ri eft too badly torn will take it in exchange lor
M, G, PAIiMEK,
fhjota and Shoes.
February 4. eodtt

H

ED.

Cars leave Depot Bos-

Rail-^fioSSiBBC

"MaW ton and Providence
road. Pleasant Street, near t’ie Common, dailv.Sunat 6.46 P. AJ, connecting with the new
and elegant sea-going Steamer NARhAGANSETT,
Capt. G. B. HUlL, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, and Steamer SIONINGTON, Capt. W. M.
and Saturdays.
JONES, Tuesdays,
checked
Through Tickets furnished, and
through to Philadelphia, Baltimore,Washington and
the West.
Tickets, Berths and State Rooms secured at this
office; also at the Boston and Proviueuce Railroad
J. W.
station.
Agent,
134 Washington stree
febl4-5m

Wedaes lay. March 28,
run A follows:
trains leave Saco River for Portland at
5,30 and 5.00 A. M„ and 3.40 P. M. Leave Portland
lor Saco River 7.15 V. M., 2.0(1 and 6.15 P. M.
Freight trains leav,. Saco River 6-10. A M.; Portland
12.13 P. M.
jy Stages connect at Gorham for West Gorham,
Standish, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sebagn,
Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jaokeon. Limlngton, Cornish, Porter. Freedom, Madison, and Katon, N. 11.
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonny-Eagle
South Llmington, Ltmingtoc, Limerick, Newfleld
Parsons field and Ossipee.
At Saocarappa for Booth Windham, Windham Hill
tnd North Windham, dally.
Bv order of the President.
mar 25-dtl
Portland, March 19, 1868.
and after

AT

2
2
3
3

228
300
12
96

days excepted,

Thursdays

International Steamship Co
Eastport,

WEEK.

PER

On and after Monday, December 2d,
111
Steamer NEW BRUNSWICK,
Capt E. B. Winchester, will leave Rail■BKsI road Wharf, toot of State street, every MON DA It at 6 o’clock P. M,, for Eastport and
St John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport every
■i

THE

West,

North

TRIP

ONE

□■■BB3S3

all the

w

Thursday.
Passengers

Central Mailway to Buffalo or Niagara
Fa IN; thence by the Great Western or Cake
Shore Railroads, or via New Work City and
the Brie. Atlantic and Great Western and
Pennsylvania C entral Railways.
For gale at the Lowest Rates at the Only Cuion Ticket Oflce, No. 49 l-‘J Exchange SI.,
Portland.

will connect at Eastport with Sta
Coaches for Robbinston and Calais.
Will connect at St. John with E. & N. A. Railway
for Shediac an a in ermediaie station.
HP*~h'reight received or. day of sailing until 4 o’clk
^
Sailing vessels will be at Eastport to take freight
for St. Andrews and Calais.
EF* Winter rates will be charged on and afU
Dec 16th.
A. R. STUBBS.
dc6dtt
Agent.

W. 1>. LITTLE & Co., Agents.

Dec 14.

Calais St. Jobs.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

principal Routes, via. Boston and
Worcester to Albany and the New York
By

baggage

RICHARDSON,

Tickets

and

South

Ho ute

1 nsido

dti

PORTLAND

NEW

PORTLAND AND

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT,
Commenduk Monday, IVow’r 11th, 1807.
iLuumuan
Passenger Trains leave Portland daily
&3£PBSSNf(Suiulays excepted) for Saco and Biddetord, at clRT, 8.40 A. M, 2.55 and 5.20 P M.
For South Berwick Junction, Portsmouth,Boston,
and intermediate Stations at 6.30,5.40 A M, and 2.56
P.M.
Leave Boston ior Portland and Intermediate Stations at 7.30 A. M., and 3.00 and 5.00 P M.
Freight Trains daily each way, (ftunday excepted.
FKAN018 CHASE, Supt.
no9.it I
Portland, Nov 8, 1867.

SEMI-WEEKLY

Leave Galt's Wharf. Poitland. ever? Wednesday
and
at 4 o’clock P. M., and leave Pier 38
Blast River, New York, every Wednesday and Saturday, at 4 o’clock P. M.
1 he Dirigo and Franconia are flitted up with Una
accommodations lor passengers, making this the most
speedy, sate and comfortable route tor travellers between New York and Maine. Passage, in State Room
$6.00 Cabin passage $5.00. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded by this line to
from Mon
treal, Quebec,
ba»b, Aug nui, East port and
St. John.
Shippers are requested to Bend tbelr freight to tht
steamers as early as 3 P 31. on the day that they

Saturday,

Bangor*

Winter Arrangement, Nav. II, 1807.
Trains leave Portland at 1 P. M. tor
all stations on this line, and for LewisAlso
ton and stations on the Androscoggin Road.
Bangor and stations on Maine Central road.
at
P
5
Leave Portland dally, except Saturdays,
M,
for Bath.
Saturdays only leave Portland at 8.15 P

ijnBnr

leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY & FOX, Galt's Wharf, Po Hand.
J. F. AMES, Pier 38 East River.
dtf
August 15,1867.

M, for Bath and Augusta.

Trains are due at Portland at 6J0 A. M., and 2.10
P. M. daily.
The through Freight Train with passenger car attached, leaves Portland for Skowhegan every morning at 7 o.clock.
Fare as low by this route to Lewiston, Waterville
Kendall's Mills and Bangor as by the Maine Centra
road, and tickets purchased in Boston ior Maine
Central Stations are good for a passage on this line.
Passengers from Bangor, Newport, Ac., will pur-

Fall

Arrangement I

The new and superior sea-going
steamers .JOHN BROOKS,
MONTREAL, having been fitted
up at great expend- with a large
number or beautiful
tate Rooms,
the season as follows:

aim

will

run

Leaving’Atlantic Wharf, Portland it7o’clock
India Whart, Boston, every day ai D o’clock, It,
M, (Sundays excepted.)
Cabin tare,.$1.60

wtd

1.00

Deck,.

Freight taken a. nioaL

W. HATCH, Hupei Intrudt-ni.
nov12dtf
Augusta, Nov. 5, 1867.

OF

Boston!

for

chase tickets to Kendall’s Mills only, and after taking the cars on this road the Conductor will furnish tickets and make the tare the same through tc
Portland or Boston as via the Maiue Central load.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and lor Belfast at Augusta, leaving daily on arrival of train front
Boston, leaving at 7.30 A. M.; and ior Solon, Anson,
Norridgewock, Athens and Moose Head Lake m
Skowhegau, and for China, East and North Vassalboro' at Vaaaalboro’; for Unity at Kendall’s Mill's,
gnd tor Canaan at Pishon's Ferry.

grandTrurk

Thread

SATIN

Spool

L.

September 19, 1867-dtt

BILLING*, Agent.

railway t

-ft. SAPS,

CERTAIN,

CANADA.

ATD

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
......iilwi
On and alter Monday, Nov. tl, 1867.
run as

FOB

neuralgia,
aed au

Montreal, Que-

NERVOU8

Local Train for South Paris, and intermediate sta-

tions,

at

5,P.

No baggage

diseases.

M.

can

be

received

or

It* Effect* are

checked after time

Co.

Magical.
It is

Wa-

m.

(Warranted 900 Yards.)
is claimed that the above is the Best Ameri
can Spool Cotton. It is smooth and strong,
and will l»e found perfectly reliable for Machine or
Hand Work.
B3T“ The colors are superior to any other make.

IT

and general

rmfliiBI

dtf

Retailers Generally in the Stale of Naine,

by the following Jobbers in Portland:

alter Mon.lav, April 1|th
will leave portlan.i to]
intermediate station on this line, a
^*0r
and Auburn only, ai

M*(

&

Co.,

_114 Wl.io Ms.,
Medical Notice.
H. CHADWICK, M.
D., will devote special

at

No. 3011" Congress
St
*
P. M,

our

6

cents.

27
«

48

“

retail deal ora In drugs
and medicines throughout the United States, and by
TURNER & 4 0.. Hole Proprietors.
October

busl-

Treyost St„ Boston, Mass.
31.2 taw 6m

CARPET

Steam and Gas Fittings,

CLEANSING.

ISON RAILINGS, WINDOW SHUTTERS,

*fo **•>
GnliD|.,
and are now prepared to Airnish them as low as they
can be purchased in Boston.
and is selected trom

September

Postage

It Is sold by all wholesale and

of

the
Our stock is entirely new,
latest and most fashionable »ly**»to
intend
who
fixtures
iwrsons
We invite
purchase
before purchasing elsewhere,
to Vive
canoe
us a call
give ua
^ ^ & R ^ PLUMMER
Nos. 9, II and 13 Union Street, Portland, Me.
12. dtl

receipt ot price, and postage.

$1.00,
package.
6.00,
packages,
Twelve packages, 9.00,

120

ness

on

Six

Gas Fixtures!

We bare connected OAS FIXTURES with

Europe,

many years

lew weeks

One

with train for Boston.
From Lewiston and Auburn ouly, at 8.10 A. M.
EDWIN NOV ES, Supt.
Not. 1,18M
noSdti

Gas Fixtures!

nervonsd££angeracnts,—oi

days, ora

V*Sent by mall

In season to connect

Co.,

Deeriug, Iflilliken A Os.

Page, Richardson

7A0 A

W^Froight trains for Watervllleand all Intermediate stations, leave Portland at«.2S A. M,
Tram Irom Bangor is due at Portland at2.13 P. M

Lane A Little,
True dr

Bangor

Nervous Disease has

PERFECT SAFETY.
It has long been In constant nse by m toy of our
MOST EMINENT PHYSICIANS,
wbo give It tbeir unanimous and unqualified appro

ARRANGEMENT.

0n and

an.I all

of Neu-

ins entire system, Its use tor a
at the utmost, always affords
the most astonishing relief, and very rarely foils la
produce a complete and permanent cure.
It contains no drugs or other materials In the
slightest degree Injurious, even to the most delicate
system, andean always be used with

SrtUt* "HPJcurrcnt, trains

by

or

standing.—affecting

few

SAW CENTRA! R. X
SPRING

cases

WONDERFUL REMEDIAL AGENT.
Even in the severest caseB of Cronlc Neuralgia

The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that pei m ntor at the rate cl
al) unless notice is given, and
one passenger for every $500additloua value.
C. J. Bit YDUES, Managing Director.

B. BAILS Y, Local Superintendent.
Portland, Nov 9, 1867.

rWFAtLiNa remedy in all

than two ok thuf.k Pills.
No other form of Neuralgia
foiled to yield to this

2.15 P.M,

ami in8.00 P.

an

ralgia Facialis, olien effecting a perfect cure in less
than twenty-four hours, from the use ot no more

A. m.

paid

Cotton

G.
tenUonto Disea eS'ol the Eye.
Office hours irom 11 A. M, to 1

Montreal, Quebec, Bangor,

terville, &c.t at
Local Train from South Paris
termediate statons, at

Mass.

feb27d«m

Trains will arrive as follows:—
Lewiston, Auburn and South Paris, 8.16

From
From

t

f

Speedy Owe

follows:—

Mail Train tor Waterville, Bangor,
bec and the West at 1.10 P. M.

FINISH

for sale

LINE.

steamers DIKIGO and
FRANCONIA, will, until further norun
as follows;
tice,
The fine

A. M.
27

YP".K

STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

above stated.

Holyoke,

tt

NTONINGTON LINE BE-KHTABLIIH

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

West,

YORK.

NEW

FOR

Express Train ior Lewiston and South Paris at 7.40

Feb 5-eod3m

May

Sedgwick,

13-dtt_Agents.

trains will

125
Office 166 Fore Street, Portland.

And

Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND,
Chah. Dkering, master, will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street,
every Friday Evening* at 10
o’clock, commenciug the 20th, inst,
Mt.
for Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle,
Desert, Millbrldge, Joneeport and Machiasport.
Returning, will leave Machiasport every I ueeday
Morning* at 6 o’clock.
The “City of Richmond’* connects at Rockland
with Steamer Katahdin for Bangor and intermediate
landings on the Penobscot Bay and River.
ROSS & STUKDEVANT, General Agents,
Mar12-dtf
151 Commercial Street.

RBDICtD BATES

From Portland to
Alii. POINTS

ARRANGEMENT.

ONE TRIP PER WEEK.

RAILWAY

W. D. LITTLE <C CO.,

■

to

f*
HQ

a

Q

SPRING

Passage Tickets lor sale at the rerate, on early application at

u.un

Route.

from Maine

duced
the

Mar

HOUSE,

To Mt. Desert and Machias.

.

CALIFORNIA!

t*

08

Issued upon London and Paris.

the Horse

TO

in cash.

in cash.

a

^A

Inland

Portland & Kennebec R. R.

Fletcher Westray,
Robt. B. Minturn, Jr,
Gordon W. Burnham,
Fred’k Chaunoey,
James Low,
iieo. S. Stephenson,
Wm. H. Webb.
R. L.

Caleb Barstow,
A. P. Pillot,
Wm. E. Dodge,
Francis Skiddy, (
David Lane,
James Bryce,
Charles P. Burdett,
Daniel S. Miller,
Paul Spoft’ord,

Life

TRUNK

GREATLY

Thirteen

over

Available inall the cities of Europe aud the
East, by

Railroad Company, 1 shafl be pleased to
BEING
SboeStobe, 132 Middle
intends at
Ithall

of 30 per cent, for 1867.

D. 1868

12_Dept. Sheriff.

Minutes

Perry,

G.

Ticket. ■■ Lonol Rate.
Via Boston, New York Central, Buffalo and Detroit.
For Informagon apply at 282 Congress st. Grand
Trunk Ticket Office.
Jn3’68d&wly I>. II. BLANCHARD, Agent.

tg-n'u i1

Wall St, cor. William, NEW YORK,
January, 1868.
Insures against Marine and Inland Navigation Risks.

Travelers in
The Organ is the best Reed Instrument now in use.
voiced with a rich, mellow and powerful tone. The
great aim has been to manufacture an instrument tc
please the ©ye and satis y the ear.
Also improved Melodeous, the latest of wliirb is a
newly arranged Swell, which does not put the instrument out of tune.
Abo keeps on hand Piano Fortes of the best style*
WM. P. HASTINGS.
and tone.
d<9eodly
53^Priceli8t sent bv mail.

GRAND

Through

PENNKI.Ii,

A Card.
no longer in the employment of

of it

dtt

FOB THE USE OF

of the

11th, A.
lnDated<at°Portland MarchWM.
L.

Only One Hour Thirty

To Travelers

LETTERS OFCREDIT

TAKEN
at the Sheriff’s office in
two o’clock in tlie afternoon,

my

Ag't for Maine,

51

Mar 13-eod3m

CUMBEBbANPt ss>
on execution and will be Bold at public
auction, on Friday, April t7th A. D. 1868, at

16-w3w

intelligent

Mutual Insurance Company.

Woodman,

Sheriff’s Sale.

a'l Points West, via the

ATLANTIC

t'O.j

made

VIA-

BRISTOL, R. I.

T

«« LESS
r^K|fflEanThau by any other Route,

On

49 1.] Exchange Street,
PORTLAND.
Jan. 7, 1868.jan H.

Dividend

S

E

Office

REPAIRED.
FOSTER

YORK

NEW

1<-8,train* will

honest and

JAMES M. PALMER, Gen’l

w3w!2_Dept.

Mar

approval of

Gentlemen's Garments Merrick

WM.

Contribu-

John IF. Mutiger <0 Son9 Agents.

Ko. 132 Water Street, Boston.

A,

Sheriff’s Sale.

the

O

Ii U¥ to HEALTH !

and have several on hand at their Jewelry Store,
The new Group “Council of
301 Congress Street.
mar9c lm
War,” just added.

on

wishing to Insure their lives or the lives of
their friends, in a safe Lite Co., are invited to inquire
into the principles and workings of this Company.
Also persons wishing to Canvass for this company
as local or travelling agents, will be offered liberal
terms and ample territory.

K.S

Hartshorn's Hitters.

TO

PORTLAND I ROCHESTER R.R

All Policies Non Forfeiting. CASH distribution of Surplus made yearly to the policy holders.
No policy issued by this Co. is lorteited until its
value is worked out in insurance, by law of 1861.—
Tbe lollowing table will thow the time that a life
policy issued by this Co. will continue in force after
the annual cash payment of premiums has ceased,
n
1 Payment
2 Payments
3 Payments

WASHINGTON,!). 0.

LINE

UNION TICKET OFFICE

PURELY MUTUAL.

Foreign Patents

H.W. Beadle, ofMass.
wtf36

BRISTOL

49 1-3 Exchange Hire.I, Portland.

MASS.

BOSTON

as

P. O. Box 249.
G. E.Brown, ot Me.

Steerage,
$30.
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
Er For Freight or passage apply to
H, & A. ALLAN, No. 3 India St.
Portland, March 30. dtf

CARS

LIFE INSUBANCE COMP’Y

W. H. H.

Block,

Reduced Kale*.
The S. S, Nova Scotian, Captain Alrd. will leave
this port tor Liverpool, on SATURDA Y. April 4ib,
immediately alter the: rrivalof the tram of the previous dav from Montreal, to be followed by the Peruvian, Capt. Ballantine, on the 11th April.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, cabin (ac$70 to $80.
cording to accommodation)

BY BAIL FROM BOSTON TO BRISTOL.

House, 117 Federal Street, J.
Proprietor.

$5,000,000

Henry Coit,

Federal

Londonderry
Ticket* granted nl

to

Return

Sons, Propriesors.

Albion

ASSETS OVER

D. Jones,
Charles Dennis,

Corner!? anti Seventh Streets.

Liverpool.

Portland.

New England Mutual

B GABLE,

undertake the prosecution of such as
may be considered patentable, and do whatever else
s usually done by Pacent Solicitors.
They will also
sell PATENT RIGHTS on commission, being in direct communication with the leading Manufacturers
all over the country. They are thus enabled to ofter
superior inducements to inventors to employ them,
behie in condition both to obtain Patents and to sei
he Rights.
Circulars and pamphlets furnished on application,
ree of charge.

Paftnengers Booked

W. W. Whitmaisb, Pro-

prietor.

eod3m

T RUSTEMS

to do so, and

March 26.

10.

ORGANIZED
in 1843.

UY

Attorneys in presenting applications
at the Patent Office, and in managing them to a final
issue; will draw up Assignments; will examine into
the oondition of rejected applications when desired

Elm House, Main St.

B. 8.

John

&

and

Office, !lil

and

CUBTIS,
General Agent for above Counties, No, 5 Deering
Block, Congt ess Street, Portland.

Brown having had considerable experience as
Assistant Examiner in the Patent Office, is well acquainted with the routine of business and the officials therein. Messrs. B. & B. will make
preliminary examinations in the Patent Office, with a view to
ascertain the Patentability of any Invention that
maybe submitted to them tor that purpose; will
prepare the necessary papers for those who wish to
make applications tor Patents tor their
Inventions,
or tor extent ions or reissues ot Patents
already grant-

ed;

Liberal Terms!

on

Cumberland, York, Sagasouthern part of An-

in

dahoc, Kennebec, Lincoln
droscoggin. Apply to

Solicitors ot

AmeHcan

Wanted

Seventeen Years

OIITAINKD

BROWN

every
Dlvf-

and available to the assured yearly from

Local

Ice Cream, &c., &c.

21.

com-

any

assured

SQUARE,

has renovated throughout, and furnished
lor a first class

MAIL.

Norrldgevrock.

W

Persons

BAR NIJM

House,

1.0 tx. haoK* Ml.

CARRYING THE CANADIAN
AND UNITED STATES

TO ALL PARTS OF THE

Company,

men.

9

ties, Dinners, &c.,

UHlrr 40

Montreal Ocean Steamship Go

THROUGH TICKETS

ASSETS,.$1,600,000!

meeting with

0
0

which he

OUU31d3w

Danforth House, D. Danforth, Proprietor.

HOME

BENJ. F. STEVENS, President.
JOS. M. GIBBENS, Secretary.
This is one of the oldest and most healthful Life
Insurance Companies in our country.
It docs its business in an economical and honorable manner; such as will bear the light ol inspection:
thus commending itself to the goou judgment^ and

ft

No. 31S Congress st.,
Manufacturer and Proprietor of

Taylor’s

Thing.”

received by W, II. JERRIS, Real Estate
Agent, or at Factory 163 Danforth St.
J. W. STOCK WELL & CO.

MARKET

Passage Tickets for sale at the Extra Reduced
by
ir. I). LITTLE .e co.,

Proprietors.

Naples.

onn

Rates,

Directory*

Nathan Church &

California are
the 1st, »tb, 16th and 24th

The Steamers for

York

NO. 3 OLD STATE

Orders

March 5.

to sail from New
of April.

,,

Mr.

DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies, who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 14
Preble Street, which they wil find arranged for theii
especial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certafii of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of ob-

by addressing
<anl.l865d&w.

Pipe^

Makes a good durable and cheap Drain.
*'
**
Makes**
reliable
Sewer.
**
*{
Makes**
permanent
Culvert.
**
**
*•
Makes
convenient
Cess-pool
**
««
Makes *
splendid
Chimney.
Makes those who nse it well satisfied.
**
**
“
«
Makes
**It is a
say

Good

For California.

Bath
Bath Hotel, Washington St.C. M. Plummer, P*opiletor.
Leach’s Hotel, Corner oi Front and Vine streets,
J. B Leach, Proprietor.
Boston.
American House, Hanover st. 8. Rice Proprietor.
Parker House, School St. H. D. Parker & Co.,
Proprietors.
Revere House, Bowdoin Square, Bulflnch, Bingham, Wrisley & Co., Proprietors.
Tremont House. Tremont St. Brigham, Wrisley
& Co., Proprietors.
Bethel.
Chandler House, F. S. Chandler & Co.. Prop’rs.
Chapman House, 8. H. Chapman, Proprietor.
Bridgton Center, Mel
Cumberland House, Marshal Bacon, Proprietor
Danville Junction.
Clark’s Dining Hall, Grand Truuk Railway
Depot, M. W. Clark, Proprietor.
Dixfleld.
Androscoggin House, L.D. Kidder, Proprietor.
Idewiaton.
Lewiston House, Ch .pel St., J. B. Hdl & Co.
Elm

DAYS I

of

American House, India St. W. M. Lewis, Prop’r.
leave BonIou and Previdence BailCommercial House, Cor. Fore and Cross Streets,
road Station daily (Sundays excepted), at 6.3(1
H. O. Cram, Proprietor.
P. M., connecting with the New and Elegant
loans on personal securities’
Cumberland House, Green St. J.O. Kidder, ProSteamers Providence, CAPT.SIMMONS,on Monstock notes,
181,175 00
prietor.
days, Wednesdays and Fridays. Bristol, CAPT.
all others,
1,860 00
City H tel, Corner cf Congress and Green street,
BKAYTON, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturaccrued interest.
4,80107
John P. Davis & Co.
days.
loans secured by pledge ot
Preble Houser Congress St. S. B. Krogman, Pro00
passengers by this line to PHILADELPHIA,
stock
14,725
public
prietor.
BALTIMORE and WASHINGTONcan connect with
2,847 00 Portland
personal property,
House, 71 Green St. R. Potter, Prop’r. the New Jersey, Camden and Amboy Railroad. BagSt Lawrence House, 17 India St. J. Taylor, Progage checked through.
$778,73196
prietor.
I
Tickets, Berths and State-Rooms secured at the ofLiabilities.
U. S. Hotel, Junction of Congress and Federal Sts.
fice of the Company,
Amount of losses reported, awaiting
N. J. Davis, Proprietor
00
further proof
$10,500
Walker House, Opposite Boston Depot, Adams &
Bisk.
Paul, Proprietors.
Amount insured Dec. 31, 1867,
$7,103,560 00 I
Raymond’* ¥ Ullage.
168*“ Dividend on policies issued in 1861 and 1865
Central House. W. H. Smith Proprietor.
anil at the Station of Boston and Providence Ball50 per cent.
road.
JOHN 8 RICE, President,
SAMUEL E. ELMORE, Secretary.
GEO. SHIVEBICH,
H. O. BBXGG9,
A. H. TYLER, Agent, 17 Exchange street. PortGeneral Manager
HAJXUO;Ll>?«
Agent.
marl6eod5w
land.
Jan 17. 1868. dly

OF NEW YORK.

ftc.

around each bottle.
It is an indispensable medicine in every family
who desire to be provided with a sate and reliable
remedy for all the above ailments.
Manutactured and tor sa^e at wholesale, by
ATWOOD & HALL, Bangor, Me.
W. W. WHIPPLE & CO., Agents for
Portland,
21 Market Square.
fel»27eodlf

Hydraulic

Sany

Life Insurance

Dirctions for the use ot this Valuable Pain Destroyer in all the various diseases, will be found

Sursues

ranted

been excelled.

uever

IT WILL CUBE

OR. JT. IS. HUGHES

of the condition
of the Continenal L<ife Insurance t omot Hartford, Connecticut, on the 31st
ay of December, 1867.
Capital.
Amount of Capital Stock,
$300,000 00
Paid up,
120,009 00
Assets.
Amouut of cash in hand and in bank,
19,457 93
in hands of agents and in course
,,
Iran it,
49,425 08
ot loans and secured by bond and
12,000 00
mortgage,
U. S. 6 per cent Bonds,
1,123 75
U. S. 5-20 registered bonds,
108,625 00
Conn. State bonds,
8,409 00
Hartford City bomw,
6,100 00
Premium notes on existing
230,701 63
policies,
deferred premiums and premiums in the hands of
140,350 60
ageuts

A NIVCAL STATEMENT

32S CONGRESS STREET.
have opened an office at No. 25 Free Street,
where I am prepared to receive orders and execute

old

diiaivgk

ME.

Augusta House, State St. J. H. Kling, Proprietor^

in the

WOULD inform the citizens ot Portland and vicinity. that I have removed the old Portland Dve
House Office from No 324 to

Sole Proprietor of the
January 15. eodCm

STALEST.

Bangor.
Penobscot Exchange, A. Woodward, Proprietor.

and

FKLD

Mar 31-dtt

Augusta.

POHTL.AND.
Jan 15-dtt

are

HOUSE,

Auburn.
Elm House, Coml. St. W. S. Young, Iroprietor.

Street,

Exchange

IN town.
miule at ‘he Establish-

-_inarlftllw

Over 818,000,000.00.

I

’in

sresr

PM?
sot
,
>r

OF HARTFORD, CONN.

DYERS9 NOTICE.

IMPORTANT

Falmouth, Me.

A IkiR

Sea

Company,

Up Stairs.

16-eod3w

Vfhitebouse Farm,

situated in
known
*mberlana. £n the county road leadtoe town of Cl
Said farm contains
ic, p,rtlaud
lng iroiu Gray
j8 one 0f jtUe best hay farms in
about 110 acres, a ^«.•
trora Portland and two and
thocouuty. Ten ix 7. .V
the

w

Oonn. Mutual Life Ins.

P“try

-‘SB-OPENED JUNK I, i*«7.
J. II. KLING, Proprietor.
gyTransient rates $2.00 to 2.30 ;<er day.according
x> rooms.
FREE Carriage to and flow Hou*e—
3ars and Steamers.
juneldtt

TWOIBLY, Agent,

one

stage road.

W. H. AUSTEN.
C ipe E» Ferry Village.

w.buoui me

ZIMMERMAN'S

368 Congress

’y "f Tents, of all sizes, for sale
A f,E!;L„6uPl
Commercial
head or Widgery,
man.
hrr dtt

25

Province*,

BrllUh

For Blaine and the

Accumulated

Co.’s that

|

STEAK

U

AUGUSTA,

Million of Dollars !

a

Exchange Street,

30

_

oerer
>^oji

n™arac-

Street,

m

Contains 70 acres
divided into tillage, pasturage aud
woodland, well watered, al*o two
iMinng we'ls. A good barn 40x45. Cut last
jrom

Com, Handles,

80 P^ble
L. REDLON,
T. S SIMMS,

....

Tents.

miles fr<

MANtTFACTCBEKS t)F

Broom

as

Farm for Sale.
Situated lu Windham,

SIMMS,

Brooms and Brushes,
And

Farm known

THE

at a bargain.
Ofifi **J(ICKsForsale
For p ir icnl&rfl
of

^-brV/.v/V/V/

?urniture”at

Feb 20, 1868.
-—____ raarcdtf

the Paul Prince farm, situa e«l near
umoerland Centre; ten miles from
Portland and one and one half trom the P & K. Depot. Said larm, contains 100 acres of excellent land,
well divided between tillage, p isturage and woodland.
The wood lot is one of the best in town, and lor excellence of soil and ease ol cultivation the tillage
land is unsurpassed. It is situated in a good nelghborh jod, wlinin easy distance ot Churches and
Schools. For further particulars inquire of
ISAAC O x EARSON,
.Near the premises.
March 24,1868. wtfl4

Brick..

Mar 21-dtf

CASTff

L. S.

1C miles from

Farm for Sale.

street.

Half

b1

General Agents

Un-

York,

First-Class

OLOTHING

Portland, 1-2 mile from meetings,
mills, store and school,heavily wooded, well watered,well divided, pleas_._1 antiy situated. Buildings a one story
house, wood house and barn that cost $1200 in ’57. A
tine dairy farm, and will be sold at a bargain, together with a wood lot and pasture adjoining and thirty
Inacres ot good intervale a mile away, it desired.
quire ol R. A. ALLEN, near the premises, or of the
subscriber in Portland, Exchange st., corner of FedBENJ. ADAMS.
eral.
Aug 16,1867.
_wtt

State and

32

Will V»

Farm for .Sale.
In, Gray of 100 acres,

JET. M. PAY SON,
Dealer

Co.,

-Cow

LOW F.-Jd

sold on ayorable terms, or
exchanged lor dcsirabU real estate mPoruand.
For particulars enquire oi
-P^gCTER.
NcL 93 Exchange Street.
ieMSdtf
Paris Station.

$500 pieces,

and

wa*

Wake,

IN

Town of Dexter Bonds
$100, $200

sts.

House, wooihoukA, stable, barn and out buildings,
all in first rate om>r. within three miles ol South

Also, constantly on hand good work horses and
gentlemen’s driving horses lor sale.
t@^*fiood Teams to Eet.
mar21dtf
J. A. UlATHEWS.

In

Agent, Oak and Congress

roil sal,a:
NOBWAY, Me., a valuable larm, containing
250 acres "cC?ts ai ont seventy-five tons ot bav.—

ing Stable.

a11

30tratesSto*i«€liina

Real Estate
Octobeg 2. dtt

Horse Railroad, respectfully iniorms his friends
and the public generally that he has leased the new
Stable on Plum Street lor a term ol years,
whe e he will keep a first-class Boarding and'Bait-

ian 3-dtf

&

To be Sold Immediately.
mWO Houses and lots in City. Price $900 and $ 1,
I 600. House lots in Cape Elizabeth $50 to $100.
JOSEPH REED,

STABLE.”

NEW

Over

WINCHEN BACH, Master, will leave Atlantic
\ Yharf,
every SATURDAY, at 7 o'clock A. M. for
loothbav. Hodgdon’s Mills and Damariscotta: and
very WEDNESDAY,at 7o'clock A. M., for BoolbI av, Round Pond and Waldoboro’.
RETURNING will leave Damariscotta every Monay at 7 o’clock A. M,for Hodgdon’x Mills, BootbI ay and Portland, and Waldoboro*; every Thursday
* t
o’clock A. M., lor Round Poud, B othbay and
J ’ort'and.
Enquire of
HARRIS, ATWOOD & Co.,
or
chas. McLaughlin &co.
l.

frescoed, and greatly improved.

STATE

National Board.
Policies Issued and Losses Paid at this Office.

made to

For Sale—One Mile from Portland.
bcautifal residence occupied by Rev. W. P.
in Westbrook, on the Back
situated
Merrill,
Cove road, known by tbe name of the Machigonne
are
The
tastefully laid out with
Villa,
grounds
walks, flower beds, splendid evergreens and shade
about
200
pear, apple, plum and cherry trees
trees;
in bearing; plenty of currents and gooseoeiries;

Checks9

^ WU'

Harf,

provided with

fa be

Feb 1-dtf

Tags,

as the

Surplus

Other

And

_

CROCKERY WARE! ;
«

JLET 1

The subscriber has nearly completed a
large and thoroughly appointed Hotel in
'the flourishing CITY OF PORTLAND,
MAINE.
The building is situated in a
kcentral and commanding position on the
Corner of middle and Union St».,
two principal thorough lares; it is five stories high,
has a tree ston front, contains about 220 rooms, and
19

Cheap

and

Capital

Dining Kooin has

AUGUSTA

B. PLUMMER & SONS,

Exchange Insurance

Have Uonf dfncr.

TO

Cards,

Address Cards,

very disttn-

Commercial At., hend of Maine

the premises.

First Class Motel

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

A

62

on

MarchS, 1868. dim

IV E W

by the old gentleman.
‘Certainly. Why do you ask?” was my
rejoinder.
because, sir,” said Jones, deferentially, “I
thought he was a little crazy, and that you
only uad him measured to humor him.”
1 then informed
the skeptical Jones that
the

AlNo.

Sale!

The

Labels,

Jones bowed and was about
to measure
him when Wordsworth said:
a
Jet
me show
‘Stop bit;
you bow I walk in
the country. You will then see that I
want
the cloi ties made very loose, and
the stitches
made very strong, so that I
may throw mv
asms about ini this
fashion, without splitting
1
°
the garments.”
Saying this, Wordswoilh commenced to
walk up and down the
simp, taking long
strides, and flinging bis arms about as though
he was a windmill in a gale ot wind,
By this
tune the people
employed there seemed much
amused at the scene. When (he old
poet had
suticiently impiessed upon the tailor the necessity of making his clothes very strong in
order to resist hi*
gyrations, he walked up’ to
the somewhat obluscatid
Jones, and said
with great, earnestness, "You huve seeu
how
i walk; now measure roe.”
Jones measured him, and we departed,
Wordswoilh telling the tailor to send on to’
if he wanted anything further. Next
me
morning the tailor cubed on me; and, alter a
little humming an 1 hawing, iuqilired, with
much myst iiy, and in a subdued tone of voice
if lie wa, realiy to make the clothes ordered

Juet received direct irom Liverpool,

for

MIT. CUTLER HOUSE,

waudeier *»°ut the fields

)negnI?.UPma?1Tas
homi
th<\ l™0

good

Blanks,

delerenlially.

lianlhl™1'™ '?e

larm ot 26

a

story house,
barn, nearly new; a good orchard of Grafted fruit,
and wood for lamily use: 7 1-2 miles from the city.
JOHN HUTCHINSON,
Enquire ol
17 Atlantic St.
Portland, Merch 5. eodtf
a

Catalogues,

•‘1 now want you, Mr.
continued
the poet, -to measure meJones,”
for two suits of
clothes, one lor Sunday, and the other for
walking about in the
country. I ought to
have told jou, Mr.
Jones, that I live at
Mount, near Ambleside, Westmoreland,liydal
and

never

house in the

a

on

see Air.

aulhor of
“Peter Bell” tin that
ndmtte
n
surance. however that the nu „P ln my as
no more mu I than either J
’136
made the clothes, sent them
of Lord Monteagle’s butler
whh
Wordswoilh had leit the monev
w,10113
°
Y tr,
pay L'm—Our Hoys and Girl*.

SALE,

city,
exchange
in West Falmouth,
the old Gray road;
ORacres,
and wood-house and
has
1-2
lor

Jones himself.
up stairs, but he was summoned.
Wordsworth, having made certain that he
had now got hold of the veritable
Jones, then
very solemnly intormed him that he was a
friend ot Lord Monteagle, the Chancellor of
the Exchequer, and that he was on a
visit to
him, and that Lord Monteagle's butler who
was a very reliable and decent
man, bad recommended him to Mr. Joues as
being a verv
reuable tailor who sold
cheap for cash. Jones

taiioT,
before,

near State street, and eight
Emery, Lewis and Thomas streets, lor
W. H. STEPHENSON,
by
10,18C8.-tfAt 2d National Bank.
on Congress
on

FOR

Reports,

—-

ALSO AGENT FOB THE

New

The

wau’ B

Discount made from the Portland Tariff rates on all kinds of property.

Of

ged,

n«TA

—OF THE—

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,

Elizabeth
Young
story house

house in

acres

sale
Feb

and we will sketch the

f£m Wurdsworthfthe great"pwt”

G. M. RANDALL,
On the premises.

Farm tor Sale.

J

was a

land, well divided with

House Lots.

Wordsworth’s inability

gentl.-man in question

vuiagc.

story
Grapes,
&c.,
House and ell, painted and blinded. Barn and outbui dings all in good repair. The above is a very desirable property and will be sold at a bargain. In-

was

antf hiikTthere*”1

ai uornam

CONTAINING
good bearing Orebard, Apples, Pears, Cherries,
A good two
<5fcc.
Goosberries

TWO
lots

"O this Mr. Jones’s?” asked the
poet.
A man coming forward
said, “ Yes sir ”
“
Are you Mr. Jones, the tailor?”
“
No, sir.”

bowed

houses,

Cape
Sperwink meeting
of improved land.
NEAR
Containing 15

walked.

wain, to

new

built in the most substantial manner and In
modern style. These houses are near the corner of
Congress and North streets, two s ories high, with
seventeen rooms in each, good cellars, and an unfailing supply of hard and soft water. They are in a
desirable location and will rent leadily at large perTerms liberal.
Enquire of Messrs.
centage.
HEARN & CO, Corner of Congress and North sts.
GEORGE HEARN.

HAND-BILLS,

!

A Liberal

Corn

“Chaa. If ongbi*u,v*

boose has been completely repaired and every
JHiisrefurnished.
been ellat all Ilouro.
Boast ’Ivnu
every day,wills Noop., Oysters
Chowders, &■:.

SEE.

confined by the Board of

For Sale.

orchard.
and barn,

other members oi his
ramily.
One morning he called, and asked
me to accompany hi u to an ai joining street, where
he was told a cheap tailor lived. The
address
he had received lrom his iriend was
so precis that we lound it without
trouble. In we

•iucii

Building, containing

subscriber offers for sale two

The side-wheel sea going
freight and passenger Steamer

Meal*

derwriters.

C.

CIRCULARS,

Business

now

A.]XI>

calcujptcd

quire of
25-dim

Book

I am not

Mar

rooms and four unfinished.
for two families or for a boardwater.
ing
Plenty
Centrally located. Will
be sold $500,00 less than cost. Apply to
WM. H. JERRIS,
Real Estate Agent.
March 28. d3w*

Well

nouse.

mar

that he had been guilty of anv
that the slighted party iiad anv

Jones

story

two
finished

new

MA

PROGRAMMES,

mention another of his
personal
a slavish reverence
for rank permeates
throughout all classes in
Lnglaud. It Wordsworth leceived on Mouday an invitation to dine with a baronet, and
accepted it, he would c nsider himselt perlectly abs lived horn keeping the engagement if
he received on Tuesday another
invitation
lrom a baron, which would be
overslaughed if
on Wednesday he was invited
by an eaH. who
in turn would have to
give way to a marquis,
who wouid in his turn be
put hors de combat
by a duke, what made the whole thin"

rudeness, or
ground of complaint.
One more anecdote,

$3,800,

WM. H. JERRIS.
Real Estate Agent.

65acies

wui

was

building

Boarding House for Sale.

j?arm ior »aie

traits, which shows how

riutculous,

occupied

with favorable payments.
Apply to
March 28. d3w*

modesty!

more
to understand

floor,

good

1

story House, with brick basement

on the corner of Tate and York street.
It is
tor one or two families, and has a good store
now
on the first
by a shoe dealer, and
is a
ents ior
place for business. Tne
$550,00. It will be sold for tbo low price oi

Posters,

Town

C A E E

Bflmti

Hlaimnotli

disquisition.

1

Residence for
Sale.
A good 1J story dwelling House and lortyms\i
three acn s land, in Fal-

(fore side), seven
ifif irlfrc.
miles from Portland—is
naxt to the Methodist Meeting House.
Buildings
alHn complete repair, having been recently painted
and papered.
Cuts about eight tons hay. Plenty

Work.

Job

Equitable Rates,
First-Class Companies

In

mouth.

Miscellany

]

At

Country

POSTER,

A.

iv.

Intermediate Landings

On tlie European Flau,

INSURANCE, INSURANCE,

$1400.

new Houses, contlining seven and eight
Jl rooms, all in flrsi-rate order. Plenty good waNice new
good
closets, &c. Lots 60x88 leet.
ter,
stable. These houses are loci ted at the Ferry, and
must be soid immediately for the above low prices,
which make cheap rents.
W. H. JERRIS,
Applv to
marJldSw*
Real Estate Agent.

Socket

—AKD—

'roomsi

117 Federal Street.

rpWO

Seaside

skyKocket

In her eye-

FOB

HOIJSK

Waldoboro', Damariscotta,

Wining

ANDERSON.
mar.31-dtf

Cheap Rents.

$1600.

SVrSMKMIs.

JuALBIOJI

OUT OF THE RING.

and made convenient tor two

[tenements; good porch and barn
r___w__suitable tor any t li d of a mechanic.
Cistern on the premises of 75 hogsheads; tine yard

—AND-

blow—
She ketceed a cold
W’at laid her low.

HOTELS,

For Sale at Gray Corner.

pair

stranger, pans—
My 'ate attend,
cause
Ann learn the
Of flan nab 8 end.

INSURANCE.

MISCELLANEOUS.

A.

FOSTER

A

UO„

Proprietors of the

Portland and

Forest

Oity Dje House,

groat facilities for cleansing Carpets. Lear.
vour orders at No.316Congress Street, and your
Carpets will be sent for and returned, free ot charge,
March 1*. eod3m*

HAVE

\

■

